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Something’s up
Just forty years ago today the Wright Brothers’ first airplane lifted
lightly off the field at Kitty Hawk.

éAWGS3INL

Now Presidents and Prime Ministers fly across continents and oceans
with no hesitation.

Still bigger things are in the air. Our client, United Air Lines, has
post-war plans for 4-engined, 44-passenger Mainliners that will fly
coast to coast in 101% hours.

The “Age of Flight” is fast approaching.

WW. AYER & SOW, ING. SonFrancisco, toston,’Honolute, London
Phil
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DIRECTORY OF INDUSTRIAL
.. just off the press

@ The Annual Reference Number of
MILL SUPPLIES is published each year
in Mid-December as the thirteenth edition.
For thirty-three years, industrial distributors have depended on this directory
of industrial products as the one and
only reliable source of information on
equipment, tools and supplies.
It is built to their specifications, with
products identified both by “product classification” and by “trade names”. Product
classifications are arranged alphabetically
and under each classification are listed the
names of producing manufacturers
— all

of whom, to the best of our knowledge,
have established distributor policies.
Trade

names

are

carried

alphabetically,

followed by the product covered and the
manufacturer’s name.
Advertising of manufacturers is carried
adjacent to or facing the product classification. Thus, as an example, a manufacturer of “Portable Electric Tools” can run
advertisements on his various products
and have each advertisement appear adjacent to, or facing, a specific tool classification.
Write today for complete information
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about this valuable product guide — b
to specification by distributors themselve
for daily use in their industry. The Di
rectory of Industrial Products is numbe
three in the list of “5 Services to Helj
You Sell”...thru industrial distributo

Mill Supplies
A

McGRAW-HILL

330 West

42nd

PUBLICATIO

Street, New

Ooeewe
et SBUTION

! 1. Directory of Industrial Distributors
2. Industrial Distribution and Marketing

5 SERVICES TO HELP YOU SELL

York 18, N.

_3.. Directory of Industrial Products
4. Index of Manufacturers’ Agents

| 5. Case Studies of Industrial Distribution.

“But Cows Cooperate, Hand and Glove”
Yes, Mrs. Orcutt, cows readily attune to the modern tempo. Run a milking
machine at double speed and they'll give just as much milk! But hand
milking takes a different muscle from the one Professor O. used in his history courses. Give him time—and remember he'll pick up ideas from FARM
JOURNAL, too. We wish we could print enough

FARM JOURNALS to

help everyone. The paper shortage holds us close to 2,700,000 copies a
month, mostly consigned to prepaid rural subscribers.

FARM JOURNAL is one magazine which enters completely into rural life
—entertainingly and in practical ways. At present it is helping show how
farmers can process various crops themselves. This would increase the
value of their products and take up the slack during dull periods of the
year. You needn’t practice husbandry, however, to recognize the straightforward appeal of the world’s largest and most influential rural magazine.
Beg or borrow a copy of the current FARM JOURNAL.

FARM
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Of the

FIRST FOUR
General Magazines

ONE

GRAHAM

PATTERSON,

Publisher
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NAM Plans Paid Ad Campaign to Explain “Free Enterprise”—
Co-ops Threaten Price War if Deprived of Tax Exemption
—NPA

Calls for New Fiscal Policy.

The Woman’s Market After the War
Henry Dorff

Women will be different after the war and it will take different

advertising appeals to sell them
Hybrid Mailing Piece Spurs Sales
A combination of house organ and direct mail piece has inter-

esting results for Celotex Corp.

Aesop Glim’s contributions to P. I.
over more than 14 years number almost 100 articles. Some of the earlie:
ones were put together in a book
titled “Aesop Glim, Advertising Fundamentalist” (Prentice Hall, 1930).
That first series was dedicated “to
all humble advertising men —and
NOT to the experienced Ad-Crafter.”

Is Advertising Ready for a More Modern Approach to Circulation?
Not an attack on the ABC but a friendly suggestion that media
effectiveness might be measured in new, untried ways

The Latin American Export Market—Stepchild of Advertising. .
which

will

probably

bring

the

Those

Radio’s All-Night Market

John Francis

The swing shift has brought swing music and commercials to
the post-midnight air
“Selling” Employees on Breaking Production Records
Inside

Advertising Promotion
Books in Brief
Letters to the Editor.
Farm-Paper Linage
Editorial
The Schoolmaster’s Classroom... .
After Hours

Washington

Tutoring In Economics
H. W. D.

Copy That Clicked
Richard Manville
P. I. Advertising Index
Copyright,
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know

Aesop know, too,

The articles that he writes are
themselves
models
of _ simplicity
and clarity. Recommended reading.
whether or not the “copy assignments” be accepted, is Aesop Glim’s
Copy Clinic, beginning January 7.

7

ton, M

6, Cal., J. ey Conrow

ivbeetigtion $4 a year, Canada $5, olen $6. Entered as second-class matter
at Post Office,N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879
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Manager

who

that he is unwilling to compromise.
He states as fact that which he
believes and although his articles are
of a type that provokes discussion
and frequently opposition, he stands
by his guns. No writer in these pages
ever evoked a greater number of letters to the editor, Many of these
were from top executives who had
gained a new conception of advertising from reading his articles. No
writer upon topics relating to copy
ever succeeded better in tearing away
sham and exposing the bare bones of
the subject in hand.

Henry W. Marks

Eastern Advertising Manager,

LOS ANGELES,

R. W. Palmer
Secretary

P. H. Erbes, Jr. and Frank LaClave

Managing Editor

Advertising Offices: CHICAGO

Inc.

Hill 3-6500

Joel Lewis

News Editor

Beginning with the new year,
Aesop Glim will again appear in the
pages of Printers’ INK, this time to
conduct a Copy Clinic that will, we
expect, equal in reader interest his
famous series of '29 and '30. °
In the very first article, Glim will
give his “class” a copy assignment
and obligingly offer to give his
friendly criticism upon every piece of
copy sent to him. Only two require.
ments: sender must be a subscriber
of P. I. and must confine his efforts
to one piece of copy. This long advance notice is given because we want
everybody who may be interested, to
read the first article when it appears
on January 7 and then to work on
the assignment if he cares to do so.

Ten Copy Appeals
Victor O. Schwab
. With anatomical portraits of their innards

Jorge G. Prieto and E. J. Ryan
A controversial discussion
editors much mail

The Return of Aesop Glim

_

29, 1893,
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Another new campaign by

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINES® OSBORN, Snc.
NEW YORK
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Talk About Reader Response!
Look at the Record of The Washington Post in 1943
vere:
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was the attendance figure for The Washington Post sponsored, Army produced, 18-day “Back The Attack” show put
on in September for the benefit of the Treasury’s war bond
drive. The Post Show was America’s biggest Bond promotion.
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Cite Washington jJost for Action
Eugene

Meyer,

Editor
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government employees contributed
one dollar each to buy and equip
two fighter planes in May; another
Washington Post sponsored idea.

in Washington

Publisher
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Will accept trade-in on heavy equipment
¢ Super-market reduces drug line « Pric-

News/Vane

ing gets study « Britons plan to increase ad
rates ¢ 4 o'clock closing of freight depots.

SWuseeeeronezrsamnareresensoregnvenaprecvteirvvnsnneavvotsonrtnteet
tesco reE0020 AAO ARPES

NOT one but two makers of heavy equipment plan
to offer to take in old obsolescent equipment as
part payment on new. Would renovate old and ship to
export market. Understood one Latin American country has orders in now for thousands of railroad cars.
One super-market in the East has had to reduce number
of drug items carried. Too much pilfering.

Political influence is being used, but not any too successfully, when defense plants are changed over, or
contracts cancelled. Army and Navy know how quickly
Congressional minds forget past favors. They want
none of World War I aftermath of investigations.
Farmers with a surplus of red ration points are disrupting
the steady flow of butter to distributing centers. They
are reported trading the points with recipient using points
for butter in farm centers.
Old World War I canard, about saltpeter being put in

cigarettes for men in the armed forces, is being rehashed with a new angle. It seems a certain brand is
touted as being exempt from the anaphrodisiac properties and is reported as being the cause of that brand’s
sudden success with armed forces.

Don’t make plans for a too-early trip up the Alcan Highway. Some of the roadway is far from being a boulevard.
Probably will be years before highway can be used comfortably by civilians.

It might be well for the candy industry to do a bit of
house-cleaning, some of the new names and brands are

conversion stage will alter consumers’ minds on value
of product.
Newsprint production is up but not enough to allow for
any lowering of restrictions. Pulp paper profits probably
will drop in 1944, . . . Curtailment of paper has hit
more industries than first thought.

New inventions: Goodrich has new plane tire with fins
which start wheels moving when lowered for landing.
Will save tires... Art Metal Works has a new combination razor and sharpener . . . Vincent Pino, New York,

has new paint brush, a self-feeding one . . . General
Motors has new auto refrigerator, operates off engine.
Recent cold spell in East has revived idea of a central
heating plant for a unit of homes. Would pipe steam
and hot water direct to homes on a metered basis,

More than 200 young Latin American
have completed

Several associations are counting on regional meetings next
year, feel they can step more quickly into national conventions should conditions change.

here learning how

locomotives.
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to make

everything

from soap to

‘

Retailers are complaining about changes in discounts and
deliveries during the emergency. Claim changes are made
while orders are in transit.

Country clubs will be big business if American Golf
Foundation, Chicago, has its way. Foundation claims
that but one out of ten golf clubs is financially sound,
offers to help with completed surveys on various aspects
gratis.
Chicago junkie bought 16 “unserviceable jeeps” from
Army. Replacement parts has made most go-worthy. Two
were sold for a fixed price plus purchase of $1,000 War
Bonds.

British publications are reported considering an in~ crease in advertising rates due to increased production
costs. Up until June of this year they were as a whole
making a nice profit.

Far-sighted sales executives are giving post-war pricing
serious study. Inflation, or whatever you term it, will
have some influence but a period of unemployment in

Latest News

and

returned to their former positions. There are 90 others

_ far from being up to standard, too many would fail to

_ pass health requirements. The slackers, mostly new
; names though with well known addresses, are hurting
| the future of the industry.

business men

training with private industries

Developments?

Look for 4 o’clock closing of freight depots.
ously studying the situation.

ODT is seri:

—-H. L. S.

See NEWS FRONT page 43

Toughest Job Yo
ur Advertising
ORESome

Ever Tackled!

mon touch” —jn whi
ch the readers are
the

writers as well.

Jobs. Not relief che

cks. Not charity. Not
the handouts of a gra
teful government .
. . but
the kind of
jobs

these 169 years.

. Today, this influe
nce of Macfadden
maga-

zines is cl

that America has stood
for

i

advertisers’

i

This closeness to Ame
rica

now becomes not
only a priceless adv
antage, but an obl
igation.
We acc
ept this obligation. Her
e is our pledge:

‘i

no
more automobiles
for
build,” New Yoie
d the C.L
tean
O. last month, “th

‘
ome nak
ernor De
wey tol

we can find ways to sel
more clo
. . . there can be no
thing, h Ouses, l or
.
American ingenuity and
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n power to create
than we can find way
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to distribute.”

Selling these jobs into being
is the toughest,
most important job you
r advert

And what makes it all pos ising ever tackled.
sible atid prided

is that unde
warr
and the pressure for war
goods
— buying
power has spread
to the four corner
s

of America.

No
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maintain our servic- e to I ndustr
the most Lo
authoritativ
e Private source of kno y as
wledge
and understanding of the
Industry—and, ind
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ire economic Sys-

tem as we presently know
“t—must depend.

“The Common Man, wel

l-informed,
working with good wil
l, is the greatest
force in Producing the wor
ld we want.”
The following is addres
sed to

Wage Earner
America through
an article in True
Story
(4 Macfadden Mag
azine) Sor Februa
ry 1944:

“*lODAY, more tha
n ever bef

:
To sell these relati3
ve strangers in the ss
we have left—t
time
o hold them as
customers—you
2
can well use a
€
friend * + + & res
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whose nod of approv
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confirms what you say
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The Macfadden magazi
nes have been building this kind

of friendship in thi
s biggest
market—the Wage
Earners—for more
generation. Thi
than a
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publishing com
pany to find a way
to the
these families. It develo minds and hearts of
ped a new kind of
editorial approach
built solely on the
“com.

TRUE SToRY

ore, people must
love harmoniously
together, must Sha
Profit by each oth
re and
er’s experiences.
This is no
time for factions,
for discord. This
is NO time to
Stifle free America.
“We must be unit
ed for a common
Prepared for pea
goal, be
ce and the return
ing soldiers
+++ We must have
industry humming
in a song of
welcome. Let’s hav
e jobs for all who
need and
want them.
“In all walks of
life where there
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different
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t nation that’s
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I write for True Stor
y Magazine.”
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Inside Washington

Nelson vs. Wilson
Donald Nelson, War Production Board chairman, and
Charles E. Wilson, executive vice-chairman, are being

unusually polite to each other these days. Each feels
that he ought to be in full charge of WPB affairs, and

as a result they are genuinely embarrassed. Subordinate
employees are lined up in Nelson and Wilson camps.
There is no open warfare, of course; everybody is trying
to be extra nice to everybody else. But you can’t run a
hardboiled outfit like WPB by using such ladylike
tactics, The friction arises mostly over post-war preparation affairs. There is, for instance, the vital matter
of naming plants to be reconverted to civilian production. Mr. Wilson thinks he should have the main say in
this respect, and is being vigorously backed up by
James F. Byrnes and Bernard Baruch. As a matter of
fact, Messrs. Byrnes and Baruch are said to be holding
Mr. Wilson in office right now, despite the fact that his
resignation is supposed to be on Mr. Nelson’s desk. The
matter will probably come to a head soon after President Roosevelt gets back on the job. Mémbers of the
Nelson faction express complete confidence that the
President will decide in his favor. Maybe.
If you are writing advertising copy, you had better get a
copy of the third revision of the Code of Wartime Practices
for the American Press. In this Byron Price has loosened
former restrictions in a number of particulars.

So Ends Newspaper Subsidy—For Now
The closeness of the vote, 11 to 10, by which the Ways
and Means Committee killed the Bankhead and Cannon measures providing an appropriation to buy news-

passed. One fairly reasonable explanation of the Committee’s action is the desire to rescue certain House
members from a painfully embarrassing situation; they
did not want to have to go through the agony of voting.
If they voted

against the project they would

bring

down upon themselves the wrath of the smaller newspapers, and they know full well what that means. On
the other hand, they would be enacting a totally mischievous and dangerous law.
Marvin Jones, war food administrator, asks that Congress
vote quickly on the price subsidy question. But administration congressmen are fighting for a delay. Senator EIlender (Dem., La.) predicts that the vote on the anti-subsidy

bill will not come until February.

Guffey on War Path
Senator Butler’s charge that we have wasted some six
billion dollars in good neighbor activities in South
America was on its way to become just another of those
things when Senator Joe Guffey of Pennsylvania broke
out with the Senate speech that tore the issue wide
open, and now we seem about to have some fun. You
had better get hold of the Congressional Record for
December 7 and read the speech in full. For some reason or other, the newspapers did not pay much attention to it. Mr. Guffey bitterly attacked Reader’s Digest
for having allegedly cooked up the whole affair.
He said that De Witt Wallace, editor, had taken Senator
Butler on a trip through South America and to have
had a ghost writer produce the Butler article on the
subject which appears in the December issue of the
magazine. Senator Guffey portrayed Senator Butler as

paper advertising, may mean that the matter is not yet

being a person without

definitely disposed of. The action was so sudden and so
totally unexpected that members of the National Editorial Association had no clear idea about how the
thing happened; they haven’t quite figured it out yet.
By all the rules of the game, they had plenty of reason
to believe that the legislation would be reported out
favorably, whereupon its passage by the House was regarded as a foregone conclusion. In the House there
were enough votes pledged definitely to assure passage.
And if the bill could be squeezed out of the Committee

Mr. Wallace to make a fool out of him. In his recent

some way or other even

now,

it would

doubtless be

airing of certain New

guile who

allowed

the able

Deal affairs, Mr. Wallace

was

accused of departing from his former high standards.
As was mentioned here last week, the Coordinator’s
office will probably make out a fair case for itself. Its
task will be more difficult now, however, because of the
bitterness that will inevitably be created by the Guffey
speech. A lot of windbagging has been going on about
certain portions of our good neighbor policy and it is a
fact that this is resented in the other Americas. But the
Coordinator’s work has a solid business foundation and

-
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this can and will be conclusively shown. One thing is
sure: If Senator Butler’s statement did not smoke things
out, Senator Guffey’s speech will.

Canners Association will draft a complete production
program. All the negotiations thus far have been
amicable and no trouble is expected.

It will probably be Christmas and maybe later before we

It is becoming pretty generally understood in Washington
that the selling price directive on beef and the packer sub.
sidy is causing the continued abnormal run of cattle to the
markets. If the movement continues, the country is going
to have a serious beef shortage within the year.

know whether the Senate or House views in regard to third-

class postage will prevail. The House bill, reported out by
the Senate Finance Committee with the postage increase
eliminated, was scheduled to be passed by the Senate by the
middle of next week. Then the bill goes to conference.

Traffic Manager?

Asks Ships, Airplanes
The Chamber of Commerce of the United States is
going to exert its whole influence to the end that after
the war this country may rise fully to its opportunities
in the direction of merchant marine and air transport.
That a firm foundation for the effort might be laid, the
Chamber's International Transport Committee worked
up a carefully planned report, embodying a new policy
in the directions named. In accordance with the bylaws,
the board of directors adopted the report and then submitted it to the entire membership for ratification. An
affirmative vote of 60%
required for ratification;

of the membership was
only 144% voted in the

negative. Thus it is the settled opinion of the Chamber
that “no obstacles should be placed in the way of a
continuous, rapid expansion of our aviation industry”
and that we must have a fleet of merchant ships more
nearly adequate to our defense in the event of a national emergency, and “adequate to carry a substantially larger part of the imports and exports so necessary to our internal economy than has heretofore been
the case.”
Dr. Stanley F. Teele has resigned as deputy director of
the Procurement Policy Division of WPB to return to the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. He
has done a good, sane job and it is too bad he had to quit.

Canners Would Play Safe
If they can help it, the canners

are not going to be

caught as were the producers of pork. Now in the
midst of planning their 1944 pack, they have some perplexing problems ahead of them. The Government
wants them to go ahead on an all-out production basis.
If this is done, the packers think (1) that they should
have a floor or support price for each product; (2) that
the contract for goods packed for Governmental purposes should not be subject to cancellation; (3) that
Government held stocks should not be dumped on the
market at figures lower than the support price for each
product. The whole matter will be thrashed out in a
processors’ conference to be held in Chicago the week
of January 9. In case the full Government plan is not
ready at that time, a special committee of the National

Colonel Bryan Houston, who went from Young & Rubicam, New York, to head up OPA’s Ration Division, is

quoted as saying (this information comes secondhand)
that he will ask the War Food Administration to fix
ration point values on all food items. He is said to be.
lieve also that WFA should fix prices. This is a sample
of the courageous thinking that has characterized the
Bowles regime from the beginning. At first sight it
would seem that under such a system OPA would eventually become mainly a traffic director—especially since
bills are pending in Congress providing that the pricing
and rationing of petroleum products and fuels shall be
taken away from OPA and given to Secretary Ickes.
Colonel Houston seems to recognize that centralization
of authority is the one big thing needed to bring about
a sane administration of the food situation—even if, in
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some respects, OPA takes a back seat.
In Congress there is much sentiment in favor of rewriting
the Stabilization Act, which expires June 30 next year. If

the movement succeeds, present price and wage control will
be threatened.

OPA Consumer News
And now comes Mrs. P. L. Crowlie, the much publicized “typical housewife” of OPA, who it seems has
made a trip through the country and has been holding
meetings with OPA’s Consumer Advisory Committee.
Of the Committee she says, “You might call them professional proponents for consumer interests, while I am
an amateur like most of the public.” Obviously, Mrs.
Crowlie is a person of discernment . . . Professor Hazel
Kyrk of the University of Chicago, and organizer of the
Chicago Federation of Consumers, who has been chosen
as chairman of the Advisory Committee, reassuringly
announces that “our method of procedure will not be
to reconstruct the OPA.”

These th
in comm

for prosy
find local
Mark Se:
When
local ou
telephone
prospect

authorize
the way
are doing
declares that there is no tax system which will prevent in- Users o:
flation. As an alternative, he proposes sound fiscal policies use such
and taxes that will produce maximum revenues. magazine

In a formal statement to the Senate Finance Committee,
Ellsworth C. Alvord, chairman of the Federal Finance Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
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“Look for our dealer in the Classified

=

section of your Telephone Book
e
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These three ads have one idea

lazel in common
— of making it easy
F the

for prospects and customers to
find local

representatives.

Trade

paper

and outdoor

advertising.

Today, with civilian

goods

=production cut, the Classified
offers a low-cost way

to keep your

E

ose Mark Service does exactly that.

company and dealers constantly

ingly
When your trade mark and
ot be Hocal outlets are displayed in}
telephone books, you can direct

before the public. Your trade
mark would be seen in millions
of homes, factories and offices—
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“WHERE TO GET SERVICE”

Prospects to your dealers for

maintaining recognition of your

He)

eur Lecat Dealer. WisAddress... 2a sreee0+ Tel. We.

rittee,

Bauthorized sales and service —

Com: ithe way these three advertisers
states,

Hare doing.

products and services now and

_ for the post-war period.

For details call the telephon

nt it f Users of this identification plan _ business office, and ask

plicies use such a reference not only in

magazines but also in radio, newsDecember 17, 1943
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Ever hear of a
magnetic mike?
Well, we have one right here at WHK in
Cleveland. Looks like any other mike.
You know —talk in here and it comes
out . . . everywhere.
But something magnetic happens to those words in transit.

First we knew about it was the day we totaled
“up and discovered that Cleveland merchants
(who know what sells what in this moneyladen belt) were buying more time over
WHK than over any other leading station!

Why? Simply because this magical mike of
ours was just about magnetizing listeners. Announcer would say, “Run down to your nearest store tonight for a bottle of our dualpurpose potato chips”—and Clevelanders in
their shirt sleeves would dash madly to the
corner through snow up to here.

No Wonder

Is

Retailers’ Choice in Cleveland

Ss

We'd love it, only we're scared half to death
that someone will hear about our microphonic
magnetism . . . and next thing you know,
we'll be called on the carpet for such Svengali goings-on. Meanwhile, though, come on
along. You've never seen such selling!

Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co.
United

Broadcasting

WHK-WCLE,

Cleveland

Co.,

Operators

and WHKC,

—to s
the Cx

of

Columbus
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No “lights out” for her!
READ AND HEED THE COMPANION MORE—in "44!

Your wife’s working late again. The days just aren’t long enough for
all her wartime jobs.
Mornings she does the housework— maybe tries to get along with
decrepit appliances. Noons, the kids’ lunches—their appetites poohpooh her dwindling ration points. Afternoons, foraging all over town

We mean you MEN/ Merchants, retailers, sales and
advertising executives—yes, and just plain husbands,
too. Don’t read the recipes... but ys read some of
the vital, timely, terribly important articles that are

giving your wife real aid today. Then you'll understand how much the Companion is helping YOUR
business in these difficult war times.

to find food for balanced meals. Home, to get dinner —“experiment-

Don’t

ing” with the only cuts of meat she could find. Then all the planning
and bookkeeping ...it should get her down, but it doesn’t. The
General doesn’t complain.
The usefulness of women’s magazines like the
Companion has never been greater for her. Millions of homemakers rely on it as their field manual

cio ave perpeingwarine probleme, Toe

February

feature

Cc WOMANS HOME

the Companion is bought more eagerly, read more
thoroughly, used more than ever before in its

THE

70-year history.

December 17, 1943

the Companion’s

OMPANION

for wartime living. It helps to shorten their work

UNDERSTANDING

miss

story on the Black Market—it'’s “hot,” it’s “inside
dope,” crammed with hard facts never before published! Facts that will flabbergast you—as they
will every honest business man. Steal your wife's
Companion if you must—but be sure to return it
because it’s the one book SHE will read more and
heed more in ’44!

CROWELL-COLLIER

PUBLISHING

COMPANY,

PUBLISHERS

OF

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, COLLIER’S, THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

WOMEN

I!S

OUR

FULL-TIME

JOB
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He’s the Jobber's Salesman. .—
and yours...
PLY

i/

/

The Hardware Jobber’s Salesman plays an important
part in MacLane’s Hardware Store. His regular visits,
each week or two, are welcomed warmly by Mac to
whom he brings a broad knowledge of merchandise

~ of his trade. In truth, he is Mac’s friend and advisor.
In each of the nation’s 29,000 retail hardware stores
— including big stores and small, located in cities,
towns

and

the country — the
influence of some one or two jobber’s salesmen strongly
villages

throughout

and expert help in maintaining a salable stock running
into as many as 15,000 items. The Jobber’s Salesman

affects the choice of mérchandise as well as the interest

knows Mac, his ideas, his methods and the preferences

and enthusiasm with which it is displayed and sold.
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The Hardware Jobber Looms
Large in Postwar Distribution

The jobbers know, too, that of the 29,000 retail
hardware stores, about 9,000 sell-over 72% of the
goods sold . . . that these 9,000 Major Hardware
Dealers are real merchandisers with many departments offering wide assortments of electrical equipment, paint, housewares, radio, sporting goods, giftwares ...as well as other hardware items for industry,

farm, and home.
The jobbers know that most Major Dealers are
strong financially, discount their bills, and are very
much in business despite war-time restrictions .. .
that they are long established, substantial merchants, ¢

soundly progressive and possessors of invaluable customer good will . . . that they serve the solid citizens
of their localities . . . and that these merchants have

Through the Retailers he serves, the Hardware Whole-

converted to war-time merchan@isihg ‘with remarkable

saler provides manufacturers an efficient and profit-

success.

able route to a vast consumer market. He carefully
selects, catalogs, and warehouses fifty to sixty thousand items, handles selling and delivery, assumes all

credit risks and

provides

effective

merchandising

services to his dealers. All these services performed
by the jobber, if provided direct by manufacturers,
would entail extra costs resulting in higher selling

prices to the consumer. Many lines that must be sold
directly to the dealer, in other fields, can be distributed
thoroughly and economically by the 481 wholesalers
to the 29,000 retail hardware merchants.
wm
Yes, the Hardware Jobber looms large in the post-

war distribution picture for those manufacturers who
start cultivating him right now.

lf you could ask the Jobber
about Hardware Dealers...
ey’d tell you that they number about 29,000 located
in almost every city, town, and village throughout

the country. That their total annual sales in 1939
amounted to more than $629,000,000 a year
—- and
ould run well over the billion mark in the postwar
years.

A Chilton © Publication

100 East'4

‘York 17, N. Y.
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which forces any disabled veteran
AerIcA cannot be proud of a rehabilitation program
to fight for a square deal,

That’s our battle—and yours.

Because we think it is one of

l has published the advertisethe most important battles of the war, The Milwaukee Journa
public interest in the urgent
ments below in 20 leading newspapers across the nation to arouse
need for a more complete program of veterans’ aid.

These messages—and two others—

vital problem.
may be obtained for reprinting by anyone interested in this
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ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT and SALES

TEN COPY APPEALS:
With Anatomical Portraits

its stalking for customers. The result is a montage (or rather ten of

of Their Innards

undigested and predigested “personal
philosophizing,” vagaries and whisps
of beliefs. Inevitably it could not

them) —filled with bromides, clichés,

By VICTOR O. SCHWAB
Schwab and Beatty, Inc.

remarked,

‘Well,

1 wouldn’t

want

to be made to look like a fool. I’m
snot sure that I know the right thing
to do in this case, and I wouldn’t

want to risk doing the wrong thing.
If I did, I would be awfully embarrassed and people would think I
didn’t have any education or manners or anything. I'd never live it
down.”
I do not know what egregious error the young lady was shying away
from; but, translating her general
attitude into a copy appeal, I suppose it would come under the one
sometimes referred to as Personal
Prestige. But there were other overtones and undertones in the conver-

1, Money and
Better Job

I'm interested in making more
money and getting a bigger job. I
am tired of worrying all the time
where the next dollar is coming
from. I don’t know where my money
all goes to. Life seems merely a succession of bills—and worry about how
to pay them.
December 17, 1943

Againt
ity,

HE other day I overheard a conversation between two girls. . At
the end of it one of the girls finally

|

be otherwise, for the average human
sation, touching on Pride, Protection

Embarrassment,

Self-Consciousness,

PopularInferiority

Complex, Desire for Praise, and
others. So I began to wonder about
the background behind a specific
copy appeal; for, obviously, this background covers a great deal more territory than the copy man may envisage or realize when he uses a very
general term, covering only a word

or two, to identify it.
For example, when we write copy
based on the appeal of Money, or
Health, ar Security, or Popularity
what area are we actually traversing,
as far as the thoughts and feelings
of the reader are concerned? What
selling arguments of ours will best

dove-tail with the mass-attitude of
the average person in relation to
those particular appeals?
I decided that it might -not be a
bad idea to do a little charting, since

this is the mental and emotional
hunting-ground where copy must do

In our place it’s the same old
“seniority,” dead men’s shoes. My
work isn’t appreciated as it should
be, and my bosses do not credit me

with my full ability. I’ve got lots on
the ball. There’s plenty of good
stuff inside me. And I’m as capable
as others. But I never seem to get
a break.
Lords knows I work hard enough!
But our place is rife with favoritism.
Those who ingratiate themselves
with the boss seem. to have all the
luck.
And I’m sick of having people hint
all the time about how well others

mind is a montage of hasty impressions, fuzzy generalities, bromidic
wall-motto sentiments, self-justifications, and sentimentalities.

Yet, since these areas are so truly
lacking in clear delineation, it is important that the copy man try to
chart them. By doing so he may be
able to propel his copy appeals more
accurately and effectively. And, even
though the viewpoint of each person
on any given human desire or appeal
may differ in some measure, yet each
undoubtedly falls into a fairly general pattern.
So here are suggested the background attitudes behind ten of the
more common copy appeals. They
are not based upon scientific psychological knowledge, for I do not possess it. They are simply an attempt
to set down, in the average person’s
own words, some observations which
try to convey a picture of at least
my own impression of how he thinks
and feels (mostly feels).

are doing. Sure, nothing succeeds
like success—those who have, get.
I'd even like to go into business
for myself sometime. My children
must have the means to go to college and to have a better chance in
life than I had. I am fed up with
the grind and will go nuts unless I
can make more of my life. There
must be some kind of short-cut to
getting ahead faster.
I can’t seem to lay anything by, or
have enough to spend, or save, or to
just “give away” if I feel like it. It
isn’t that I do not have ideas—I have
lots of them and I think they are
17

good.

But other people seem to put

theirs over and I just haven’t been
able to. But I'll show ’em. [I'll turn
the tables on them.
I don’t want to take orders all the
time. I want to give ’em—have some
power over other people. But I
won't cringe and knuckle down in
order to push myself ahead. I just
wouldn’t stoop the way some people
do. Of course, I’ve muffed a few good
chances but it wasn’t my fault.

2. Security in

I’m interested in security when I
my life.

I have worked

there

someone

where Alice

for hours,

praying

for

to pay some attention to

her, to dance with her. It was enough

to tear you apart.
Some people I know have their
phone ringing all the time, with invitations. I don’t like to push myself

forward

for

attention,

but

I

suppose I am a little too self-conscious and inclined to stand in the
background.
Sometimes I seem able to become
quite the hit of the party. Some
people I know seem to get asked all

tiful, that I am creative and efficient,

and that I am often in the lead and
“first” in many things.
After all, I really do things well
and I have overcome many obstacles
and difficulties. Praise from others
is a nice thing to get and I like to
get it when I deserve it—and I often
do.
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5. More
7. im

Comfort

Appe

over because they flatter others. They

Old Age

get older.

ington’s Alice Adams
stood

hard all

When I get along in years

I want to be able to take it easy.

I

don’t want to be dependent on
others. I want to hold my head up
and not take any charity. I don’t
want to live “on anybody.” I want
to do the things I’ve always dreamed
about; go where I want, and not be

worried all the time.
A person ought to be able to get
away from the battle when he’s older,

haven’t any better personality or
more charm than I have; but I just
won’t be insincere in order to win
a lot of attention.
I get so sick and tired sometimes
of waiting for the phone to ring or
hoping that the postman will bring
me invitations. I’ve got lots of good
points. I’m intelligent and not bad
looking and I can talk interestingly
when I want to. But I guess I “hide
my light under a bushel.” Maybe
I have an “inferiority complex’”—but
I really shouldn’t because I’m not
really inferior to other people who
are always popular.

and look on for a while, in safety

and security. What's the use of battling every day unless you can have
some peace and quiet to look forward
to later.

Others

I'm interested in making myself
more popular. It’s fun to be asked
out all the time, to be “wanted” by
everyone. There’s no fun being a
wallfiower.
I'll never forget that
wonderful chapter in Booth Tark-

I'm interested in getting recognition from others for the qualities I
know I have. I don’t like flattery,
but there’s no harm in having people tell you that you have intelli-

more

comforts,

more

con-

6. Social
Advancement.

who hav
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tell you
dressed y
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Some

8. Per

that some

of your possessions are obviously not
or that your

choice

of

something indicates that you have
good taste and good judgment.
There are some things that I think
I’m even an authority on and it is
nice when people recognize it. I like
hearing

to thrill

do thin]
and that
myself tl
attractiv
a great

to make |
to others.
money tl
themselve

gence, that the clothes you are wear-

inexpensive,

i

or for self-development in some of
the things that I have thought about
so many times.
I am not pitying myself or putting
up a hard luck story. But I do know no such
that a lot of people who are not as sity of be
industrious or capable as I am seem many thi

once in a while?

ing look very attractive,

I'm

appearal

veniences, and more freedom from exceeding
a lot of the worries that beset me. ceeded it
So why shouldn’t I spread myself ful. No

to do all my life, but I’ve never had

3. Popularity

I deserve more leisure, too—for
travel, or hobbies, or rest, or play,

to have

4. Praise from

There’s a lot of things I’ve wanted
time or money to do them. What
travel have I done? When I was a
kid I dreamed of seeing the whole
world. Year after year that hope
was squeezed out of me. Before I
could get going on any of my dreams
the responsibilities piled up and kept
my nose to the grindstone.
There must be some sure, safe way
to become independent before you're
too old to enjoy it!

I’m interested in things that add
to my comfort. I work pretty hard
and have done so all my life. I de
serve a little ease and luxury once
in’ a while. You couldn’t call it
self-indulgence. It’s just that I really
rate some relief from work and inconvenience and worry once in a
while.

it said that I am

a good

parent and have done a good job
with my children. Of course, what
I do for them I do for their sakes,
but I can’t deny that I like it when
they reflect credit on me, too.
I don’t mind hearing myself
praised as being up-to-date.
And
anyone can see that I appreciate
things that are cultural and beau-

I’m interested in moving up into
better social circles. Not that I want
to “keep up with the Joneses’”—not
showing off, but just advancing myself socially. There’s nothing wrong
with that! Where would a person
be if he never tried to better himself
and to meet and associate with better
people.
I’m certainly “good enough.” This
is a democratic country and no one
has to stay “on the wrong side of

Pres
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1 don’t want to lose any chance
] can get to meet and associate with

the better people of this town and
I'm going to think carefully about
the groups I join. Also, I want my
children to be able to mix with anyone. And if the head of the firm
or anyone else important visits me
or takes an interest in me I want to

carry it through with credit.

7. Improved

stamps me as not as good as the next
one.
I can make up for whatever I have
missed and I am going to see to it
that my children can prove that they
have parents they never need be
ashamed of. Nobody is going to
“look down their noses” at me! I
don’t ever want to give any offense
to others. I want to hold up my
head and keep my self-respect and
not run any risks of making a fool
of myself.

Appearance
9. Better

Net she will be a smart shopper,
best ‘xe will have gone through the
to do whilaration of spending easy
I get as mulessly. And she will have
I'm not read-”
\ to be earned
all the time, but
Most impormyself once in a ,
—the money
will? So it is not bei. ‘ays of high
me to have things I wiize that the
enjoyment out of.
wing in
Life is not so full of constant will

piness that I should pass up thirst
and sacrifice pleasures that will make
up for some of the disappointments
and troubles I have.
*
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I'm interested in improving my
appearance. I don’t expect crowds
to thrill in rapture over me, but I

do think that I’m not too “plain”
and that I can really do things for
myself that will make me™even more
attractive looking. Other people make
a great deal of themselves, people
who have less than I have to start
with,

It's awfully nice to have people
tell you how attractive and well
dressed you are. It’s everyone’s job
tomake the most of himself. There’s
no such thing these days as the necessity of being homely. There are too
many things to do about it.
Some people whose features are
exceedingly commonplace have succeeded in becoming almost beautiful. No person has the right to fail
to make himself more preposssessing
to others. . If I had the time and the
money that some people spend on
themselves—would I show them!

8. Personal

Prestige
into
want
—not

I'm interested

in “doing

things

, my- ight.” There’s nothing so embarTong
fassing as to make mistakes that cause
arson
ther people to misjudge you and
mself
0 consider you less educated or culetter
This

> one

Health

red than you really are. I may not
lave come from a “blue blood” fam-

I’m interested in better health, and

in strength, vigor and endurance.

I

used to feel wonderful all the time,

now, or can’t learn, how to do
ings properly.
redit
Thank goodness, in this country
I'm
jou
are not held back by any handiinless
1, you “ps you've had in life. I just don’t

rant to do or say anything that

Vecember 17, 1943
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gether the threads of training, education, traits, feelings, superstitions,

and “personal philosophizing” that
make him up.
This undoubtedly over-simplified
portrait may be at variarice with
your own conception of him. Your
myself all the time.
I am really not a “hypo” who is © portrait may show him to be more
always complaining about nothing. commendable, more intelligent, more
Whenever I don’t feel too well it clear-cut in his attitudes; and less
is due to ailments that are not imagi- self-pitying, self-indulgent, self-seeknary. I could do so much more if ing.
Perhaps, however, this delineation
I felt marvelous all the time.
(although pathetically non-ShakesI am not really old and I don't
feel any older than I did years ago. pearean in its acuteness of perception) may help you to limn your
It’s just that I don’t seem to have
the drive and the energy I used to own concept of the average person
to whom you are directing a specific
have. I’ve had a pretty strenuous
appeal. For, when you do shoot out
time all my life and it’s no wonder
that it may be beginning to tell on a copy appeal, you are, of course, not
shooting it into a void; you are prome a little bit.
I just .haven’t thought enough jecting it directly against the general
about myself. I always seem to be already-existent attitude of the averthinking and considering other peo- age person—as he has already thought
ple and sort of letting myself go. of that particular appeal in relation
People always tell me that I think to himself. And your new message
of myself last. There must be lots will either combat or concur with his
of quick short-cuts for getting back own strongly-held or partly-jelled
viewpoint.
the kind of health I used to have.
People are more likely to agree
with you if you first agree with them
—by showing them that you have a
sympathetic understanding of how
10. Increased
they already feel. Your own comEnjoyment
posite portrait may be more heroic

but I don’t know what’s gotten into
me lately. I suppose I don’t take
the best possible care of myself, but
I just don’t get time to be coddling

than this one, or it may be even more

y but that doesn’t mean that I don’t

Je of

*

And so it looks as though we have
some sort of “composite” of the average human being—after having made
some attempt at least to weave to-

I'm interested in as much enjoyment .~as I can get from entertainment,

food, drink, and other plea-

sures. You might as well live life
to the full. You’re only here once

filled with human frailties. If this
one doesn’t measure up, then draw
your own. But it is a good thing
to have such a portrait in your mind
when you are trying to move the
average person into action on a specific front.
19

good.

But other people seem to put

theirs over and I just haven’t been
able to. But I'll show ‘em. I'll turn
the tables on them.
I don’t want to take orders all the
time. I want to give ’em—have some
power over other people.
But I
won't cringe and knuckle down in
order to push myself ahead. I just
wouldn’t stoop the way some people
do. Of course, I’ve muffed a few good
chances but it wasn’t my fault.

2. Security in
Old Age

I'm interested in security when

I

get older. I have worked hard all
my life. When I get along in years
I want to be able to take it easy.

I

don’t want to be dependent on
others. I want to hold my head up
and not take any charity. I don’t
want to live “on anybody.” I want
to do the things I’ve always dreamed
about; go where I want, and not be

worried all the time.
A person ought to be able to get
away from the battle when he’s older,

ington’s Alice Adams
stood

there

someone

for hours,

where

Alice

tiful, that I am creative and efficient,

praying for

and that I am often in the lead and
“first” in many things.
After all, I really do things well
and I have overcome many obstacles
and difficulties. Praise from others
is a nice thing to get, and I like to
get it when I deserve it—and I often
do.

to pay some attention to

her, to dance with her. It was enough

to tear you apart.
Some people I know have their
phone ringing all the time, with invitations. I don’t like to push myself

forward

suppose

for

attention,

but

I

I am a little too self-con-

scious and inclined to stand in the
background.
Sometimes I seem able to become
quite the hit of the party. Some
people I know seem to get asked all
over because they flatter others. They
haven’t any better personality or
more charm than I have; but I just
won't be insincere in order to win
a lot of attention.
I get so sick and tired sometimes
of waiting for the phone to ring or
hoping that the postman will bring
me invitations. I’ve got lots of good
points. I’m intelligent and not bad
looking and I can talk interestingly
when I want to. But I guess I “hide
my light under a bushel.” Maybe
I have an “inferiority complex”—but
I really shouldn’t because I’m not
really inferior to other people who
are always popular.

and look on for a while, in safety

and security. What's the use of battling every day unless you can have
some peace and quiet to look forward
to later.

4. Praise from
Others

There’s a lot of things I’ve wanted
to do all my life, but I’ve never had

time or money to do them. What
travel have I done? When I was a
kid I dreamed of seeing the whole
world. Year after year that hope
was squeezed out of me. Before I
could get going on any of my dreams
the responsibilities piled up and kept
my nose to the grindstone.
There must be some sure, safe way
to become independent before you're
too old to enjoy it!

3. Popularity

I'm interested in making myself
more popular. It’s fun to be asked
out all the time, to be “wanted” by
everyone. There’s no fun being a
wallflower.
I'll never forget that
wonderful chapter in Booth Tark-

I'm interested in getting recognition from others for the qualities I
know I have. I don’t like flattery,
but there’s no harm in having people tell you that you have intelligence, that the clothes you are wearing look very attractive, that some
of your possessions are obviously not
inexpensive, or that your choice of

something indicates that you have
good taste and good judgment.
There are some things that I think
I'm even an authority on and it is
nice when people recognize it. I like
hearing it said that I am a good
parent and have done a good job
with my children. Of course, what
I do for them I do for their sakes,
but I can’t deny that I like it when
they reflect credit on me, too.
I don’t mind hearing myself
praised as being up-to-date.
And
anyone can see that I appreciate
things that are cultural and beau-
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5. More
7. In

Comfort

App
I’m interested in things that add
to my comfort. I work pretty hard
and have done so all my life. I de
serve a little ease and luxury once
in a while. You couldn’t call it
self-indulgence. It’s just that I really
rate some relief from work and inconvenience and worry once in a
while.
I deserve more leisure, too—for
travel, or hobbies, or rest, or play,

I'm
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appeara
to thrill
do thin
and tha

myself t
attractin

a great
who ha’
with,

it's a
or for self-development in some of
the things that I have thought about tell you
dressed —
so many times.
I am not pitying myself or putting tomake
up a hard luck story. But I do know no such
that a lot of people who are not as sity of b
industrious or capable as I am seem many th
Some
to have more comforts, more conexceedin
veniences, and more freedom from
a lot of the worries that beset me. ceeded j
So why shouldn’t I spread myself ful. No
to make
once in a while?
to others

money t
themsely

6. Social
Advancement.

.
8. Per

I'm interested in moving up into
better social circles. Not that I want
to “keep up with the Joneses’”—not
showing off, but just advancing my-

Pre:

I'm

self socially. There’s nothing wrong right.”

ir

rassing as

with that! Where would a person
be if he never tried to better himself other pe
and to meet and associate with better ‘0 consid
tured tha
people.
have com
I'm certainly “good enough.” This
is a democratic country and no one ilybut th
Now, o1
has to stay “on the wrong side of things
pr
the track.” I could do myself credit

in any circle that I know of. I'm Thank
not trying to be snooty but unless ou are n
(aps you’
you try to push yourself forward, you
Want to
are bound to go back.
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I don’t want to lose any chance
] can get to meet and associate with

the better people of this town and
I'm going to think carefully about
the groups I join. Also, I want my
children to be able to mix with anyone. And if the head of the firm
or anyone else important visits me
or takes an interest in me I want to
carry it through with credit.

7. Improved

stamps me as not as good as the next
one.
I can make up for whatever I have
missed and I am going to see to it
that my children can prove that they
have parents they never need be
ashamed of. Nobody is going to
“look down their noses” at me! I
don’t ever want to give any offense
to others. I want to hold up my
head and keep my self-respect and
not run any risks of making a fool
of myself.

Appearance
9. Better

and you just can’t take it with you.
After all, I work hard, I do the

best I can about things, and I try
to do what’s right. So why shouldn’t
I get as much enjoyment as I can?
I’m not really thinking of myself
all the time, but if I don’t consider

myself once in a while, who else
will? So it is not being selfish for
me to have things I will get some
enjoyment out of.
Life is not so full of constant happiness that I should pass up things
and sacrifice pleasures that will make
up for some of the disappointments
and troubles I have.
*
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I'm interested in improving my
appearance. I don’t expect crowds
to thrill in rapture over me, but I

do think that I’m not too “plain”
and that I can really do things for
myself that will make me*even more
attractive looking. Other people make
a great deal of themselves, people
who have less than I have to start
with,

It's awfully nice to have people
iell you how attractive and well
dressed you are. It’s everyone’s job
ting tomake the most of himself. There’s
now no such thing these days as the necesyt as sity of being homely. There are too
seem
confrom
me.
yself

many things to do about it.

Some people whose features are
exceedingly commonplace have succeeded in becoming almost beautiful. No person.has the right to fail
to make himself more preposssessing
to others. . If I had the time and the
money that some people spend on
themselves—would I show them!

8. Personal

Prestige
into

want
—not

I'm interested

in “doing things

5 my: right.” There’s nothing so embarrong
fassing as to make mistakes that cause
erson
ther people to misjudge you and
mself
‘0 consider you less educated or culetter
This
0 one

de of
credit
I'm
unless
d, you

Health

lured than you really are. I may not
have come from a “blue blood” familybut that doesn’t mean that I don’t
Now, or can’t learn, how to do
ings properly.
Thank goodness, in this country
ou are not held back by any handitaps you’ve had in life. I just don’t

Want to do or say anything that
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I’m interested in better health, and

in strength, vigor and endurance.

I

used to feel wonderful all the time,

but I don’t know what’s gotten into
me lately. I suppose I don’t take
the best possible care of myself, but

I just don’t get time to be coddling
myself all the time.
I am really not a “hypo” who is
always complaining about nothing.
Whenever I don’t feel too well it
is due to ailments that are not imaginary. I could do so much more if
I felt marvelous all the time.
I am not really old and I don’t
feel any older than I did years ago.
It’s just that I don’t seem to have
the drive and the energy I used to
have. I’ve had a pretty strenuous
time all my life and it’s no wonder
that it may be beginning to tell on
me a little bit.
I just .haven’t thought enough
about myself. I always seem to be
thinking and considering other people and sort of letting myself go.
People always tell me that I think
of myself last. There must be lots
of quick short-cuts for getting back
the kind of health I used to have.

10. Increased
Enjoyment

*

*

And so it looks as though we have
some sort of “composite” of the average human being—after having made
some attempt at least to weave together the threads of training, education, traits, feelings, superstitions,
and “personal philosophizing” that
make him up.
This undoubtedly over-simplified
portrait may be at variafice with
your own conception of him. Your
- portrait may show him to be more
commendable, more intelligent, more

clear-cut in his attitudes; and less
self-pitying, self-indulgent, self-seeking.
Perhaps, however, this delineation

(although pathetically §non-Shakespearean in its acuteness of perception) may help you to limn your
own concept of the average person
to whom you are directing a specific
appeal.

For, when you do shoot out

a copy appeal, you are, of course, not
shooting it into a void; you are projecting it directly against the general
already-existent attitude of the average person—as he has already thought
of that particular appeal in relation
to himself. And your new message
will either combat or concur with his
own strongly-held or partly-jelled
viewpoint.
People are more likely to -agree
with you if you first agree with them
—by showing them that you have a
sympathetic understanding of how
they already feel. Your own composite portrait may be more heroic

than this one, or it may be even more
filled with human frailties.

If this

one doesn’t measure up, then draw

I'm interested in as much enjoyment .as I can get from entertainment,

food, drink, and other plea-

sures. You might as well live life
to the full. You’re only here once

your own. But it is a good thing
to have such a portrait in your mind
when you are trying to move the
average person into action on a specific front.
19

tions; dainty and colorful imtimates,
Even window dummies were care.
fully sculptured to reveal the mos
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WOMAN’S

‘MARKET

After the War
The first World War transformed American women.
This war will change them further—but in a different way
By HENRY

DORFF

more ¥
influent
will ha
as head

pleasing curves possible.
Every garment bespoke the desire

for release from concealment; for income
freedom from over-modesty of dress, will ha
And advertising copy naturally circums
capitalized on this obvious trend to factories

sell by virtue of the freedom of new
styles.
Copy for intimate apparel swung
away from comfort, warmth and
value as the main themes to loveliness, luxury and glorification of the
feminine figure.
In the field of beauty, there was
not merely rapid evolution but
revolution. Out of England came the
permanent wave machine and the
first commercially successful _hair
coloring. Off came the long hair and
again the. change
physical.

in women

was

Advertising copy in this period
followed the natural trend of ap.
pealing to the frilly, romantic side
of a physically enlightened woman.
Daintiness was the keynote, frills the
trumpet blare to a new appeal 0
delicacy, sheer effeminacy. Truly, z
vision of feminine loveliness was
emerging from the chrysalis of dull
heaviness that had surrounded her
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After the last war, there were tremendous changes in women’s buying habits—
primarily of a physical nature. These Vogue fashions show the mode of 1914

(a reaction against which reached its height in the short skirts and flimsy
fashions of the flapper ’20’s) and the more reasonable and pleasing mode of
today. The 1943 slick rayon suit is by Adele Simpson: at Lord & Taylor;
Carson Pirie Scott; J. P. Allen. Feminine change, after this war, says the
author, will not be a physical one, reflecting itself in a radical change in
clothes—but a psychological one.

ECAUSE the last war brought
about such drastic changes in
the woman’s

market,

it is wise to

think now about what may face the
post-war advertiser and copy writer
in that field.
For comparison let's see briefly
what happened on the distaff side
after the last war. There were tremendous changes in women’s buying
habits—changes primarily. of a physical nature.
In clothing, women went from a
preponderance of heavy outerwear,
which really covered them and swung
far over to the short skirts, the flimsy
fashions of the flapper 20's. Subse-

quently the pendulum swung to a
more reasonable and pleasing mode
of dress than prevailed either before
or shortly after the war.
The change between the clothing
of both periods was so great as to
be revolutionary. And advertising
took its lead from this apparent desire of women to be emancipated
physically.
Greater prominence was given to
flimsy underthings. Fashion decreed
loveliness above any other selling
theme in women’s most delicate garments just as though they were visible at all times. Window displays
were given over to diaphanous crea-

What of the Future?
men. Anc
But what changes will take plac women re
after this war? One important thing never acc
almost immediately obvious, Ther While
can be little change in women’ maining |
physical habits. Circumstances don’ ill not b
permit them. Clothing, hair hav br selling
just about been brought to an i emependen
ducible minimum. Nor is it co ant to
ceivable that the shift will be to th Dn a basi
ill make
other extreme, and we will
women take to encumbering the he will y
act that
selves again.
Unquestionably then, the chang man’s fee]
that will be brought about in th her decisic
women’s market will be a cumulz ectness of
tive result of the pressures and strai She will
of war and war’s end, will be a ps

fers femi

chological change. But there ce
tainly will be change in the desire
the feelings, the thoughts, and th
buving habits of women.
The change will be even greaté

elows sho

than

after

the

last

war,

becaus

women today are more enlighten
to start with. They will have bee

hey will ]
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grees than ever before. More peop But whi
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.f more women will ,ome under the
ost influence of its impact. More women
will have replaced soldier husbands
sire as heads of families—payers of large
for income

taxes.

Millions

of women

ess. will have been transposed by the
allyj circumstances that put them in war

pressed in the knowledge of her own

Yet she will be a smart shopper,
for she will have gone through the
first exhilaration of spending easy
money carelessly. And she will have

self-reliance.

learned that a dollar has to be earned

She will want the same things as
women always have but she will
want

them

on different

terms, ex-

before it can be spent. Most imporShe will want advertising copy ‘|

tant, she will have money—the money
speak to her in straightforward,
friendly words that meet with her accumulated during the days of high
new position. There will be less of \salaries. But she will realize that the
planes to fighting fields, put riveting the gushy, so-called “woman’s copy” \war-boom days of money flowing in
ungg guns in their hands, placed them on because that was for the woman of constantly have ended. She will
1940 and very few of them will any “know the money she has left must
andgthe actual fighting fronts in WAC
be spent wisely.
longer exist.
veligand WAVE uniforms.
And she will be in a buying mood.
She will want the old standbys of
the
No Obvious Appeal
“value,” “dependability,” “beauty,” For she will have been denying herYes, this will lead to a change in “comfort,” because she has learned self many things. There will have
women. But unfortunately, it will at first hand the importance of these been many things she was unable to
not be the obvious physical change things. But the copy may perhaps buy during the drought of consumer
that shone like a guiding beacon to have to cut sharply across these for- goods. She will also be receptive to
advertisers and copy writers after the merly sufficient selling themes to new products and innovations. But
lat war and lit an easy way along show her how these attributes of the she will not want to be a trial horse.
an obvious selling path.
merchandise will meet with her ap- Copy must convince her of the pracIt will take keen eyes and selling proval.
ticality of these new things.
nse to glimpse these psychological
Even in technical copy she will be
Greater Purchasing Power
"ap touchstones of the new woman's
explained to but not patronized; she
buying market. Perhaps the first will be deferred to but not accepted
She will have a greater control of
nan@guide should be a realization that as a necessary evil. For she has had the pursestrings than ever before bes thegdeep inside women have been truly far too much experience in wielding cause some 10 million men will have
al ofgplaced commercially on an equal a wrench; in designing blue prints. just returned from the careless “here
ly, qooting with men. Salaries, jobs, for a plane; yes, even in shoveling today, gone tomorrow” attitude of
waggunion memberships, responsibilities, coal into the family furnace, to suffer the men in the armed forces and she
dullj@ place in the war—all have been indulgent copy.
will supervise the control of money
-hergequalized, so that women have taken
The post-war woman will lean to prevent reckless spending. She
their place on the same plane with more toward quality appeals. She will realize her position of impormen. And the important fact is that will have just spent several years tance as guardian of these family
plact women realize this equality and will with an expanded purchasing power funds and will not be tricked or
ing ignever accept lower standards.
smooth talked out of this important
that permitted her to enjoy more
Therq While women will insist on reexpensive merchandise. Thus she responsibility over a dollar. Copy
men'quaining feminine and lovable they will have more appreciation for will have to cater to her close exdon'qvill not be appealed to by frilliness, products of quality.
amination of every purchase and
hav@ selling appeals based on feminine
convince her she is upholding her
1 irreglependence on men. A woman will
trust in making that purchase.
congvant to be sold loveliness but not
For a long time, she will have to
to th@n a basis that any product alone
re-introduce a large percentage of
Paper-Saving Tips—No. 2
11 se@vill make her more desirable. Rather
our male population to normal
Use lightest, practical weights and
thempie will want the emphasis on the
markets and purchasing. During that
more readily available papers.
act that her choice will sway the
time she will reign near-supreme.
Reduce
wherever
possible
the
chang@an's feelings toward her and that
And for a long while afterward, she
weight of paper on your regular
in th@et decision will establish the corprinted material, and consider the
will retain a greater degree of adminimum practical weight for its serumulagectness of the product.
visory supervision over male purvice requirements. Remember that
| straig She will resent the selling line that
chasing than we have ever known.
alert designing and typographic ara pygulers feminine frills and dainty furYes, the hand that rocks the cradle
rangement can often eliminate critire cem™elows should be purchased because
will certainly rule the market place.
cism of lighter weight paper.
desiregty will lead to her happiness, will
When
ing
new material, it is
It will be a new hand fused in the
advisable in these days of paper-connd thpve her what she wants in life. She
fires of terrible tempest, emotional
servation to consult a printer about
ill insist rather that she is the criforces and world upheaval. Tt will
latest limitations and regulations afgreatd tion; that she will help herself to
be a hand of steel in a velvet glove.
fecting the selection of paper for
pecausplat she wants and that her use
And advertising men, copy writers,
printing jobs.
Use rag content sheets wherever
shtene@e @ny product will be only supplemight do well to consider the necespossible; encourage use of 16-Ib. bond
re beementary. She will establish the
sary changes that will have to be
for letterheads and other jobs norter d@ndard.
made in their thinking and selling,
mally printed on 20-Ib. or heavier
peop But while she will not be deto merit receiving in friendship the
paper; utilize bristols when cover
rerefomendent, she will still be feminine
papers are not available.
outstretched buying palm of that
ith the importance that implies.
hand.

| to factories, that saw them. build ships,
new planes, tanks—that saw them fly war-
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“Hybrid”
Mailing Piece
Spurs Sales
Celotex Publication Combines

Characteristics of House Organ
and Direct Mail Advertisement

IX years ago Celotex

itiated an unusual

Corp., in-

publication,

The Quiet Forum, which has proved

an effective sales tool for the company’s line of acoustical products. In

addition to doing an intensive basic
educational

job

on

selected

pros-

pects, it has resulted in numerous
directly traceable orders.
Issued through the 40 distributors
who handle Acousti-Celotex, Acousteel-B. and Muffletone, The Quiet
Forum is unique in that it is a hy-

brid affair.

In format and regularity

of issue, it has the characteristics of

a magazine
content,

ti

or

house

it follows

the

organ.

pattern

In

distributors pay part of the cost of

of

the publication

a direct-mail piece, in that it concentrates quite frankly on an advertising rather than an editorial type
of presentation.
Each issue is made up of a series
of portrayals of recent installations
of the products. It focuses entirely
on the business at hand—getting responsible executives interested in
sound-conditioning for offices, factories, restaurants, schools, hospitals
and public buildings. There is no

and

are under

no_

compulsion to continue its use, not
one has dropped it during the six
years, according to George P. Little,
manager of the company’s acoustical
department.
The magazine format, Celotex
feels, provides two advantages over
the conventional type of mailing.
First: assures a continuity of interest
on the part of readers. Second: automatically provides consistency of
localized advertising effort on the

extraneous material of any kind, no _ part of the distributor.

Prime factor in The Quiet Forum’g

™°rous

favorable reception has been the spe of any |

cial efforts made to give it a distin
tive, inviting physical appearancd
And change of pace is the basi
Every issue, note
policy here.
Howard W. Rapport, Celotex art d
rector and editor of the publicatiom
is designed by a different artist, ang
only topnotch talent is employed
Each issue presents a wholly ne
typographical appearance.
Conciseness of copy is another inj
portant part of the formula. Ph@

fact, eac
easily su:
eral circ
“PP¢ars
the publ
* Dew fc
10 the
appears
distribut
on the fr
back cov
Latter is

tographic illustrations of the insta

lor wee 7

feature articles, no jokes or other
frills. Only exception is that during

The distributor, incidentally, is in
each case an acoustical engineering

lations tell most of the story. ThgPanies w
accompanying article is rarely mo stallation

the war each issue has carried a brief
editorial promoting some phase of

firm, which handles both the selling
and the installation of the products.

than 150 words.
words or less.

Usually it is ! tioning, |
give repr

the war effort.
Theory behind the publication is

He is a franchised agent of the company operating exclusively in his

In the belief that the cover exerg'ttougho
a major influence on the readershgo"m pert

that, given properly selected mailing
lists of qualified prospects, straight

As his local advertising
territory.
medium, The Quiet Forum serves

of an individual issue, much emp wed$ Ow
sis is placed on starting off each of ations in

productstories—attractively presented
—will suffice to establish and maintain a strong reader interest. Experience has proved this out. Though

22

to supplement Celotex’s national
magazine advertising program on
acoustical products by intensive cultivation of his best prospects.

with an attractive, interest-provokiig ning .
design. The theme of each illus illustratio
tion, done in a semi-cartoon style ed Celo
four colors, is of a topical and hg"igns th
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COFFEE and QuieT |
"Washingwin, Uncle Sam's headquar_ Mater, ready just intime toaccommo.

stalled inthekitchens and coffee |
© + thown omthispage.Inthekitchen, th

rum’

morous nature.

There is no tie-up

1e spe of any kind with the product.

In
fact,
each
of
the
pictures
would
be
istind
rance easily suitable for a magazine of genThe variety angle
basi eral circulation.
note appears again in the typography of
art d the publication’s name, which takes

catior
st, an
aloyed

anew form on every issue.

To the reader, The Quiet Forum

appears as the publication of the
distributor. His name is imprinted
on the front cover as publisher. The
her in back cover also is the distributor's.
Ph Latter is available to him in two
insta forms. The standard page lists companies which have recently had inaie
y mo stallations of Celotex sound condiis 1 tioning, the names being chosen to
give representation to all territories
r exe throughout the country. The special
dersh form permits the use of the distribemp utor’s own copy, listing only instalach of lations in his own territory and conovokil taining any special message and
illus illustration which he would like.
style The Celotex advertising department
and hi designs the page and writes the copy
y

ne
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Initial impetus to readership is provided by distinctive original cover designs,
each having a topical, semi-humorous slant. Typical two-page spread from The
Quiet Forum.

from information
distributor.

Some, like this one, are designed

supplied by the

At the distributor’s option, issues

are mailed by Celotex direct to the
reader or sent to the distributor in
bulk and mailed out by him. The
charges paid by the distributor
amount to approximately half of the
total cost of the publication, Celotex

paying the rest.
Mailing lists are built and kept
up to date by the distributors. Having a stake in the cost, they naturally
are disposed to make sure that deadwood is constantly thinned out and
that names of promising new prospects are constantly added. Some
of them use “bird dog” representatives who call at all places where
the publication is sent to make sure
that it is reaching the right person.

it.

in four colors, others in two.

Recent

Celotex national

adver-

tising has included an offer of The
Quiet Forum to those writing in,
and this has resulted in valuable additions to the lists.

Total circulation

of the publication is 78,000.
Photos and texts for material on
new installations are secured through
the distributors, who turn in a re-

port on each one to the company.
When an installation seems interesting enough to be worth coverage

in the publication, a letter is sent
to the distributor concerned

asking

that he secure pictures and further
data. So that illustrations may be
of maximum quality, he is supplied
with a list of instructions on how to

have the pictures taken,
Unit of sale involved in the prod-

ucts promoted by the publication
is fairly sizable. Orders traceable
In other instances, a return mailing
card is enclosed with an issue to directly to its influence range from
check on each recipient’s interest in- $200 to $7,500.
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Is advertising ready for a more

map, a
and ci
papers
with w

larger

modern approach to circulation?
Is mere quantitative measurement outmoded? Perhaps the

validity of small cross-section sampling can lead to a super
organization for measuring many media comparatively, for
checking advertising’s effect on movement of merchandise
S the idea back of the founding
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations and its present organization
and functioning outmoded?
This question—which is in no wise
a criticism of the idea back of the
Audit Bureau, its present functioning, or its present officers and directors—keeps recurring as one thinks
about the more recent developments
in measuring the effectiveness of advertising, in consumer research, and
in the field of analysis in advertising
generally. The whole field that the
Audit Bureau was formed to cover
has had its area and scope changed
by the passing of time and, if by
nothing else, the advent and success

of radio broadcasting as an advertising medium.

It is a sad commentary on the early
days of publications and their circulation practices—and on the occasional survivor of that early day
thinking—that advertisers and their
agencies found it necessary to organize an accounting police force,
make rules and regulations, and generally set out to prove whether a
magazine or a newspaper had the
number of readers it said it had.
Also, whether these readers were obtained by straight-forward selling
methods or whether dictionaries,
cook

books,

sauce

pans,

etc.,

were

the primary attraction, with the publication thrown in.
Or, again, as to whether by bar-

gain clubbing offers or sheet writers,
circulations
were
inflated.
Or
whether newspapers and magazines
were

“eaten,”

stored

in barns

or

otherwise disposed of, to give a large
total circulation, composed not entirely of readers.
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That these have never been accurate
nor entirely satisfactory to the advertiser and his agency is understandable.
The fact that the socalled “city zone” is a compromise
between three or four newspaper
publishers trying to arrive at the
highest possible percentage of news.
papers delivered to families residing

Of course, one should pause here

within certain boundaries for each

to look at the other side of the story
because all of the sins were not on
the side of publishers. Advertisers
and their agencies were more than

of their publications makes it of no
practical marketing use.
Until the Bureau of the Census
began to measure cities by “metropolitan districts” no outside and inpartial source existed to lay down
an impartial pattern that was cap-

inclined

to buy large circulation

totals. Advertising had little of the
“qualitative” side—now so much
talked of. Tonnage, total circulation, was the chief measuring stick.
The suppliers, in order to measure
up to their customers’ desires for
large and impressive totals—which
meant,

in turn, both higher adver-

tising rates and more total income
—were naturally not too fussy in
many instances as to how these totals were obtained. It has always
been thus, for the “morality” show
has never commanded as large an
audience as the whirly-girly type with
the strippers skirting the edges of
the city ordinances.
One other consideration came into
the auditing practice so far as newspapers were concerned in the determination of “city delivery” areas, suburban areas and “all other” areas.

able of marketing

interpretation.

The recent efforts of the American
Marketing Association to get a general recognition of this area as the
primary marketing area of any city
and its contiguous residential developments outside of its political
boundaries is to be commended in
this regard.
The so-called suburban area is
again based on guess and opinion
rather than fact. Efforts, based on
something not so sound perhaps as
the metropolitan area plan, have
been made to change it. But here
again you run into the not in-frequent overlapping of these suburban areas by newspapers in various
cities within a given region. The
designated ‘“‘all other” areas, when

If the name of the author of this article were disclosed, it would

be familiar to very many of Printers’ Inx’s readers.

His title and

business connection would also connote the broad and long service
and experience against which he asks his main question: “Is the
idea back of the founding of the Audit Bureau of Circulations and
its present organization and functioning outmoded?” Those who
read into his remarks here any criticism of the A.B.C. or of the
other circulation auditing services will misconstrue his intention.
He would be among the first to defend the work of the Bureau.
What he really asks is whether advertising shouldn't keep traveling
along the road such services have laid down—only faster.
PRINTERS’
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about the type of home in which the
device is installed, to reach non-telephone homes and to be able to measure the “impact” of the program
on the buying habits of the family,
still uses a very small cross-section
of the total radio audience and depends upon mathematical extension
to the whole for its conclusions.

a new advertising medium—radio—
which by its very nature defies all
possibilities of being measured by
any of the rules or regulations of
the ABC, It has, as its basis of operation, elusive electricity — about
which amazing new things are being brought to light every day. No
accountant or accountancy practice
can tell how or where the listeners
to radio can “stand up and be
counted,” There is no subscription
or newsstand sale price or practice
to be traced through the books or
cash registers.
“Primary” and “secondary” listening areas become a matter of power,
Lesson XXII
plus drift, plus many other considerations so that only electrical engineers, by testing in mobile units, can
tell where the signal or programs
can or cannot be picked up. Here
is a new factor that defies all old
“Our country wishes to enjey some
considerations of tonnage or other
of the products of the work of the
measurement.
people of your country and we want
Even the most enthusiastic users
your people to use some products of
of radio are forced to admit that
our work.”
many of their calculations as to socalled market coverage and the size
What better basis of international
of their audience are of a “blue sky peace can there be than such an obnature.” Can we assume because jectivized statement of the Golden Rule,
a family owns a radio set that it that intensely practical code of mutual
listens to all programs? Some take benefit?
The economy of work is the economy
that for their percentage of coverage
quite in the same way that some of give and take.
At this historic moment all the welladvertisers continue to merchandise
disposed part of the world wants to find
newspaper and magazine advertising that special kind of international coto their trade in millions of readers operation which is based on economic
based on the total circulation of the understanding and mutual help, the
publications used.
only kind which can last.
How can we find perpetual world
In searching for ways and means
of measuring the “coverage” and ef- security so that, economically, we can
fectiveness of radio, the method of evolve upward and onward and not resampling by consumer research has peat the nasty parts of world history—
become the accepted method. The wars and economic low spots?
Some of us fancy that we see security
CAB, the result of the joint efforts in armaments plus international policof advertiser, agency and medium,
ing, with armed power only in the hands
has found acceptance of its tele- of trustworthy nations. Some see it in the
phone and other surveys of the “‘co- punishment of all the international and
incidental” or “are you listening” racial ravagers. Some see it in effective

Work—the Key to

International Kinship

of the

type of survey,

ntion.

“what did you listen to.”

ureau.

pays off then on the basis of a math-

veling

phone. The new Neilsen method,
for which more accuracy is claimed
because it is possible to know more

and

the

recall

of

Radio

ematical extension of a relatively
small sample of answers obtained by
December 17, 1943

peace treaties. Can we find it in wholesome international work relationships?

This service is then both qualita-

tive and quantitative.

Inasmuch as

radio has been the most rapidly
growing medium with agencies and
advertisers, and receives the most
enthusiastic discussion these days
from many

in both fields, it would

seem reasonable to assume two conclusions:
First, that the time has arrived
when the “qualitative” measure(Continued on page 94)

When

we win

the war

brate exuberantly.

we will cele-

Our fears of a pos-

sible next war will be over for a time.
But there is even now a sort of economic

foreboding in the back of many minds,
which almost makes us dread the longedfor ending of the war.
That foreboding is made of several
fear fabrics such as:

(a) That the shift from war. production to peace production may call for
more and greater job readjustments than
we will be able to make quickly enough.
(b) That the shift from present
greater than ever production totals of
war and home goods both, to a far
greater than ever total of peace goods
alone, will cause dangerous upsets—
glutted supplies and production stoppages.
(c) That labor-management relations
may not then be amenable to the public’s control under the greater liberties
of peace time.
(d) That to try to be fair to other
nations, we may have to sacrifice warwon advantages from which it would
seem that our nation should rightly
profit.
(e) That we may open our minds too
easily to alien economic ideas which
have before seemed dangerous to us,
whereas now we really want to be fair
to the economic ideas of our allies.
Intelligent work, international discussions, vigorous trade, these things are
curative of such fears.
All the world at work can use the
production of all the world if that production is sanely engineered and wisely
distributed.
With all the world at work, economic
wisdom in distribution must call for extreme vigor in distribution propaganda
(advertising). That is what the adperson is for. He has had long practice in
vigorous statement. Can he do equally
well at economically sound statement?
H. W. D.

This series on the fundamentals of economics has a two-fold pespeu: to serve as a reviewer for advercourse; to present its tenets simply—
tsing men who do not feel above a “refres
tising
merc
economic system to the
as a help to advertising men who want to show the true value of A ad
consumer public.
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COPY

THAT
By RICHARD

CLICKED...
MANVILLE

Director of Research, Warwick & Legler, Inc.
No. 6

12-17-43

RESULTS
Advertiser: American Transportation Company (and allied
lines).

Medium: Traffic World.
Date: September 20, 1941.
Circulation: 8,231.
Cost: $125 (one page black and white).
Agency: Placed direct.
Results:

“1,153

inquiries have

been

received

for this calcu-

lator, and they are still coming in” writes Harry Chaddick,
president of A. T. C. “Following up many of the leads secured
from this advertisement has resulted in new, and additional

tonnage for the company,” he tells us, “and a new shipper
does not represent one shipment of freight. He can represent

hundreds of shipments over a period of years.” Cost per inquiry 10.8 cents. 14% of the circulation wrote in; or one out
of every seven readers!
Hundreds who filled in the coupon also dictated a letter.
Some were old customers who repeated that they were already
well pleased; others wrote that they would consider using the
advertised service in the future. Yet the ad did not ask for
anything beyond a coupon! Other prospects wrote for more
information on the territory served by this trucking company.
The ad definitely proved that something happened when this
advertiser spent his money.

Saedir”
Sbe” Sctectorer
Traffic men are finding
the oew Freight
Rate Calculator,

The Freight Rate Calculator shows percentages offirst-cigss
Fates .. . 112}6%, 100%, 90%, 87Tor 85%or73.Yor72°%er
70 For 65Ton60°F, $7For 93 For32% 90°F 43% 42%
49%, 374 35% 32% 30% and 2734%- There's 20

WRITE OR SEND THES COUPON FOR FREE CALCULATOR

Our rep
ive will be glad to give you « Freight Rate
Cficalator or jest fillia the coupon and mail tothe Chaddick
System, 2500 West Taylor Street, Chicago. Or, if you care

Mr.
Harry Chaddick, President
oeeare

2300 West Taylor
Sereet
Qhicago, Ilinois

Please send
i
. me immediately
your new Free Freight
reighe Rave

AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, INC.
BATES MOTOR TRANSPORT Limes, INC.
Livees, bec.
ee
eae er mee

A nnified motor freight system serving theCentral States

ANALYSIS
Every business or product has certain phobias which are
generally summed up in these words, “My business is different!” “You can’t sell insurance or trucking (ad infinitum)
with advertising.” The old saws that “no one reads ads,”
“traffic managers know everything there is to know about the
freight carrier,” “everybody knows me,” etc., ad nauseam,
have been kicked around in this field just as much as they
have in any other business. But this advertiser—with the right
approach, found—upon trial—that good advertising does get
results. The objective of this advertisement—to uncover new
prospects by offering a relevant, business-like, give-away*—
was attained. Here are some reasons why in our opinion the
ad clicked:
1. Headline—quickly, clearly promised reader a_ useful,
beneficial aid for his figuring problems. The whole story is
told in a nut-shell in one sentence, in the headline. A “clean”
story—not confused.

Benefits, to the reader, stressed.

2. A believable picture of the product
shown—in true perspective—in the hands

itself was clearly
of someone who

looks like he might use it. Relevant, straight appeal.
3. Copy at the beginning stresses ease of getting this genu* For a further discussion of this important problem of relevancy, please
see articles, by the author, entitled, “Relevancy in Copy” and “‘How Relevancy Principle Can Help in Pre-evaluating Winning Advertisements,”
which appeared in Printers’ Ink, issues of January 17, 1941 and January 24, 1941, respectively.
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ine help—free, always a magic word. Copy repeats helpful
information the calculator gives, specific help offered.
'
4. Readers are reassured and told they can get this valuable,
convenient, time-saving device at no obligation. This reas
sures men who want it but might be afraid of salesmen’s}
solicitations.

5. Entire ad “pushes” the calculator, not the
then “wraps-up” the give-away by showing in a
nent, easy-to-use coupon how easy it is to send
makes it convenient—and immediate—in getting

company. It
large, promifor it. This
action.

Send Your Ads.In
If we in the advertising business can find a set of principles,
some indications of how to create a result-getting advertisement, then this series will prove itself worthwhile. Maybe you
have an unusual story to tell. Let’s see your “success story.”
We all may be able to learn something. Complete credit given
to you and your agency, of course.
Each entry will receive full credit, if used. Please send your
resultful advertisements today to Richard Manville, c/o
PRINTERS’ INK, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York. Send as many as

you like. But be sure you include ALL pertinent data as outlined in the above column.
PRINTERS’

INK

... there are differences *# in farmers...
the best farm families prefer Successful Farming
ND you'll find differences in farm women, too. Now,
when farm time is so precious, you'll find certain
farm women who know, better than others, how to make

every minute count.
You'll find their kitchens modern, streamlined and fre-

quently more efficient than those of their city cousins—their
entire homes reflecting the prosperity of the farms on
which they live. They are the community leaders . . . the
things they do set a pattern for living. Invariably, you'll
find them reading Successful Farming regularly —preferring
it to all other farm magazines.

For Successful Farming is at once a magazine of farm
business and a magazine of farm living. Its editors know
that farming is a two-sided partnership . . . that interests
of husband and wife are closely intermingled . . . that the
problems of managing the farm home are as vital as managing the farm itself. Because Successful Farming is edited
with these facts well in mind, it is far and away America’s
Number One farm magazine. Little wonder that it is the
working and planning guide of America’s topmost farm
families—is preferred by them over all other farm magazines. Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines, lowa.
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SUCCESSFUL FARMING Subscribers
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Heart States plus N, Y. & Pa.
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Other 33 Stotes

MERRIER HR,

SIGNIFICANCE:
«+» Successful Farming Subscribers are BEST... in their COMMUNITIES ... REGION ... NATION
NOTE: Ask S

ful Farming

to show you proof of reader preference,

Successtul Farmi
The Magazine that Serves the Farm Leaders of the Nation

In advancing reasons why the Spanish-speaking market cannot be
effectively and economically sold from the United States, the authors of this article, as executives of a Mexican advertising agency,
are, in a way, pleading their own cause. Cognizant of that,
PRINTERS’

tained from the United States are
now made below the border. Theg

products are of all kinds, but pre.
sumably all are made with a definite
aim of appealing to the buyer and
some of them are becoming well en.
trenched by advertising. Where they
are in fields formerly dominated by

INK feels, nevertheless, that the question raised here

will come up for discussion sooner or later and deserves a hearing
from all sides. It will be glad to print a representative article taking an opposite point of view.

products made in the United States,

The Latin American

export market—

stepchild of advertising
By JORGE G. PRIETO, President
and

E. J. RYAN, Account Executive
Publicidad Continental, S. A.
s

I‘ many large companies, advertising to Latin American markets
has been a stepchild. It received attention only when time could be
spared from what were considered
the more important needs of the

domestic market. This attitude has
been all too common in advertising
prepared to introduce and sell various products to the Mexican market
—also in such advertising directed to
markets in Central and South America,
Agencies and advertising managers have been aware that conditions
in these markets differed widely
from those common in the United
States. In general, however, they
have not availed themselves of the
specialized counsel available on these
markets. Any first-class agency in
these countries could have pointed
out mistakes that nullified the value
of costly advertising effort.
In the first place, many attempts
to sell the export market are badly
put together; and in the second
place, the selection of media does
not have the benefit of the close
study required.
Radio in the countries below the
United States is an effective medium
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but little used by American advertisers, except the two largest softdrink makers and some drug products suppliers. The two soft-drink
makers mentioned are now fighting
an all-out battle for the markets of
Mexico and Cuba.
Except for these few companies,
few American concerns are doing
anything to. develop acceptance for
their products in a market soon to
become one of the most valuable in
the whole world. Most of them are
waiting for conditions to become
what they call “normal.” Then it
may be too late to recapture the
market they once had or to get a
share of the business now developing.

One time, almost any advertising
addressed to the consumers in the
Southern Hemisphere made some
sales. This was often because the
products were so much needed that
an announcement alone could make
a. sale. Conditions have changed
radically during the war, however,
and the changes that have come
about require considerable modification of sales policy and advertising technique.
Many products that were once ob-

the American manufacturer is not
going to find it easy to regain his
market—unless he begins going after
it now and adapts his sales plan;
and advertising effort to the ideas
and psychology of the Spanish-speak.
ing peoples.
The market in countries usually
called Latin America (as though it
were all one country instead of many
different ones) is going to be much
larger in the future than it has been
in the past. No one can say wha
world wide conditions will be 18
months hence. One thing is almost
certain: the purchasing power of all
countries will be expanded so as to
result in a closer approach to equal
ity of living conditions for all pec
ples. Manufacturers of the world
will have to produce for a bette
world,
This opinion is not alone that of
the writers, If this conclusion hi
been reached by statesmen, schola
and business leaders, it is reasonablé

to suppose that a determined effo
will be made to convert the opinio
into’a working reality.

An Expanding Market

Coli

im]
its
put

Assuming for the moment tha
standards of living will be raised a
least to some degree in all countries
we may assume that the markets rep
resented by Mexico, Central and

Am

South America will consume a large

pro
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volume of American goods than the
have in the past. This will be ever
more true since the market will no

be using goods from Europe to an
great degree.
Who will get the business whe
this market is fully opened u
again? Obviously, the manufactureg

who has made the most consiste
and successful appeal to the ma
kets. At present, American man
facturers appear to be exertising
short-sighted policy. Most if not a
of them have cut their advertisi
in Spanish-language publications |
almost nothing. Their schedules >
fore the war were hardly adequat

for a worthwhile sales promoti0
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1940,

has

created

a market

In Detroit, The News, with the largest A.B.C.
recognized home delivered newspaper circulation in America, reaches 63 out of every 100 city
zone homes taking any newspaper regularly.

The Detroit News
THE HOME NEWSPAPER
A.B.C. Weekday Circulation 387,757
Sunday Circulation 471,765

Among other significant factors, Detroit’s war
program has increased factory employment 53%

1 and
large
n the

since

potential difficult to overrate.

Converting quickly from peace-time goods to
implements of war, Detroit industry has enlarged
its facilities, increased its personnel and applied
its “know how” to war needs until now the output of this area is valued at nearly ONE
BILLION DOLLARS per month—more than
10% of the Nation’s total!

+ tha’
sed a
ntries

ill no

MILLION

Best Peace-time Year!

hat of
n ha
hola
mable
effo
dinio

e evelg

and pushed factory payrolls 200% above the
1937 average. This, plus the fact that Detroit’s
population has increased by more than HALF A

Dan A. Carroll, 110 East 42nd St., New York 17
J. E. Lutz, Tribune Tower, Chicago 11

.

Detroit Business—in
BAROMETER

Peace
1942

1943

382,000

437,000

585,000

Factory Payroll (County). .....

601,000,000

—1,220,000,000

—-1,800,000,000

Factory Output (County).......

3,099,000,000

5,000,000,000

9,500,000,000

**Cost of Living Index..........

105.1

118.3

124.5

112.6
$242,625,000

157.1
$377,000,000

165.0
$471,061,000

*Factory Wage-Earners

1937

and in War...

(County) . -

*Weekly Factory Earnings... .. .

***Department
Store Sales Index
tBank Savings Deposits
_.

iterated

* Average for year

.
..

$31.90

11,928,037,000

$55.95

20,337,907,000

** 1935-39 average—100

+ As of December 31, in 1937 and 1942, October 18th in 1943.

Note: Figures for 1943 are estimates based on actual data for first ten months.

moti

s' ingecember 17, 1943

$61.15

— 28,000,000,000
¥

1837 to 1943

+ 53.2%

+ 91.8%

+ 200.0%
+206.5%
+

18.5%

+ 46.6%
+ 94.0%

+135.0%
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Worship ... Peace on earth... Home...

Starry-eyed children . . . Freedom...

Everything that Christmas means to God-fearing free Americans is identical to those
ideals for which we fight. Ideals which War Bonds help preserve. More families
are separated this year than ever before, and useless giving actually becomes offensive to people who give their men and women to save America. This is the year

to give War Bonds and Stamps and provide new power for American arms. Buy
generously for those in the service of their country. Then get Bonds for folks at
home, and for yourself. Ahead of everything else this Christmas, Give War Bonds!

TON,

OHIO

-

CANTON,

N. C.

-

HOUSTON,

TEXAS

job and today many have stopped
advertising altogether.
Productive sales effort requires
the counsel, study and research of

people who are on the ground and

PLANS “si

Nw

INTEREST US

The ingenuity of our engineers has
been featured in print repeatedly,
most especially in connection with
Spriesch-designed automatic bombrelease racks and shackles, and similar precision products.
The skill, competence and loyalty of
our production organization are ex-

know the conditions. In the past,
there have been some really effective
sales presentations made by American agencies and American manufacturers. These effective campaigns
have been in the minority, however.
In the main, copy and art for the
markets discussed in this article have
failed to hit the mark.
Sometimes, the sheer weight of the
campaign or the repetition of the
effort has accomplished results when

the work would have been more suc.
cessful.
Advertisers seeking to cultivate
strange markets might profitably
talk with missionaries and teachers
who have had to go into other coun.
tries. They would learn that use or
knowledge of the language in a different country is not enough to
guarantee success. The language
must be used in its proper manner.

Methods of expression must be consistent with the structure of the

language used and must be employed in the form in which the
language is spoken.
Handled by a _ Latin-American
the copy or art work remained a_ agency, the spirit of the campaign
mystery to the reader of the publi- will be kept, but the copy will be
cation in which the advertisement
written and the art executed in such
appeared. On the other hand, if the a way as to deliver the message effecAmerican advertiser or agency had tively. The campaign
will be
employed the services of an agency planned and carried out by men who
in Latin America staffed by research know the market and who know
men, copy writers and artists drawn
how to talk to that market in such
from the people they wished to sell, a way as to deliver sales.

ceptional. So is the capacity of our
plant.
These are war-enlarged assets which

should be capitalized by American
industry.
We still are fully engaged for Vic-

tory, but *When The Shooting Stops
we can swing overnight, back to in-

dustrial service.

P. |. ADVERTISING

INDEX

November Farm Papers 26.5 Per Cent Above 1942
(100=Monthly

Average 1928-1932

Inclusive. Corrected

for Seasonal Variation.)

If you are going to need our kind of
co-operation, we should like to start

thinking with you now about special
machines, tools, dies, experimental
work, and even about mass produc-

tion of parts or complete assemblies.
*This is the title of an 8-page

booklet which | shall find
pleasure in sending to any

industrial executive who will
address me personally.
Joseph J. Cheney, President

1922 23 24 25 26 27 26 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

1940

1941

1942

194

g
3

The farm-paper index for November, 1943, registers an advance of 26.5% over
WE

OFFER

November of last year.

In October, the gain over 1942 was 82.1%.

The index

for November is 93.5, which represents an increase of 1.4% over October, when

So F

it was 92.2.

AFTER VICTORY

32

October, hence the pick-up in the index after adjustment for the usual monthto-month change.

TOOL& MANUFACTURING CO. INC.
23 HOWARD STREET,

Actual linage for November dropped off less than seasonally from

(By L. D. H. WELD, Director of Research, McCann-Erickson,

Inc.)

BUFFALO 6, N.Y.
PRINTERS’

INK

We know exactly what you want... An audience!
The greatest air shows on earth . . the programs most people listen to most
.. make WBZ & WBZA first choice on the schedules of advertisers who want
to sell to New England!
Assurance of a ready-made, ready-to-buy, audience throughout richly industrialized New England, comes with spotting your act with other headliners.
In radio, as.in the theatre, the “show’s the thing” and, in New England, the
shows are on WBZ & WBZA.

>

Then too, single-station cost goes right easy on your budget. Join the Parade.

7
Fon allofNow iis:

GG) WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc | W82- BOSTON
WOWO
e WGL
REPRESENTED

e WBZ
e WBZA
NATIONALLY
BY

;
@¢ KYW
@ KDKA
NBC SPOT SALES

50,000

WATTS

WBZA + SPRINGFIELD
1,000 WATTS
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Where do people get most of their information?
:
,
It’s not only the news of battlefronts and polit-

lf to

meant sw]
4 hours <
wo new
midnight,

”
f
And it’s the news about the new dimout reg-

ical struggles, of foreign events and national
ulations, the new city tax rate, the new price
affairs that people want every day. It’s the news _ ceilings, the new salvage campaign, the new city

The mids
— .
represe

of happenings close at home, too. It’s the news of
what's going on in the town they live in, among

ordinance on bicycling after dark. It’s how many
points the butcher must have today for pork

the people they know.

chops, where and when to get the new ration

gop:

books, and how to file the new income tax report.

In most c

It’s the news of the local boys in service, Mrs.

times mo
volved in

*

Foster's second marriage, the Jones's first baby,
the fight at the common council meeting, the
high school team’s victory, the accident on Cen:
tral Avenue, the robbery on Main Street, the new

.
*
Where do people get most of their information
and most of their wartime guidance? And isn’t that
:
naturally the best place to inform people of your

me trans

minister at the Methodist church, the new ship-

products and services, your

ment of potatoes at the grocery store, the new

wartime activities and

blest nev
becomi

hats at the Bon Ton.

your postwar plans?

.
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“She’s gotta get up . . . She’s gotta
get up . . .” Lois January looks as
though she wished her program “Reveille Sweetheart” commenced at a time
nearer daylight than 5:30 a.m.

So, it is easy to conceive of a Seattle
listener writing to New York Station
WABC’s all-night show: “I hear your
program every morning from 2 to
3 a.M. (5-6 a.M. Eastern Time). It
comes through very clearly and is
just like one of our own local stations.” That’s another reason why
the market is immeasurable. Even if
we could phone people at two in the
morning in a given area and say:

Radio’s

“What station are you listening to?”’,
we couldn’t get an accurate estimate

of the listeners because the audience
is nation-wide.
The all-night market is serviced by
four New York stations. They are
WJZ, key station of the Blue Net-

All-Night Market

work; WOR, key station of the Mutual Network; WABC, key station

New working shifts mean 20% of population living

of the Columbia Broadcasting System; and local Station WNEW.
WNEW initiated the idea of catering to people who stay up all night
before the network affiliates thought
it could be a profitable venture. This

differently—a study of New York stations shows how
advertisers are reaching people all through the night

By JOHN

FRANCIS

’ station

started

off in

1935

with

a

AME the war, and 20% of the
population started to live difrently. America began to devote

available to advertisers. Here’s why
advertisers profit from their use.

itself to all-out production. That
meant swing shifts, factories running
4 hours a day, adding in some cases,

the man of the family has a job in a
war

wo new

12

changed around completely. His wife

midnight, another from 12 to 8 A.M.

sits at home while he is at work. She

program called “The Milkman’s
Matinee,” featuring glib Stan Shaw,
who catered to people at home, in
bars and eating places late at night.
He played their requests, encouraged them to telegraph him. In one
year $100,000 was invested in telegrams sent to Shaw. A Postal Telegraph official, in commenting on this

The midnight to 8 A.M. shift was
entirely new in most cases, and now
it represents one third, and some-

may

unusual

shifts-one

from

4 to

Let’s take a typical family.

When

plant doing the late shift, he is

not

the

only

one

whose

listen to the radio.

life

is

She is a

times more, of the population involved in war work.
All over the country radio stations
say on the air throughout the night.

better listener than almost any of her
daytime counterparts because she
listens with nothing else to do. The
man of the family, himself, frequently listens before, after and
sometimes during work; he listens

n most of the larger cities, at least

to an automobile radio on the way

me transmitter feeds out recorded
music until the early morning hours

a part of the new market that adver-

othat war workers, servicemen, and

thers may have entertainment and
0 that a medium is at all times
vailable for the dissemination of the

plest news. The All-Night Market
becoming more and more impormt to advertisers.
In order to
alyze this new outlet for commer-

lal radio in detail we shall discuss
¢ New York market specifically.
Four New York radio stations stay
mthe air all night—with facilities

Brember 17, 1943

to work.

He and his wife represent

tisers are beginning to find lucrative.
Although it is difficult to measure
the all-night audience, there have
been estimates made by analyzing
‘the mail received.

The

curious phenomenon.

York

station,

power

of 50,000

market

transmitting
watts

is a

A local New

on

a

in the early

morning hours, in respect to coverage, becomes a network in itself. Interference is practically eliminated
and few other stations are on the air.

sum, wrote:

ord, I believe,

“This

is a rec-

for any individual,

probably surpassing the number of
telegrams received in a year by the
President of the United States
through our company.”

WNEW made a financial success
of this operation from the very beginning. Commercial contracts came
in from clients in varied fields; two
cigarette companies, jewelry concerns, the Adam

Hat Stores, Bulova

Watch, Paramount Pictures, PepsiCola and Vitamin Plus. These sponsors found their investments worth
while. An audience was definitely in
existence—and this long before Pearl
Harbor. Stan Shaw earned an average of $20,000 a year for several years.
In 1935, WNEW

was the only sta-

tion in the country experimenting
with the all-night market. Shortly be35
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Booth Tarkington—the

Thelma Strabel—writing steadily since she

Dean
of American
Letters — is probably

was 8, has sold everything she has ever

best known for his PEN-

Franz Werfel— author
of the brilliant novels,

ROD, GENTLE
JULIA,
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE

written. Her idea of

and his recent best sell-

from

er, KATE

the historical fiction

a vacation is a change

FENNIGATE.

that

EMBEZZLED

her

that is soon to appear.

Prague-born,

Leipzig

- lecturer,

Nazi-oppressed, Mr.
Werfel has written a

America’s

notable

author of more

APRIL

inspired

to

STORM TO THE SOUTH

HEAVEN and THE
SONG OF BERNADETTE.

the modern

new

IN

Faith Baldwin — one of

novel,

OCTOBER,

coming, complete,
February.

top novelists,
than 40

published books. No one

in

captures

with

more

ac-

curacy
our
American
manner of living, playing, loving, working.

Rex Stout — stormy pet-

Hatch — h

rel of politics and literature, chairman of the
Writers’ War Board, Director of Freedom House.
Mr. Stout is the creator
of the corpulent food-,
orchid-, and beer-loving

d character
millions, }
of Suttor
broker, ex-j
hored sor
ls and is
ther Bert

detective,

Nero

Wolfe,

the readers

an American exclusive!
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Pearl $. Buck — Nobel-Pulitzer
prize winner, founder and president of the East-West Association to promote understanding
between Orient and Occident.
Miss Buck’s JOURNEY FOR LIFE,

Here Is a parade of top-flight authors who typify
the fiction qualities found in The American Magazine
... A parade that, in 1944, will present twenty-four
complete novels and many short stories written to our
specifications by the greatest names in contemporary
American fiction... Fiction for an audience that,
readership studies prove, has increased by a million
more pairs of eyes since we have discontinued the
continued story and thereby eliminated the exasperating episode. These authors, these novels, this publishing innovation, plus The American Magazine’s
usual generous quota of interesting people, short sto| ries, short features, cartoons, pictures, and illustra| tions, make The American Magazine the greatest
“buy” on the newsstands today. This means, to ad| vertisers fortunate enough to appear in our pages,
'more attention, more interest, from an audience no
| other magazine can match... an audience of “people
who give a damn” for the magazine whose publishing
policy is in their and the Nation’s Service.

a novel
appears

of present-day
soon

in The

China,

American.

Clarence Budington Kelland — The
author of SCATTERGOOD BAINES
—an exclusive “American” charac-

ter—is one of America’s top-selling
novelists, but no character he has
ever created has ever matched the

inimitable “Bud” Kelland himself,

Rita Weiman — Member of
the Council of the Authors’
League of America. Her notable novel, LAST OF THE
HOUSE OF ROBSART, was featured in the December issue

of The American

Christopher La Farge — who

Magazine.

has written more than twenty

thousand

lines of published

verse and twenty-eight short

stories. He practices his belief that writing poetry is fine
discipline for writing fine
prose. His DEATH
OF AN
IMAGE in our October issue
was a memorable example.

Margaret Culkin Banning
Vassar Phi Beta Kappa.

Erle Stanley Gardner,

Mrs. Banning has found

master of detective
fiction. More than

time for two careers: she
is a homemaker and the

four million

author

copies

of Mr. Gardner’s
- great mystery stories were sold this
year alone.

of some

twenty

fine novels, including the
recent success, SHE
CAN’T Be ELECTED.

Hatch — humorist, whose
dcharacters have delight-

millions. Known

IN THE SERVICE

OF THE

NATION

AMCTCall

as the

of Sutton Place, he is an

broker, ex-jockey, who has
hored some twenty-odd
ls and is now busy on
ther Bert Pender story
the readers of The Amerh Magazine.
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One Part Hollywood —One Part New York
— Mix Well in Chicago
UT in a California training camp, a couple of thousand
soldiers are howling their heads off at a gag...the band
plays a short fanfare ... applause...the announcer comes in
with his commercial.
A neat, smooth operation—yet the comedian and announcer

are 3,000 miles apart, and probably have never met each other.

They’re “mixed” in a studio in Chicago.

The mixing engineer gets his cues and his timing by telegrap
Then he sits down before an NBC mixer—and with a flick @
the wrist performs the miracle of blending together a comedi
on the coast with an announcer from the east—so subtly tha
;

oe

ote

,

sounds as if they were both sitting in the same room!

NBC engineers helped develop this miraculous mixer—whi

automatically fades out a voice from one source and fadesi

When there’s to be a pick-up from any out-of-the-studio spot,
NBC sends equipment and engineers to the scene two or three

Y°'°° from another source.
Perfecting devices and operations such as this, working ¢

days ahead of time. They set up a circuit between that pick-up _ every new means for making broadcasting more effective, inct¢
point and the “mixing” center. If the announcements on the __ ing the scope and richness of radio through every resource
program are to come from New York, they will go over a special
_its disposal—these are some of the things that make NBC
NBC circuit direct to the same “mixing” point.
fetwork Most People Listen to Most.’

—The National Broadcasting Company
America’s No. 1 Network—Aa

SERVICE

OF RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERI

we entered the war two years
there were about a dozen stays, spread over the country, broad-

ting all night. Now, two years
er, there are many more.
en the United States declared
r, a moral responsibility was felt
the network key stations to enter» the people who were forced to
y up all night and to provide faities for air raid alarms and late
s bulletins. So, WJZ decided to
erate 24 hours a day. WABC did
ise. WOR had anticipated the
er two by a few months—when the
sure Of national events indicated
war was imminent, Mutual’s
York management initiated an
night program. This featured
Lawrence,

a

friendly

chap

lam people found pleasant to have
their homes during the early

irs. Lawrence, in cooperation with
WOR

program

department,

put

a listenable show, garnered three
four clients, and built up a size-

personal reputation.
broadcasts

for Late

Listeners

WOR’s news policy during the allight show varies from the others in
at five-minute newscasts are given
athe half hour as well as on the
tr, Speeches, sports events, hisic meetings and various war. serte programs heard during the day
rebroadcast for the late listeners.
OR’s recent clients on “Moonlight
ing Time,” as the program is
led, have been BC Headache Powts, New York night clubs, Pepsiola and the Curtis Publishing Compny, in behalf of the Saturday Eveing Post.
During six months

ef 1941, when

mail survey was made, WOR’s allght show received letters from

teners in 34 states and 948 cities.
WJZ went on the air on an allght basis shortly after Pearl Har-

jingles. No talk at all except for news
on the hour. In a few months, Esso,

sponsoring news on the hour, PepsiCola and O'Sullivan Heels had been
attracted,
In the early part of 1942, WABC
started an all-night show. At the suggestion of Columbia’s alert president,
William S. Paley, WABC went on the
air with a program of serious music.
For a few days, prior to Paley’s suggestion, WABC played popular music and featured the chatter of Henry
Burbig, one of radio’s earliest and
best-known dialecticians. This was

received fairly well, but it resembled
the other three all-night shows. When
the policy of serious music was instituted, WABC

became

the only all-

night station in the country to feature the classics. The only commercial WABC has carried was furnished by the I. J. Fox Fur Company.
For a period of six weeks, Fox Furs

were tied up commercially with the
“Magic Music of the Masters” in an
hour program from 1 to 2 a.m. The
commercials were quite effective, tying in “Masterpieces of Fur Creation” with the masterpieces in the

Space
till anatlahk
for 1944
F YOU’RE ANXIOUS to protect good
will for post-war selling .. .
If your problem is building future markets while holding today’s . . .
If you’re wondering how to develop the
feminine market in the face of advertising
space restrictions...
—your copy belongs in The American Girl. A limited quantity of space
is still available for 1944 contract.
In the past few years, many national adver-

br. Its prograraming underwent an
olution. First, a couple of anneers ad libbed between popular
ordings. The program was listen-

tisers have recognized the power of The
American Girl’s teen-age market
— your

market in the making. Today’s emphasis
on post-war planning
available space.

is fast using up

The teen-age girl is buying now .. . influencing buying . . . learning to buy for
tomorrow. You can sell her whatever you
sell,to women. Sell through this “woman's
magazine published just for girls” .. .
and she'll remember!

Write or phone today!

800,000* readers say, “Grow along with us!”

le, but had no individuality, since
was modeled on the other two alady on the air.
Finally, Kent Johnson, the unique
mercial

jingle

firm,

came

up

th “Say It With Music,” an allorded transcribed show, in which

tion identification and all ancuncements were to be injected un‘trusively in the form of musical
tember 17, 1943

Selling to Women

While They're Young

155 EAST 44th STREET, NEW

PUBLISHED

BY GIRL

YORK

17

SCOUTS * MEMBER OF THE YOUTH GROUP
*Based on readership survey tabulated by I.B.M.

4

é

musical repertoire. In commenting
on WABC’s all-night policy, Arthur
Hull Hayes, general manager, said:
“During the night, the station is
being programmed with fine recorded music. Our feeling is that
since jive and swing are available on
any number of stations, we are do-

ing a public service by furnishing an
entirely different type of entertainment. We know that defense work
has put many plants on a 24-hour a
day operation. We know, too, that
people are working different and
longer hours. It is our hope to bring
these people the type of fine entertainment that they might otherwise
miss during the regular broadcasting

“Results
Keep

hours.”

Toward morning, WABC features
lighter music, and at 5:30 presents its

Fulton Market

Using KS0”
. . . Says Roy Huntoon, Jr.
In New York, you'd think of Park
& Tilford ...in Chicago, of Stop &
Shop . . . in Baltimore, of Hopper
McGaw...
And in Central Iowa, to find outstanding food items, you’d think of
the Fulton Market, Des Moines.
On the Fulton Market’s experience
with broadcasting, comes this re-

port

from

the

general

manager,

Roy Huntoon, Jr.:

“We began using radio as an experiment. Through a combination
ef judgment and luck, we chose
KSO, in a broadcast featuring their
home
economist,
Helen
Watts
Schreiber.
“This program has been highly successful because of its sincere nature
and because Mrs. Schreiber deals
particularly in foods. Commercial
messages, as she gives them are so

naturally worked into the conversation that
increased.

their

effectiveness

is

“Our original three-a-week schedule
has
test

become six-a-week . . . our
period of three months has

stretched into three years .. . all
for one reason
— Results.”

KSO
KRNT
DES

Cowles

Alan Kent, in the “Yogi” posture dis.

an hour of chatter, interspersed with
popular recordings and directed to
servicemen. The Pal Razor Blade

guise, ponders while Ginger Johnson
explores. They're preparing for their
all-night program,
“Say It With

Music,”

Company has participated in this

from one to seven a.m., EWT.

show for several months and reports
satisfying sales results.
Recently WJZ, under the guidance of its promotion director, T. B.
Ellsworth, made a survey of the mail
received by the station's all-night
show. A direct question was put to
the audience: “Please tell us whether
you like ‘Say It With Music.’ Shall
we keep the program on the air?”
No

prizes, no

premiums,

were

of-

fered. All the listeners stood to gain
by writing in was continuance of
the program. This question was
asked at half hour intervals during
one week in January, 1943. Letters
and postcards came flooding in.
“Yes,” was

the reply, “we want

you

to continue with ‘Say It With Music.’”” These communications came
from thirty states, from Canada,
from Cuba, and Puerto Rico. (81.5%
of these were from New York, Penn-

sylvania, and New Jersey.)

Audience Preponderantly Male

BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
5000 WATTS

The

Reveille Sweetheart, Lois January, in

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS
Stations

in

MOINES

Affiliated with Des Moines Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency

Then, questionnaires were sent to
those who had replied, in order to

get more detailed information on
who was listening and why. It was
determined that the audience was
preponderantly male, an unusual occurrence in radio surveys. Of the replies, 69.7% came from men.
The occupation classifications represented were as follows: armed
forces, 34.8%; industrial war workers, 30.6%; family groups, including

heard

seven

nights weekly

housewives, mothers and children o
workers,
14.9%;
miscellaneou

groups, including students, farme
doctors, taxi drivers, etc., made u

the rest.
A large majority liked the idea o
having five-minute newscasts on th
hour. Forty per cent of those who
turned the questionnaires were ab
to identify Esso as the sponsor of th
newscasts. All in all, the survey ré
vealed three important factors—on¢
that

there

was

definitely

a larg

listening audience; two, that this a
dience was made up of people in
variety of occupations, that wz
workers, while they were importan In war

did not make up a majority of th Haven
audience; and three, that all-nigh Cities,
listeners are better listeners tha
those who make up daytime auc And N
ences. They listen longer, more @

tentively, with less interruption. Th
all-night shows run approximate
from 1 to 7 A.M. Many listeners §
by their radios for a full six ho
an invaluable inducement to adv
tisers.
The WJZ survey has been broke
down into hourly periods, indicati
the type of audience that listens d
ing each period. This survey is ul

doubtedly typical of the three 3
night shows which feature popul
music. It may or may not be indic
tive of the type of audience th
(Continued on page 97)
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Crowd picture taken
et 10.30 A. M. at
Church

and

Chapel

Streets,

New

Haven,

Conn.

y New HAVEN -- THE WAR WORKERS’ BLYING

GUIDE IS THE JOURNAL-LOURIER
ortandIn war goods being produced per capita, New
be“Haven is near the top of the list of all U. S.
“nigh

s tha

e audfAnd New Haven’s only morning paper is a
ore @EMUST if you really want to go places today

a

in this rich and stable community.

he Journal-Courier reaches New Haven’s
amy of war workers just before and during
» adv
shopping hours. It gives you the last audibrokegnce with them as they start out to spend
licatingtheir generous pay checks.

And the Journal-Courier gets around—passes
from hand to hand in dozens of New Haven’s
war plants. Recent surveys show as many as
20 readers for one copy.
It’s a “MUST” today—to include the JournalCourier on your list.

ners §
- hoi

ns d
y is ull

JOURNAL COURIER

ree 2
popul
-indic

ce th

C0 ofGournal- Couniar cinccbion i ix.méaleppolllace Mou Peover
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Tells What’s

Going

On That Is of Interest to You!

The national and local advertising columns of
daily newspapers are the great proving ground
for new ideas in products, merchandising plans,

and new advertising approaches.
But the advertising that reveals these innovations may appear in any of the 1,821 daily
newspapers published from coast to coast and
border to border—most of which you will never
see. But ACB will see them. And report them
if you wish. With these reports you can direct
your own procedure more effectively.
Every day ACB reads every local and national
advertisement published in the daily papers.
Hence, you'll be agreeably surprised at the
modest cost for which ACB can furnish a service

built to your special needs.
ACB Newspaper Research is so accurate that
many advertisers and their dealers settle their
advertising allowances on ACB’s Reports.

There are 12 important research services offered
by ACB. A few are briefly described in the
paragraphs that follow. All are described in
detail in our catalog—sent free on request.
TYPICAL

ACB

SERVICES

Dealer Tie-In Reports. Checks dealer cooperation on your
brand and/or your competitor’s brand.
Tear Sheet Service. Full tear sheets supplied on competitive
national, or your own or competitive dealer advertising.
Schedule Listings. Daily review of any new schedules or
insertions appearing in daily newspapers.
Scrap Book Service. A complete ready reference of specified
competitive national and/or dealer advertising. Kept
constantly to date by a special service arrangement.
Advertising Allowance Service. Verifying insertion, size
and rates on each paper claimed. Recommended by dealers and manufacturers alike.
Also . . . various other services requiring research on
national or local advertising appearing in any of the 1,821
daily newspaper published.
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NEWS PROV
The Week in Marketing

New Coast Ageney
Specializes in Food
A NATIONAL AGENCY to specialize
in advertising and merchandising food
products, was announced in San Francisco last week by Richard E. Goebel,
former account executive for McCannErickson, Inc.
Known as the Pacific

NAM Plans Paid Ad Campaign
To Explain “Free Enterprise”
By FRANK

LaCLAVE

policy to specialize and concentrate on
food advertising.”

AN ADVERTISING
campaign in
“Grass Root” media to sell free enterprise and encourage similar advertising
by all business groups and advertisers
will be undertaken early next spring by
the National Association of Manufacturers.
The program, which is now in the
formulative stage, was announced at the
Second War Congress of American Industry, held by NAM in New York last
week, by James S. Adams, president of

Staff members include Helen L. Ennis,

Standard Brands, Inc., and chairman of

formerly with N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.,
opy supervisor; Lewis L. Lacey; for-

the committee responsible for the advertising campaign.
It was learned that NAM is planning
to spend approximately $600,000 for
space and time, and in addition to carry
on an extensive campaign to persuade
the 390 business associations affiliated
with it through the National Industrial
Council, and subsequently every organized group of business, labor and opinion-molders in the country to undertake
similar advertising and public relation
activities.
“Instead of endeavoring to make pro-

Coast Advertising Company,
located at 1167
Francisco.

McAllister

it will be
Street,

San

“All of our agency’s principals have
had unusually wide experience in food
and grocery product advertising,” Mr.
Goebel

announced.

nerly with Station

“It

will

KTSA,

be

our

radio direc-

tor; Bion Atkinson, formerly with Oakland Tribune, art director; Norman

E.

fork, formerly with Rapid Electrotype
0., production manager; Betsy Dietrich,
ormerly with Facts Consolidated, research and Eleanor M. Hansen, media.

The new agency, of which Goebel is
peneral manager, lists among is clients
he National Bakers Services, Chicago;

angendorf United Bakeries, Inc., Seatle; Bakers Research Bureau, New York;
Did Homestead Bakery, San Francisco.

(Continued on page 58)

o-ops Threaten Price War if
Jeprived of Tax.Exemption
THE SPECTER of a price war with
privately-owned business is being built
p by the cooperative movement to
ounter any attempts to end the exempion from federal income taxes which
€ co-ops now enjoy. An open threat
at co-ops will drop their system of
batronage dividends and go on a cuttice basis was voiced last week by
Donald Kirkpatrick, general counsel of
he American Home Bureau Federation,
a session

of cooperative

leaders

income

tax

turns. The co-ops regard this as the
ecember 17, 1943

Seattle needs firemen, but the jobs
are going begging due to manpower
shortage.
The city next month launches its
first national ad campaign to recruit
municipal employees. The Seattle
Civil Service Commission plans countrywide display advertising in metropolitan dailies supported by ads in
firemen’s own business journals.

FM Broadcasters Lay
Post-War Plans
ACCELERATED ACTIVITY looking
toward an expanded post-war role for
frequency modulation broadcasting is
under way. With 41 stations now operating and 61 more set to go when the
war is over, the industry is laying plans
to facilitate rapid and orderly development immediately upon the return of
peace conditions. Meeting in Chicago
last week, directors and members of Frequency Modulation Broadcasters, Inc.,
representing 73 stations, took these steps:
1. Authorized the drafting of an industry code of ethics and practices.
Arthur

Church,

Midland

Broadcasting

Co., Kansas City, heads the committee.
2. Planned opening of a national
(Continued on page 55)

first step toward taxing their earnings,
probably not without some grounds.
There is reported to be growing sentiment in Congress to the effect that the
co-op’s tax exemption gives them an unfair edge over private business.
Practically all co-ops operate on the
principle of charging going market
prices. Prices in a co-op food store, for
example, are at about the same level as
‘those of the chain

stores

Joins Katzinger
FREDERICK
KELLER is the new

general sales manager of Edward
Katzinger Co., Chicago,

What is left over aftér the cost
of the merchandise and the expense of
doing business are deducted represents
the membership dividend, or “patronage
refund.” In theory, these funds are
turned back to the members in propor(Continued on page 60)

and

its U. S.

subsidiaries. He has
been vice-president
and general sales
manager of Peerless
Novelty Co., Grand

in the com-

at: munity.

¢ Federation’s annual convention in
hicago.
A section in the 1944 tax bill proposes
Pp require purchasing and marketing
bops to file information

National Ads for Firemen

Frederick Keller

Haven,

Mich., prior

to which he operated his own engineering and export business.
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lot Cught loknow
... AS YOU PLAN AN ADVERTISING
SCHEDULE FOR '44 TO INFLUENCE THE
100,000 KEY METALWORKING MEN
Nobody knows an industrial market better than the men who staff the industry’s leading publication . . . and that’s especially true in metalworking, where virtually all the
vendors of materials, equipment, and supplies are also buyers of similar goods . . . where

readers and advertisers are often identical.
No matter how well you know your metalworking market, chances are that an
Iron Age man can give you constructive suggestions . . . real help. For these men are
active students of the field. They have to know the markets, products, services, and the

way to reach the principal buying factors.
Borrow from the brains of these men the facts you need to build a sound schedule
to influence metalworking’s key men now and later. Here’s The Iron Age line-up:
C. S. BAUR
Vice President, General Manager
100 East 42d Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Murray Hill 5-8600
REPRESENTATIVES
H. K. Hottenstein
1134 Otis Building
Chicago 3

Robert F. Blair
1016 Guardian Building
Cleveland 14

Peirce Lewis
7310 Woodward Ave.
Detroit 2

Franklin 0203

Main 0988

Trinity 1-3120

B. L. Herman
Chilton Building
56th and Chestnut Sts.
Philadelphia

39

Sherwood 1424

W. J. Fitzgerald
428 Park Building

C. H. Ober
H. E. Leonard

D. C. Warren
P.O. Box 81

R. Raymond Kay
2420 Cheremoya Ave.

Pittsburgh 22
Atlantic 1832

100 E. 42d Street

Hartford 1

Los Angeles 28

New York 17

Hartford 3-1641

Granite 0741

Murray Hill 5-8600

Phone your representative, wire him, write him, or invite him in next time he calls.

He'll give you an unbiased presentation of the pertinent facts . . . data with which you
can build a sound program or make useful additions or renovations in an existing one.
He’s ready to help whether or not you plan an immediate advertising schedule, for he
knows that if you sell the metalworking field, sooner or later you'll carefully consider

The Iron Age.
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Needed: Salesmen Who Can Sell

Brown Joins RCA
CS

Policies as Well as Products
THE TYPE of salesman needed both
today and in the post-war era is one
who can sell not only the product but
also the honesty and soundness of his
company’s policies, O. E. Jones, vicepresident in charge of sales of Swift &
Co. said last week. Mr. Jones was speaking at a nation-wide radio sales meeting
over 127 Blue Network stations. More
than 3,000 Swift salesmen and other
employees gathered in local studios to
hear talks delivered over a special circuit
by Mr. Jones, by John Holmes, Swift's
president, and other company officials.
“The man needed,” Mr. Jones said,
“is the one who has the vision and imagination to understand his customer's
problems and to help find solutions for
them. He is the man who can win over
dealers to the fairness and friendliness
and helpfulness of his company, and
who personifies this helpfulness and

APA

Readership

Study

AN ANALYSIS of the readership of
national-local advertising, news features
and general news stories appearing in
the Hamilton (Me.) Advocate, a weekly
newspaper, has just been released by
the American Press Assn.
The research was undertaken by
Research Company of America to check
a weekly newspaper study of two years
ago made by journalism schools, which
study revealed a high readership.
Results of the latest study:
%
%
Average
MenWomen
%

Back Page.........++++
General

Motors.......-

56

Part

ARTHUR
D. WHITESIDE,
vicechairman of the War Production Board
in charge of the Office of Civilian Requirements, announced last week that
hereafter sales promotion of furniture
will come under the agency's policy of
renouncing certain types of sales and
related appeals “designed to accelerate
distribution beyond the point of immediate consumer needs.”
“While the supply of furniture is
sufficient to satisfy essential needs, it is

of

Case

defense contentions
SUSTAINING
that some of the allegations were inFederal
or unnecessary,
flammatory
Judge W. H. Atwell, deleted portions of
an indictment charging the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company with
violating the Anti-Trust Law. Among
the deletions were allegations of “preferential discounts,” false-front consumer
and housewife organizations, “stock
gains” and “short-changing and shortweighting.” The same court ordered the
indictment quashed several months ago
but was reversed by the Circuit Court.

Ab

Curtails Furniture
Sales Promotion

not enough to meet a demand constantly

46

A & P Anti-Trust

aré the men to whom greater responsibility will inevitably come.
Among
them are the men who will eventually
guide the destinies of their company.”
Good-will is a company’s most important asset in post-war planning, Mr.
Holmes declared. He defined good-will
as, “The strong preference that consumers and dealers feel for a company’s
products and services.”
“Sooner than we expect, we may have
to meet the full impact of intensified
peacetime
problems,”
Mr.
Holmes
added. “How successful we are meeting
these problems will depend very largely
upon our ability to survive the war with
our company’s good-will unimpaired.”

sustained and stimulated by excessive
sales promotion,” Mr. Whiteside declared. “Demand, therefore, must necessarily be reduced more nearly to the
proportion of consumer need.”

36
31

Richter

and research fo
National Broadcas

ing Co., has becom
advertising directo

They

58

48

Deletes

conspicuous.

95

44
46

Court

them

60

Missouri Power & Light 44
28
16

us and make

Promoted

ELMER F. RICHTER, A. P. Tyler
and Donald C. Adams have been named
vice-president, secretary and assistant secretary, respectively, by the Addressograph-Multigraph Corp., Cleveland, office equipment. Mr. Richter graduates
from the posts of secretary and general
manager to which he was appointed in
1942. He has been with the firm 23 years.
Dozier Graham Eastman, Los Angeles,
has been elected a member of American
Association of Advertising Agencies, New
York.

thts

tising, promotio

friendliness in his own way of doing
business.
“We expect that the next few months
and years will prove out such men for

96

General Electric.......
Fleischmann Yeast .....

CHARLES 3
BROWN, former!
director of advey

of RCA Victorq
vision of Radi

Corp. of Americ
Charles B. Brown

Brown

will have

ordinator
RCA

of

Camden, N. J. M
responsibilities as

advertising

for

vario

Victor products and their respec

tive agencies. He was previously assoc
ated with the Borden Sales Co., Chevr
let Motor Co. and International Maga
zine Co.

Tide Water Issues
Posters and Album
MINIATURE full-color reproduction
of outstanding war posters, together with
a 16-page paper-bound, pocket-size al
bum, are now being given away at Tide
Water Associated Oil Company stations
Five hundred thousand of each desig
will be released twice weekly so thati
will ‘take collectors six months to fil
their albums with the full set of 50 r
productions, each 2 by 314 inches.
This new Tide Water promotion ha
the double-barreled purpose of support
ing the war effort by repetition of im
portant Government messages and at
the same time answering the hobbyists
urge

for colorful

collectors’

items.

|

Is yl
it still

this latter connection, it appears, the wampec
Government is having some difficulty in e of tk
keeping war posters on display since
a
new species of collector has beeen teargPer1en
ing them down and carrying them off your \
Designed by noted illustrators and deal
ing with such pertinent themes as th¢
Four Freedoms, military service recruit Then t
ings I
ing, salvage, conservation, bond purch
ing, the posters were chosen under tha,
illdirection of Harold R. Deal, advertising

and sales promotion manager of Tidé

how

Water, through the cooperation of thé y's Ww
Office of War Information.
uy
The firm’s radio, newspaper, maga
zine and car-card advertising is lsd p into

tuned to a war theme—the “Citizen Sol sk, fret

dier”—designed to honor volunteer
wal
workers and to enlist citizens in some portan
phase of home defense.
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.* it still piled with work long “after hours”?
8, th@ivamped under routine jobs that should take

mi Bre of themselves? Are you hampered by in-

n teareperienced help—and never quite caught up
—— your own work these difficult days?

“7 Then the new handbook, “3 Steps that Get

urchasnings Done”—recently published by Ham— ermill—will help you. It’s filled with ideas

‘Tid

how to organize

of théiy’s work,

simplify

the
and

mggeed up routine, fit new

s al@lp into step... clear your

n SO’, free your mind for the
portant jobs.

i Md for this book now.
ou
«IT'S FREE...

Send for Your Copy Today
Hammermill

Pl

end

Paper Company,

me,

free, a copy

Erie, Pa.

of Hammermill’s

little book, “3 Steps That Get Things Done.”
NAME
POSITION

(Please attach to your company

letterhead)
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A piece of Sunday . .| “::
the best comi

size ch
Busi
Corp.

endeavor, jobs, duties. But Sunday really belongs _ sections of 41 leading Sunday newspapers wig

the Fe

The

other

days are

earmarked

to earnest

to you, has fewer must-dos and more want-tos,

a national network, combined

more than 15,000,000 circulation . . . offering tj "010
nacion

time to loaf, play, sleep, read... get acquainted _ highest certainty of attention . . . opening mo

|)),41,

again with our families, our friends, and the world _ than half of the best buying homes in the wha
. . . lie back relaxed and let our minds open. . .
national market—at one time, with one order, of
Sunday is the day that brings the comics _ piece of copy, one bill, and a low cost! Color
section, holdover habit for most people from
show package or product. Space enough to tell

icano,
size w
size Ur
sl

childhood, read regularly every week, athome...

big story. And eleven years of successful advq

stronger attraction to most people than any other

_tising case histories to prove that there’s no hazarg

—ygoy
also, v

form of literature, golden opportunity for the _ no experiment, nothing radical in reaching peo! inc
national advertiser to get a piece of Sunday...a _‘through a medium most people reach for! .
ve by
Is
carefree interval when the eye takes in advertising
An opportunity worth lookig i o¢
easily, the mind lingers unhurried . . .

.

Metropolitan Group made the Sunday comics

into now, for now or later d

Call any office...

Elec

startiny
though

TROPOLITAN G GROUP... thehefirst national l newspaper
METROPOL
Comic Section Advertising in: Baltimore Sun

Detroit News

«

Washington Star

New YorkNews

«+

« Des Moines Register

+

BostonGlobe

Philadelphia Inquirer

* Milwaukee Journal

+

+

Chicago Tribune

PittsburghPress

at the |

netwoR

+ Cleveland Plain De

© St.Louis Globe-Demg

« Minneapolis Tribune

¢ St. Paul Pioneer!

ALTERNATES: Boston Herald « Detroit Free Press. « New York Herald Tribune + St. Louis Post-Dispag
Washington Post
Columbus Dispatch

all ad

/,0001

“yy.
of..1:,

Providence Journal « Rochester Democrat & Chronicle « San Antonio Express « Springfield Union& Republi

semi-m

Oakland Tribune

San Francisco Chronicle

.

OPTIONAL AppITIONs: Buffalo Courier-Express
.
Dallas News « New Orleans Times-Picayune-States »

|” 194

— The

Cincinnati Enqul
OmahaWorld-Hag

Syracuse Post-Standard

.
«

nonin
od

* METRO PAciFIC: FresnoBee

Oregon Journal

+ Seattle Times

:

« Long Beach Press-Telegram

Sacramento Bee

+ Spokane Spokesman-Review

:

« Los Angeles Ti 4, of

San Diego UM

+ Tacoma News Tig

a)

1D

220 E, 42nd St., New York « Chicago: Tribune Tower + Detroit: New Center Bldg. + San Francisco: 155 Montgomery
Decem

,
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Hearst Refuses New Subseriptions
i (ther

Magazine

Changes

among its 883 pages the presentations
of 600 manufacturers, and is designed
to supply the marine industry with or-

Announeed

SIX magazines—Cosmopolitan, Good
Housekeeping, Town & Country, House

oo lng. ee

Beautiful,

edition will go to press nine days previsean to dete 0 tae.

Harper’s

Bazaar

and

Motor

Boating—have announced no new subscriptions will be accepted because of
current paper restrictions.
Renewal subcriptions will be accepted but an order will qualify as a
renewal only when it is in the publisher's office before the issue following the
one of expiration is published.
Other developments
in magazine
publishing were announced last week
as follows:
McGraw-Hill announces that beginning with the January issue trim size
of Food Industries will be 8 by 11%
inches in place of 814 by 1114 inches,
and only one color besides black can be
accepted
for run-of-book
positions.

rinted during

ganized buying information.
,

the month, and succeed-

Jon. 1. Each

_The Lestherpech, Wachingma, D. C.
monthly of the Maxine Coxps, in the
December issue, will signalize the beginning of its 28th year with a new size

Marine Catalog and Buyers’ ‘Directory

edition.

for 1948, new annual catalog publication issued by Simmons-Boardman Pub-

a

FRONT

WORCESTER,

The

new

page size is 680

lines (170x 4). . . . Jewelry, new weekly
news magazine representing national

Massachusetts —————

Effective Buying Income

Matched colors will cost $75 per page,

t comi
ers Wi
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or fraction thereof. No inserts requiring
“backing up” by another advertisement
will be possible. On bleed borders plates
should be held to 814 by 113% inches,
but the publishers ask that plates be
made close to closing date since further
size changes may be necessary.
Business
Publishers
International
Corp. will make changes effective with
the February issues of Ingenieria Internacional Construccion, Ingenieria Internacional Industria, The American Automobile (Overseas), El Automovil Americano, and El Farmaceutico. The trim
size will be 8 by 11 inches with type
size unchanged at 7 by 10 inches. Since
only bleed plates and inserts are affected
they would be made 814 by 1114 inches.
Motor changes with the February issue
also, when the trim size will be 814 by
ll inches and bleed page size becomes
834 by 1114 inches, and effective with
that issue no plate that exceeds type

For the year ending Sept. 30, 1943, Sales Management
estimates Worcester’s effective buying income at $1,408
per CAPITA—a gain of 19 per cent over Worcester’s
own high figures for 1942.

Total Buying Power
(Same source, same period)

WORCESTER
. . .
WORCESTER COUNTY

size of 7 by 10 inches wilfbe-accepted.
Electronics announces a rate change
starting with the January issue, although contracts on file will be honored
at the old rate for 1944.
Science and Mechanics resumes bimonthly publication issuing six numbers
in 1944,
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette will limit
all advertisements to a maximum of
1,000: lines on and after January 1, 1944.
’ The Rural

New

Yorker,

New

York,

effective Jan. 1, 1944, will be published
semi-monthly—the first and third Saturday of each month, necessitated by general paper conservation. December 11
number will be only one that will be

gomery
December 17, 1943

$274,603,000
582,719,000

Population: Worcester City Zone 235,125. City and Retail
Trading Zones 440,770. The Telegram-Gazette gives
blanket coverage of this solidly prosperous area — one
of the great MUST Markets of New England.

tH: TELEGRAM -GAZETTE
WORCESTER,

MASSACHUSETTS

(C740) -1c) a -leleys
PAUL

BLOCK amd

ASSOCIATES,
OWNERS

of

RADIO

eae

NATIONAL
STATION

REPRESENTATIVES
WTAG

HUNTER

PRESSED

STEEL

COMPANY?’

LANSDALE

PENNA
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WHO ARE THESE
“BUILDERS OF THE FUTURE”?
They are engineers, designers and executives...those charged
with the responsibility of creating new and improved products for
postwar Tomorrow. In the field of electrically operated machines,
appliances and equipment, these “builders of the future” are
today’s readers of ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING,

“BUT WHAT CAN YOU SAY
ABOUT SPRINGS?”
Wasn’t so Iong ago that an advertising man might have shrugged
his shoulders at an assignment so “prosaic” as springs! If you
still feel that way about some technical product, we think you'll
get a spiritual lift from this ad of Hunter Pressed Steel Company.
Here’s copy that is aimed at the most vulnerable spot in the armor
of the hard-shelled engineer—his everlasting quest for product
perfection! Show the design engineer how he can eliminate a possible flaw in his new product and, though it involve but a tiny
spring, we'll wager he’ll make a bee line to your factory door!

POSTWAR
PRODUCT BLUEPRINTING TIME
IS RIGHT NOW!
Not when Schickelgruber does a fade-out into the ranks of the
unemployed house painters or when Tojo saves his double chin
with a super-duper hara-kiri. Be smart! Point your advertising on
product components...materials, metals, parts, equipment and
finishes...in the direction of a volume market.

Pecember 17, 1943
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FRONT

jewelry industry, is scheduled

for early

publication by Ellis Publications, New
York 16. . . . Combustion magazine,
New York, has become a member of
National Business Papers Assn., that
city. . . . Sigmund Gottlober has been
appointed publisher of the Program
Magazine for the New York City Center
of Music and Drama... .
New

World,

Toronto,

will

a French

edition, Nouveau

Monde,

be-

ginning with first issue in 1944. Advertisers in New World will automatically
receive benefit of publication in Nouveau Monde at no charge.

publish

Heads Cinn. Office
KEN JONES hy
become manager of
the Cincinnatj

office of Roy S. Dur.

Business Promotion, purchased from
the Henry S. Bunting Organization of
Chicago, will be combined with Premium Practice, Bill Brothers Publishing

stine,

Inc.,

having

resigned
fron
Young & Rubicam,
where

Corp., New York.

count

he

was

ac

executive for

five years. He h:
been

Ken Jones

located in

both New York and

Detroit offices.
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Toledo Club Solves

SIMPLE
FACTS
to remember abar0uket
eM

k
a
\
t
l
a
S
e
h
T

1. Here are
income of more
other income),
find in any big
area is one big
om

approximately a million people, with a payroll
than $625,000,000 (plus millions more in farm and
who are about as homogeneous a group as you'd
city. For all practical merchandising purposes this
"city" market.

Throughout the 58 counties comprising this unique market,

The Salt Lake Tribune and Telegram are the “home-town" papers
with greater circulation than all other dailies in the area combined.
Logical conclusion: The size and character of the market
give ample reason for cultivating it . . . the dominant coverage of The Tribune-Telegram gives ample reason for using
this medium on your "A" scheuules.
The One Big Intermountain Medium

Meeting Problems
TO OVERCOME the problems cur
rently facing all business clubs—small at
tendance because of transportation difi
culties, lack of time, and shortage of ac
ceptable eating places—the Toledo In
dustrial Marketers, a chapter of Na
tional Industrial Advertisers Assn., bh
instituted a “Toledo Plan” which has
proved highly successful.
Under the plan, each meeting i
turned over to one of the companies
represented in the membership for
full evening under its sponsorship. Thes¢
meetings take the form of trips throug
the plant, discussions by company
executives and engineers, and a presenta
tion of the company’s advertising pro
gram. If the firm has its own cafeteria
a dinner is served; if not, the meeting iggy
held after dinner.
The plan is especially feasible be
cause the membership includes such na
tionally known firms as Owens-Illinoi
Glass Co., National Supply Co., Libbey:

Owens-Ford Glass Co., the Electric Auto
Lite Co., Toledo Scales.
B. C. Gardner, president of the group
and sales promotion manager, the D
Vilbiss

National Representatives: Sunday Magazine and Comic Sections Color— Black and White
REYNOLDS - FITZGERALD, INC.

reports

that

‘

a complet

schedule for the year’s meetings ha
already been arranged. Attendance a
meetings so far has been nearly 100% i
addition to many guests.

WINS’ New Set-up
CLARENCE G. COSBY has becom¢
general manager of WINS, New Yor!
He was formerly associated with KXO
and KWK, both in St. Louis. J. Trevo
Adams,

The Salt Lake Tribune - Telegram

Co.,

(

Jr., has become

sales managegis

of WINS. Jerome M. Layton, formerly adi
vertising manager of Crawford Cloth
and W. H. Losee, formerly with B
ham Co., have joined the WINS sale
staff.
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most highly mechanized type of farming.

#

On all farms where Poultry is raised,

|

, “Every day is pay day.”
y
‘
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Billion Dollar Market with
500,000 ABC Circulation.
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Apes

POULTRY

TRIBUNE

+

AMERICA’S

LEADING

POULTRY

Mount

Morris, Illinois
FARM

MAGAZINE

§00,000
ABC Circulation. Member Agricultural Publishers’ Association
vecember 17, 1943
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Poultry Tribune serves this Two
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Remember, too, that Poultry Raising is the
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100% i
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of all grains deserves a liberal share of
your appropriation.

2
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the Two

Billion Dollar Poultry Market in planning
your Farm Paper Schedule. Any branch of
farming whose gross income exceeds that

NEW

“Marse Jeff, We're At It Again”

agonunnnnnnntneaann

PRESIDENT

MTNa

Time
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of Us

All
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ey

HERE-HiS-ELOEST-DAUGHTE

WAS MARR

141878

TO-J-A*Heys
ONLY PRESIDENT-OF THE Co
LET wis Memory-ef HON

eh

CTED-

By

Affiliated P

@ Jefferson

Davis

was

the only president o

Raymond

the Confederate States of America. His republifll

jis prese

that died so soon was more a time and a wa
of life than a territory. The Old South foreve
in history will be symbolized by magnificen
plantations with white-columned houses seti
flowers; by hoop-skirted and lovely women;b
the brilliant and reckless Confederate captains
Land of serene, careless and gay living, th
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Old South died in the Civil War, vanishegy

headqua

@ Throughout that far-off war the Memphi

York wai

Appeal was literally the voice of the Southergy
people. With the capture of Memphis, it fle@j
with the Confederate armies, and for threi
years wandered over the South behind th
battlelines. It was published in at least fo
cities before Federal cavalry finally seizedit

‘he war.
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@ Today a unified America is fighting a wag
for ideals which have become American idealg§
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except in memory.

Southerners called it fondly “the greatest reba
of them all.”
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The South now is practical and utilitarian, @ chairmar
land of manufacturing, diversified farming an —
phenomenal prosperity. Outwardly it is indis
:
tinguishable from the rest of America.
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@ But to the people of this part of the Sou
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influence in their lives. With its heritage og ad the
century-old loves and loyalties, it has a readegj Board.
influence unparalleled in newspaper history. @ that in a
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an outstandingly prosperous market—becaus with tra
it can influence them tremendously.
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Sullivan Heads Plans
RAYMOND
F.
SULLIVAN, vice-

president

and

di-

rector of Ruthrauff

Raymond F. Sullivan

of Circulations

membership has been increased by the
following additions:
Advertisers—John Morrell & Co., Ot-

elected chairman
of the plan board

Corp.,

sociated with the
firm since 1920, he
also will continue

FM Broadeasters Lay

Post-War Plans

(Continued from page 43)

headquarters, probably in Washington.
An earlier headquarters set-up in New
York was closed down with the onset of
the war.
3. Planned a two-day industry-wide
annual meeting, to be held in New
York. Tentative date, Jan. 26-27. Theodore C. Streibert, WOR-FM, will have
charge of arrangements.
4, Authorized compilation and publication of a new book on FM broadcasting and the association. Committee
chairman, Ray Manson, Stromberg-Carlson Co,
5. Adopted a set of engineering recommendations to be submitted to the
Federal Communications Commission
and the Radio Technical Planning
em Board. It is proposed, for one thing,
+, ‘M that in allocating licenses the FCC abandon the rigid coupling of service areas
with trading-area boundaries. Trading
areas should come into the picture, it
is felt, but should not necessarily be an
inflexible governing factor. Also recommended is that licenses be assigned
on a basis that will permit a station to
istart in a small way and gradually expand facilities to accommodate its natural coverage area as the number of
listeners grows.
A subsequent report will cover the
question of a possible change in the
present system of classification of FM
stations. There is some sentiment that
dlassifications are unneeded and should
be done away with. In any case, it is
believed that if classifications are to be
continued, they should be set up on a
regional rather than nation-wide basis.

6. Reaffirmed, at the suggestion of
President Walter J. Damm, WMFM,
Milwaukee, an earlier resolution calling

on the FCC to assign an additional band

for FM use. Channels now assigned are
regarded as inadequate for future FM
S' INE December 17, 1943

Newspapers—Times,

Members
Bureau

tumwa,
Iowa; Murine Co., Chicago;
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. Toledo; A. C.
Spark Plug Division, General Motors,

his present duties as account supervisor.

expansion.

Audit

& Ryan advertising
agency, has been
of that agency. AsAffiliated Photo Company

ABC

THE

Flint, Mich.; Dunlop Tire and Rubber
Buffalo,

N.

Y.;

Co., Kansas City.
Agency—Henri, Hurst
Inc., Chicago.

J. A.

Folger

&

& McDonald,

Observer,

La Grande,

Gadsden,
Ore.;

News,

Ala.;
Sault

Ste. Marie, Mich.; Hancock County
Journal, Carthage, Ill.; Mail, Hughesville, Pa.; Mirror, Montgomery, Pa.;
Luminary,

Muncy,

Pa.;

Record-News,

Smiths Falls, Ont.; Tri-County News,
Spruce Pine, N. C.; Fauquier Democrat, Warrenton, Va.
Magazine—Time (Canadian edition),
Chicago.
Business Paper—Pacific Laundry &
Cleaning Journal, San Francisco.

DID YOU EVER
HEAR THE
STORY OF THE
FARMER'S

*

SHE SHOPS IN

ROCKFORD
The one big city trading hub of a rich 13 county
market.

Here in the heart of northern Illinois

and southern Wisconsin is the shopping and production center of dairy and grain farmers and
A fertile field for
skilled factory workers.
your institutional

message

or sales campaign.

i

ROCKFORD

2nd

largest
OUTSIDE

city in ILLINOIS
OF

CHICAGO

THE FUTURA

SUPER SERVIC
MBER

BOO K
PRINTERS’
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JN AMERICA’S CARS .. . and the
ure Car of America, IS IN HIS HANDS
sd with an obligation, super stations gladly accepted and have kept America’s motor
in prime operating condition. So complete has been their service during these trying war
that today, ‘while thinking of tomorrow, it is natural that car owners will look to super
perators as their one source — for new

cars, mechanical

maintenance,

quick. services and

swell as gas, oil and lubrication. These strong boys are the ones to whom you should direct

esent selling message
— and they should
RVING-CLOUD

PUBLISHING

be the basis of your post-war sales plans.
CO.,

TRIBUNE

TOWER,

CHICAGO

JS. Super Service Station magazine,

founded in 1926, is published monthly
for owners and managers of super stations. It is standard 7 x 10 size and has
58,000 controlled circulation. Its advertising index is the largest in its field and
reads like the Blue Book of automotive
after-market manufacturers. Further information may be had by addressing the
publishers.
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Longnecker Retires
J. W. LONGNECKER, who has been
with the Hartford Fire Insurance Company and the Hartford Accident and
Indemnity Co. for more than 34 years,
will retire at the end of this year. He
has been editor of the Hartford Agent,
published by the two companies, during that entire time and has been in
charge of the national advertising of
the Fire Insurance company since 1910.
He is one of the insurance advertising
men who organized the Insurance Advertising Conference and also served as
its first secretary-treasurer.

Joins WHN
HARTLEY

L. SAMUELS

has been

appointed director of advertising and
sales promotion for WHN, to succeed
Herbert Chason, resigned. Mr. Samuels
has been director of promotions for Atlantic Coast Network and Station WOV
for last 14 months and was formerly in
promotion department of Columbia
Broadcasting System.

Copperweld Shifts
WILLIAM E., EGE has become general manager of sales for Copperweld
Steel Co., Glassport, Pa., succeeding
W. J. MclIlvane, who is now executive
vice-president. P. A. Terrell, formerly
in Washington, D. C., office, has become
assistant to the executive vice-president.
Henry Oberle, formerly with Queensborough Gas & Electric Co., has become
Eastern sales manager, succeeding Paul
Van Wagner, now vice-president in
charge of export sales. Erich G. Elg succeeds Mr. Ege as Western sales manager.
The United States Time Corp. will
be the new name of the Waterbury
Clock Co., Waterbury 91, Conn., as of
Jan. 1, manufacturer of the Ingersoll
watch, 150,000,000 of which have been
produced and sold.

NAM Plans Ad
Campaign
(Continued from page 43)

found economic philosophers out of
137,000,000 Americans,” Mr. Adams said,
“it takes one characteristic of the enterprise system—the key characteristic: its
incentive nature—and sets out systematically to encourage every citizen to use
it as the yardstick for his own thinking.”
The program, Mr. Adams declared,
“promises to bring all free enterprise
in the nation into the first truly unified
public relations effort.”
John Orr Young and Phillip Kerby
are acting as consultants on copy, and
Arthur Kudner, Inc., will be the agency.
A complete presentation of the campaign, outlining the purposes and general theme, will be sent to every advertising agency and major advertiser in
the country. Media have not yet been
selected, but it is understood, the rural
press, radio and billboards will get a
good portion of the appropriation.
The National Industrial Information
Council, a branch of the National Industrial Council, will open ten regional
offices for the purpose of explaining
the importance of “incentive” under
free enterprise to the people. Some 200
separate forms of activity will be undertaken through the regional offices.
One of the major activities will be to
hold meetings with groups representing
business, labor, education, churches,
consumers, the home, industry and agriculture at which the workings of the
incentive system will be described.
Another important activity to be
undertaken in 1944 will be to talk face
to face with some two million workers
in programs arranged by management.
Dr. Allan Stockdale, dean of NIIC
speakers, has already pioneered this
work in Baltimore, Wilmington, Harrisburg and Williamsport, and he and
seven other speakers will continue it.
A concerted drive to organize such

meetings in Philadelphia will be underTo List Users
Joint Committee on Government
Relations of Commercial Printing Industry has relayed to the country’s
printers a request from the WPB,
that printers list, on purchase orders
placed with suppliers and paper mer-

chants, where paper is going. Latter
must get this information so they, in
turn,
can get material
from the mills.
Printers are not only helping themselves but helping their paper merchants by cooperating and listing
broad groups of paper usage.

taken shortly when the Chamber of
Commerce will call a meeting of all
local manufacturers to explain the program and to arrange for bookings for
the speaker. The NIIC will encourage
manufacturers to use these meetings as
an opening wedge of the installation of
a better employee relationship program,
and a complete program of employee
education.
;
Seeks Political Leadership

Throughout the several speeches in
the three-day program, there was an oftreiterated theme that “now is the time
for industry to accept its responsibility

as leader of the people.” This was hig
lighted by Frederick C. Crawford, prq
dent of NAM, who revealed indust
post-war program for “a better An
ica.”
“Today, the American people ;
looking to business management {
leadership,” he declared. “No long
will criticism do; no longer can we
negative. Today, we must have a p
tive plan and act to lead the Amerig
people.
“American people distrust all press
groups. A program for a Better Ame
must benefit all,” Mr. Crawford q
tinued. “We know perfectly well th
America is not being run for the beng
of business. We intend to run busin
for the benefit of America.” Mr.
ford summarized the following poi
at the foundation for the “Better Am
ica Program”:
“The highest attainable standard
living.
“The fullest degree of economic
curity.
“The maximum opportunity forp
ductive and remunerative employme
“The most impartial economic justi
“The greatest degree of personal fr
dom.”
Outline Legislative Program
H. W. Prentiss, Jr., president, /
strong

Cork

Company,

Lancaster,

and past president of NAM,
the “Better America”

lative program

P

outlin

committee's leg

in a speech followi

that of Mr. Crawford. He listed its hig

lights as follows:
1. The vital importance of priv
capital formation in order to prevé
the advent of national socialism in
post-war years.
2. A proper scheme of taxation ¢
signed to preserve individual incenti
on which the development of new ent
prises and new jobs depends.
3. The

importance

of sanely org:

ized labor relations so as to insure s0
unity, Obviously, representative dem
racy cannot long exist in the face
acute class cleavage.
4. The importance of providing 4
portunity for every individual to 82
guard his own future against the fo
specters of sickness, unemployment, ¢
age and death. Sound social security
a stabilizing factor against revoluti
and anarchy in any form of governme

5. The

vital

necessity

of curbi

bureaucracy through the revival of lo
responsibility for local affairs.
Robert M. Sayford, president of Ing
soll Milling Co., Rockford, IIL,
elected president of NAM to succt
Mr. Crawford.
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Northwest Papers flow through many channels to serve a wide variety of

needs in our Country’s war effort. Retaining all their traditional characteristics of dependability, they continue to ease the printers’ paper problem
in a practical manner. Their wide variety permits selection of a grade fitted

to the job in hand, and thus importantly promotes economical production. Our heartfelt hope is that in all their applications, Northwest Papers
will contribute immeasurably in our united purpose to help win this war.
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NPA Calls for
New Fiscal Policy

for Packingtown
When the white flag appears and
the Allied Nations stand victorious in Europe, it will signal vast
changes in industry. But not in the
meat packing industry.
The cessation of hostilities leaves
no fewer mouths to feed . .. in fact
it means more. For Packingtown,
the years ahead will be busy ones
and packers will have increasing
need of supplies and equipment.
Do the important people in the industry know your story? Your
company? Your goods? Be sure to
tell them in the pages of their
official publication where
they
look for reliable buying information. Write us today for full details and a copy of “A Vital
Industry.”

@
THE NATIONAL

PROVISIONER

Most important publication in the
Food

Field since 1891

407 S. Dearborn St.

Chicago 5, Illinois
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WASHINGTON-Some
200 leaders
in agriculture, business, labor, government and the professions were brought
together here December 6 and 7 by the
National Planning Assn. to discuss the
major problems the nation faces and to
determine the program of the Association as it began its tenth year of research work.
During working meetings NPA’s Committees on National Policy considered
jointly the immediate reconversion problems which face the nation and improvements in the fields of fiscal policy and
social security while its Committee on
International Policy discussed relief and
rehabilitation, international capital investment, the post-war pattern of world
resources and international transportation.
;
An example of the kind of planning
the Association was doing during its twoday session was given to the 200 guests
who attended Monday’s anniversary
dinner by Beardsley Ruml of R. H.
Macy & Co., vice-chairman of the Association’s business committee. The Committee on National Policy he said has
drafted recommendations designed to
bring about the adoption of a program
for the United States which would express an explicit fiscal and monetary
policy, the various parts of which were
internally consistent, which was understood by and acceptable to the public.
To achieve this end it would suggest that (1) two new committees, one
in the House and one in the Senate, be

Opens in Hollywood
D’ARCY

opened

ADVERTISING

a Hollywood

.CO.

branch

has

at 1535

Crossroads of the World. Charles Bul.
otti, transferred from the New York

office, and Lynn Gordon, formerly with
the New York and St. Louis offices, are
co-managers.

Co-ops Threaten
Price War
(Continued from page 43)

tion to their purchases during the year,
In practice, part or all of a year’s re.
funds may be put on a deferred basis
and the money used for purposes of
expansion.
Co-ops claim it would be unfair to
tax these funds because they are not
really income, but simply “overcharges”
on the merchandise. They are, of course,
the operating equivalent of what a privately-owned business treats as profit.
But co-ops claim that their consumer
members are organized to serve themselves and cannot make a profit out of
themselves.
If subjected to income taxes, the
co-ops,

as

Mr.

Kirkpatrick

declared,

might eliminate the “overcharges.” They
would cut prices to the bone, charging
only their bare costs..

And, presumably,

other distributive outlets would have to
follow suit and retail profits would be a
thing of the past.
The proposal is not without its disadvantages for. the co-ops.
“Deferred
patronage refunds” account for-a sizeable
hunk of their expansion capital. (Other
sources: sale of preferred stock to members, loans

from

the Farm

Credit Ad-

ministration.) Moreover, the dividend
standing committees of Congress which — method has a good psychological appeal
in enrolling and, more especially, holdwere concerned with fiscal and monetary
policy with the addition of a Democratic
ing members.
and a Republican member from each
Moreover,
a test of price-cutting
standing committee (2) that an agency
strength with the nation-wide grocery
and general merchandise chains would
under the President's direction should
be created in the Office of Emergency
put a considerable strain on the co-op
Management to give directives in the , structure. Some of the big agricultural
fiscal, monetary and tax fields and that co-ops are very strong financially, but
many of the newer and smaller units
(3) the two policy committees in the
Congress and the policy agency in the would find a price war rough going.
The battle would place a tremendous
executive branch should cooperate with
premium on efficient management and
the Federal Reserve System to produce
the weakly managed units, of which
a co-ordinated, rounded program.
William L. Batt, Chairman of the As- there are plenty in the co-op movement
despite the great improvements in recent
sociation, pointed out, “The past certainly isn’t going to be good enough for years, would go under fast.
Probably the first casualty would be
the ten million men in uniform, or the
ten million working in pure war industry.
the small independent business man
who, ironically, has been the most active
They would like to have more security,
in anti-co-op agitation. He would, for
they would like to have more freedom
from the kind of thing which has de- once, be on the same side as the chains,
ranged their lives. They don’t want to but he is, of course, far less fitted to
see that happen again.”
endure the fight to its finish.
formed from the chairmen of the seven
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The tree is lit, the gifts are waiting, the turkey is on the table—and today’s
new South is ready for company now! Yes, ready for the company of new
products that are on their way to the well-to-do new south market. Pouring forth from a multitude of permanent new industries, and from millions
of acres of rich farmlands are billions of dollars of new wealth that will

=
;

spell a year ‘round Christmas for the company that goes after the new

themput of

southern market. Good will, acceptance and friendship that will spell sales,
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both immediate and post war, can be won now by paying a visit to the
Southland’s best homes through Holland’s—the magazine of today’s new

South. New foods, new refrigerators,
newcars, newclothes,and every kind

of necessity and accessory for the home and family are the invited guest
of today’s new South. And your advertising in Holland’s is the best way
to “light up the candles” and “put the turkey on the table” for you.
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TODAY’S NEW SOUTH Leads America!
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Sixteen of the twenty-one markets throughout America registering the
greatest population increase in the last ten months are in Holland’s South!
Fourteen of the twenty-one markets registering the greatest increase in
population since 1940 are in Holland’s South! Department store sales,
chain store sales, population trends, and a multitude of accepted indices
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HOLLAND'S Leads in Today's New South
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@ In the South there is 48 percent more
reader interest in your ad in Holland's

© 78 per cent of Holland’s
readers
live in single family dwellings.
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© Holland’s Magazine is devoted to
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New South

52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK
75 EAST WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO
205 GLOBE DEMOCRAT BUILDING, ST. LOUIS
West Coast Representatives: SIMPSON-REILLY, LTD., RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO
GARFIELD BUILDING, LOS ANGELES
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Our Constitution affirmed it; the 13th
Amendment made it even clearer, and the

—

Four Freedoms

Roost

assure

it, forevermorel~

‘

in America

~

no one “has to”. .
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H.E.Van

Beyonp complying with the laws of the
land, no American HAS TO do anything he

"Tue mirror is never offered “in combination,” or as part of any free offer; nocon-

ith adve
ry for the

doesn't WANT

tests or other expedients induce people to

J" form

TO do.

For instance: no New Yorker HAS TO
buy a newspaper. Yet, in this teeming area,

buy. As the ABC Statement for any period
aa
shows, few copies of the Mirror are sold by
|
mail, and few are home-delivered.
fo
S

almost 3 -million morning, 1%-million eve-

ruit

ning and 8-million Sunday newspapers are

Amost a fourth of New York's morning

bought voluntarily, at newsstands.

newspapers and a fifth of the city’s Sunday
newspapers

are

newsstand-bought
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Mirrors!

Pusuic acceptance has brought the Mirror

Ponder that. And ponder the editorial and

the city’s second largest net paid sale, both

advertising influence innate in the Mirror

daily (more than 770,000 copies) and Sunday

—the newspaper all kinds of New Yorkers ¢ Jfice-presid

(almost 1,700,000 copies). And

buy because they WANT

this means

TO!

the Mirror effectively cross-sections the na;
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é

tion’s largest market: New York.
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the news, with lead stories covering the happenings that most people want

detailed.

Beyond the coverage secured by its own

.
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toosted by Goodrich
H. E. VAN PETTEN has been appointed manager of
advertising division
of B. F. Goodrich
Co., Akron, Ohio,
where he will have
charge of tire advertising as well as
industrial products
and Koroseal. He

H.E.Van Petten
nbicone to
Tiod
d by

‘ning
nday
rors!

and

has been associated

ith advertising in the rubber indusry for the past 16 years. George F. Cozens, formerly in charge of tire adverising, has joined the Army.

lo Ship West Coast
ruit to Europe
SAN FRANCISCO — Weekly shipvents Of fruits grown on the Western
past of the United States to European
puntries was envisioned in a post-war

irror

an revealed

kers f

jce-president and general counsel of
jnited Fruit Co. in a speech before the
amber of Commerce here last week.
Mr. Jackson revealed United Fruit has
nder construction six of the largest and
test fully refrigerated ships it has ever
ed. Each will carry some 300,000
bic feet of refrigerated cargo. They
ill open a new field of consumers for
yestern fruit growers, he declared, by
fering regular weekly service to resints of the European continent. Herefore shipments of West Coast fruit
ere carried spasmodically on foreign

by William

K. Jackson,

Editorially, “30” marks the end of a story. But for
advertisers in Hartford, “30” is only the beginning.
Write for full information to Charles H. Conland, Advertising Manager, The Hartford Courant, Hartford

1,

Conn.

Che Hartford Courant

Ye

Me
if

t
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eon

ets

bg vessels.

The six ships will be completed in
bout one year and will be used by the
overnment until the war ends for shipents of food to our troops abroad,

tation KGNF

ow KODY
RADIO STATION
KGNF, North
atte, Neb., purchased by John J. Gill, Jr., associated with station WOW,
(., changes to “KODY” in honor of
ffalo Bill Cody, with the permission
‘the Federal Communications Comission.
The new station, which formerly was
med by the Great Plains Broadcast§ Company and operated
by Mr. and
ts. W. W. Lebarron, will open as an

BC affiliate on an 18-hour-day, 7-daytek schedule on 1240 kilocycles. As
NF it was a daytime station on 1460
locycles,
cember 17, 1943

“She’s got good stuff all the way through—must be from
one of those 160,400 Preferred Income Families of
Essex County.”
Newark
Newark

Evening

News

New Jersey
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THE WTAG

artERNOON HOSTESS

Central New England women keep in
close touch with “housewise” Mildred Bailey,
every afternoon over WTAG. She has the
knack of brightening their daily lives with
practical suggestions and in phrases they
enjoy — strictly a la New England. “Housewise” is the one word to describe her knowledge and her style.

vice-p!
ident
vision

Whether she mentions furniture, decora-

Vin
tising,

tion, menus, or house cleaning, Mildred
Bailey has made members of her audience
ever conscious of brand names. Three
quarters of her participating sponsors have
renewed. How about the complete story?
Wouldn’t you like to receive it?
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People
L-O-F promotes Wright « Guy Cooke retires « Callahan
leaves Treasury « Republic Aviation boosts Duffield
William
Butler, 3rd, has be-

come advertising
manager of Lukens
Steel Company,
Coatesville,
Pa., having been with the
company

nine

years. He succeeds
George M. Billen
who recently be-

William Butler, 3rd
ager of combined
subsidiaries.

came assistant mansales for Lukens

and

Harold Elterick has been appointed
temporary chief of the New York office
of Grant Advertising following the resignation of John C. Morrow, executive
vice-president. Mr. Elterick is vice-president in charge of the international division.

Vincent F. Callahan, chief of advertising, press and radio of Treasury War
Bond staff, has resigned to return to
private business. Mr. Callahan was formerly with National Broadcasting Co.,
Washington, and previous to that, manager of WWL, New Orleans, and WBX-

WBZA, Boston-Springfield. He joined
the Treasury three years ago.
Frank J. McDonough has been appointed manager of the Michigan office
of The American Weekly with offices in
Detroit, to succeed Clay E. Herbst, who
died Nov. 28. Mr. McDonough joined
the sales staff of The American Weekly
in Detroit 10 years ago.
Jack Eigel has joined The
Co., Chicago,

in an

account

Buchen

Allan C. Johnson has been appointed
director of industrial relations of the
Inc., New

York.

He

was

formerly director of personnel of the
New England Shipbuilding Corp., Portland, Me.

J. E. Walters, former vice-president in
charge of personnel and labor relations
for Revere Copper & Brass, has become
a principal in the firm of McKinsey &
Company, management consultant.
December 17, 1943

Hans E. Kaufman has resigned his
position with Eugene F. Rouse Co., Los
Angeles, to open his own agency in the
Philharmonic Building, that city.
Herman R. Thies, Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has become

general manager of newly organized
plastics and chemical sales division to
promote Pliolite, new rubber derivative.
J. Stedman Wood, formerly with Tacoma Engraving Co., has joined the
Condon

Co., Tacoma,

Wash., as art di-

rector and account executive.
Miss
Hazel Evans, previously with Anderson
Printing Co., has joined Condon as production manager and assistant space
buyer.
John H. Perry, president of Western
Newspaper Union and publisher of
chain of newspapers in Florida, has
taken over publication of the News
Herald, Owenton, Ky. Former publisher M. H. Bourne will remain as
editor emeritus. Carroll Hunt Bourne
will continue as manager of the paper.
W. B. Byles, formerly with radio department of MacLaren Advertising Co.,
Ltd., has joined Spitzer & Mills, Ltd.,
Toronto, to direct agency’s radio department.
Lyle Kain, formerly assistant branch
manager in Hamilton, has become Toronto branch manager of International
Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

handling

and copy capacity. He was formerly
with Compton Advertising, Inc.

Best Foods,

N. A. J. Loose succeeds T. K.. Worthington as advertising director of Science,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science's official journal.

J. A. Proven
has become the
general sales manager of the Sterling
Tool Products Co.,
Chicago. He was
formerly with the
Victor Adding Machine Company,
where he had been
service manager,
J.4. Proven
liaison engineer, assistant sales manager and recently western regional manager in Los Angeles.

FRONT

Stanley H. Manson, sales promotion manager
and executive secretary of StrombergCarlson Company’s
labor - management

committee, has been
appointed head of
the newly organized
public relations deStanley H. Manson
partment. This department will coordinate all promotion
and advertising work—plan and direct
advertising and publicity, handle sales
promotion, dealer and consumer relations and direct ihe company’s publications.
Mr. Manson has been identified with
the communications industry since 1927
when he joined Stromberg-Carlson at
Rochester and in 1930 was made office
manager of the Atlanta, Ga., office. In
1940° he went to Kansas City as radio
sales manager and has been sales promotion manager since 1941.
Glenn S. Baker is in charge of newly
opened San Francisco office at 32 Fremont St. for Ciba Pharmaceutical Products, Inc., Summit, N. J.

J. S. Buchsbaum, formerly with Ohio
Public

Service

Co., Warren,

Ohio,

has

become sales promotion manager ‘of
Standard Transformer Co., that city.
Chris F. Tonne, formerly advertising
and sales promotion manager of Hough
Shade Corp., Janesville, Wis., and with
more than 17 years experience in industrial advertising and sales promotion,
has joined All-Steel-Equip Co., Inc.,
Aurora, Ill., as advertising manager.

John A. Leighton, formerly with
American Weekly and Metropolitan
Sunday newspapers, has joined sales staff
of The Guide Magazines, New York.
Leo S. Cohen has become assistant to
president of United States Advertising
Corp., Chicago-Toledo.
A. J. Engelhardt, in addition to duties of account
executive, assumes management of radio
department.
Mary P. Pillsbury has joined copy staff
of Harold Cabot & Co., Inc., Boston.
Mrs, Pillsbury was formerly manager of
direct-mail advertising for Jordan Marsh
Co.
Alfred Politz, formerly head of research department for Elmo Roper organization, has become research director

for Compton Advertising, Inc., New
York. Mr. Politz will continue his independent activities of audience and
readership measurement.
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they actually make a point of BREVITY!
AVE THE READER TIME. Spare the reader
S wordiness. Guard the reader from con-

fusion. Keep the writing simple. Give the
reader pleasure. Deliver the message nontechnically. Write it to be used profitably
—and get good story-telling pictures!

management men who frequently are your
clients, or your client’s principals . . . and
in some cases they may be your own company’s executives.
Common Understanding Opens All Doors

Because this credo is lived and practiced,
Modern Industry is more than welcome to
all kinds of management men in all kinds
of manufacturing industries.

Try your wings on the December 15th issue
of Modern Industry. It’s easy for a salesminded man to understand and enjoy these
briefly told, adequately illustrated, comprehensively presented articles and items.

Each of Modern Industry’s 14 staff-writers
travels tens of thousands of miles each year
to develop his on-the-scene material. And
each man knows that Editor Harwood F.
Merrill won't let him hide the light of facts
under a bushel of words.

Soon you will be able to put your feet
squarely on the ground where productionminded men stand. These men will be
happy to find that their world is not too
removed from your own.

You fellows who are sales-minded can mine
a solid vein of ‘what’s cooking industrially’.
You can assay the quality of the material
that appeals to Modern Industry’s readers—

NOW—X

what you want to read first

[.] GUIDE TO CONTRACT TERMINATION. See p. 32 for a crystal clear chart.
Tells all in 5 understandable steps.

[_] SUCCESSFUL MANPOWER UTILIZATION. From another MI industrial
study, this time West Coast—come dozens
of copyable ideas on how to keep labor on
the job. Read about the left-handed!
[_] RECONVERSION TIMETABLE. Report on best estimates by leading management men as to when their plants will act.
[] MODERN
INDUSTRY
AHEAD. A popular monthly
boiled-down interpretation of
economics; who is affected and

LOOKS
service, a
everyday
how.
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[_] KEEPING WORKERS AT WORK—
FOR 7¢ A DAY. Dr. Garfield, director of
Kaiser hospital foundation, prescribes
“good medicine” for large and small plants.
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Lunch Yable Topics
Arthur M. Arlett

has been appointed
a

member

of

the

Selected from Modern Industry, December 15, 1943

planning board of
A. E. Nelson Company,

San

Fran-

cisco. He will also
function as account
executive
and
writer with specific
duties in the prep-

Arthur M. Arlett

entations for clients.

aration of sales presFor the last eight

years he was with Tide Water Associated

Oil Co. as editor of house magazines. He
also wrote and produced motion picture
and slide films for training and merchandising.
Wells H. Barnett, Jr., formerly sales
service manager for WLS, Chicago, has
become lieutenant in the Army Air
Force.

Ben H. Brisco,
tising and sales
Aeromotor Co.,
vice-president of

last seven years adverpromotion manager of
Chicago, has become
the Mississippi South-

ern Bank, Port Gibson, Miss.
Herbert

E. Cook,

former

sales man-

ager of Beringer Printing Co., has joined
Hutzler Advertising Agency,
Ohio, as contact executive.

Dayton,

Bernadine
Pelter,
formerly
with
Maurice L. Hirsch Agency, St. Louis, has
joined the copy staff of Kalom Co.,
Chicago.
o—_»

eot.

pet
eet

W. M. Stearns, manager of trade relations and special contracts for General
Electric Co., Schenectady, and with the
company for 39 years, will retire Jan. 1.
Mr. Stearns will be succeeded by W. A.
Sredenchek, who, for last three years,
has been assistant manager of trade
relations and special contracts.
R. L. Vaniman will become vice-president in charge of exports for Fruehauf
Trailer Co., Detroit, on Jan. 1. Ralph
G. Caulley has been appointed director
of purchases.
Henry W. Slavick, general manager
station WMC,
Memphis, has _ been
elected a member of the NBC planning
and advisory committee to represent
Tennessee,
Mississippi,
Louisiana,
Georgia and Florida.
He _ succeeds
Harry Stone, station WSM, Nashville.
Oscar Shisgall, magazine writer, has
been appointed chief of the Office of
War Information, Magazine Bureau.
He replaces Miss Dorothy Ducas, resigned,

Neville Miller, president of the National Association

December 17, 1943

of Broadcasters,

has

Reconversion Timetable Based on
a selective MI survey of important
firms obliged to reconvert: 56% will
start after Germany is finished but
before Japan’s sun sets; 20% are
going to do it now. Reconversion
will be in full swing by mid-1944.
Volume production of civilian goods
will not be reached until the end of
1944 or early 1945. Lay-off of workers during reconversion may be substantial. With the loss of the world’s
greatest single customer, reconversion becomes a marketing as well as
a production challenge. Despite the
certainty of large civilian need and
large consumer buying power, a
time-consuming job lies ahead for
marketing men in rebuilding distribution channels and in creating an
effective demand for their particular
products. Arthur W. Pearce (Postwar Plans Editor) has prepared a
very provocative report for you.
“You'll find it on p. 52—Modern Industry for December 15.

Preview of 1944 Editor Harwood
F. Merrill goes to town on p. 34 of
Modern Industry for December 15.
Those who read MI’s preview of
1943 (Jan. 15, 1943, p. 27) will have
genuine respect for this edition.
Small Business. Smaller plants will
get a somewhat larger percentage of
total war business, if they can show
efficient manpower utilization.

Strictly 40-X For a while yet you
won’t hear much about resin-base
paint coatings being devised for
aluminum, and particularly magnesium. Without their development,
the light metal consumer goods
which many designers are sketching
for a wide-eyed public will never
come into being. But proper coatings for aluminum and magnesium
may win applications for these
metals which otherwise might go to
plastics. See Don Loomis’ (Mate-

rials Editor) article on New Warproved coatings for Plant & Products—p.

42,

December

Modern

Industry

for

15.

Nix on Noise for 40-X To give you
an idea of the sound and the fury—
noise level in the average factory is
90 decibles—roughly 10 billion times
the faintest sound detectable by the
human ear and 100,000 times as
strong as ordinary conversation. It
seems certain that noise-conscious
industry will begin to give more
thought to quiet operation in the
production equipment it buys.
Manufacturers of postwar machine
tools, mechanized materials handling equipment—and other produc-

tion machinery will have a new Selling point when they can show that
their product does the same job with
less noise. See p. 46 in Modern Industry for December 15. There you'll
find a bang-up article by Technical
Editor Bill Blank on what noise
costs and what’s being done about it.

Debunking West Coast Headlines
Modern Industry’s Kirk Earnshaw,
(Industrial Relations Editor), visited Pacific Coast industrial cities
on the heels of several investigating
commissions. He recommends not
swallowing the printed charges that
follow their respective wakes. The
sensational production records set
on the Pacific Coast he reports, arise
in part from the accumulated knowhow of both workers and management, from the stabilization of government contracts and specifications, and from the routine settling
down of new plants into steady production schedules. But the big factor has been better manpower utilization. For a fully documented,
thoroughly credible account of 5weeks’ intensive study of West Coast
manpower which presents a score of
successful ideas ready for adoption,
see p. 36 of Modern Industry for
December 15.

Christmas 1943
—And so Christmas 1943 is, more than anything else, a promise for the future—
a future in which the same strength that is winning a war will remain available
to men of good will. * That future carries, in turn, a promise to men in indus-

try—a promise of greater opportunities for service, and far wider areas in which
to serve. * But the promise hinges upon acceptance of responsibility. *
American industry must lead in providing the economic fiber of peace, a rising
standard of living in this and other lands. * This will call for leadership within

the framework of the Spirit of Christmas.
Advertisement

The Editors.

NEWS

FRONT
he)

been appointed chairman

of the 1944

“March of Dimes” National Radio Divi-

sion.
J. Allen Machin, has been appointed
general sales manager of the W. O.
Barnes

Co., Detroit.

He

was

formerly

with Alexander Brothers, Philadelphia.
Donald J. Luty has been appointed
general manager of the heating division
of Gar Wood Industries, Inc. He was
formerly assistant general manager.

J. E. Duffield, Jr., with the corporation since August, 1942, has become advertising manager in charge of public
relations for Republic Aviation Corp.,
New York. Mr. Duffield will continue
as supervisor of motion picture development.
Lee M. Butler, sales manager of the
Cleveland Shopping News for the last
ten

years,

has

become

sales

promotion

manager of Esquire, Chicago.

He for-

merly operated an agency in Buffalo.

Frederic

H.

Lamb,

with

American

Weekly in Cleveland territory for two
and one-half years, and prior to that,
with New York Times in Western ter.
ritory,

has

joined

Cleveland

office of

The Curtis Publishing Co., on staff of
Saturday Evening Post.
Wallace J. Rigby has been appointed
to the newly created post of merchandis
ing manager of Libby, McNeill & Libby,
Chicago. He was formerly a merchandising executive in the New York office
of Young

& Rubicam

and before that

was in production promotion work with
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati.
Still Out-Booming
The Boom Towns
Gain in Dept. Store Sales
for first ten months of 1943
over same period a year ago.
Representative

a

=~
:

ee!

Arianta
department
store

sales

34%

The consistency of Atlanta's re
tail sales

performance

cities,

com-

parable in size to Atlanta or
larger. Fed'l Reserve Report.

has al-

ways been something an advertiser could tie to. It's a market
that takes a lot of guesswork out
of a media man’s job. Selection
of The Journal puts him squarely
on the beam.

Atlanta
Akron

+34%
+15%

Birmingham

+18%

Boston

+ 6%

Buffalo

+10%

Chicago

+ 8%

Cleveland

+ 5%

Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City

+46%
+22%
+ 4%
+33%
+23%
+21%

Los Angeles

+21%

Louisville
Memphis
Milwaukee
New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Richmond

+14%
+27%
+10%
+24%
+ 7%
+ 6%
+ 4%
+22%

St. Louis

+ 7%

Seattle
Washington

+19%
+ 6%

The Atlanta Journal
Largest Circulation

193,592 Daily

in the South

« 247,384 Sunday

WSB - THE ATLANTA JOURNAL RADIO STATION - 50,000 WATTS

Craig Davidson has been elected a
director of Compton Advertising, Inc.
He joined the agency as an account executive in 1939.
Account executive for Potts-Turnbull
Co. for four years, James R. Reese has
resigned that post to form his own

|

agency, the James R. Reese Advertising

Co., Kansas City. The agency lists include radio and farm-paper accounts.
Jack A. Pegler, for 16 years, first with
Lord & Thomas, New York, and later,
vice-president of its successor, Foote,
Cone & Belding, leaves that agency as
of Jan. 1.
Guy W. Cooke, assistant cashier and
advertising manager of the First Na
tional Bank, Chicago, retires Dec. 31,
after 43 years service. He has long-been
a leading figure in financial advertising
circles. He was one of the founders of
the Financial Advertisers Assn. in 1916,
served as its president in 1918, and never
missed one of its 29 conventions.
Frank Burns has become member of
advertising department of Euclid Road
Machine

Co.,

Cleveland,

having

been

with Addressograph-Multigraph Corpo
ration and Penton Publishing Co. He
will assist in preparation of business
paper advertising, direct mail, catalogs
and sales promotion material.
Howard P. Warren has been elected
president of Minute Tapioca Co., Inc,
Orange, Mass, having. been vice-pres
ident and general manager of this General Foods subsidiary. With the company
since 1919, he has been manager since
1926, becoming vice-president in 1940.
Willard T. Jones, formerly secretary
of Steel Castings Division of Adirondack
Foundries

&

Steel,

Inc.,

Watervliet,

If you
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N. Y., has become sales and production
manager.
Richard N. Mathews has become mat:
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fice of Ross Heater & Mfg. Co., Inc,
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| Transport ’

Topics :

If you manufacture anything used in the maintenance of trucks or truck-trailers, TRANSPORT

Topics is right down your alley. It is the place to strike the motor-freight carriers in their
spare time. Motor-freight was never so important a link in the Nation's life-line. TRANSPORT
Topics is the newspaper of a business that bowls along on a 24-hour basis. Get the story of
this fastest-growing automotive market, and its post-war possibilities . . . from Transport

Topics, 1424 16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

!
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Out of a Nazi Concentration
© The Allies liberate internees from a concentration
camp near St. di Barraccano, Italy. Here, German
Jews, Poles, Yugoslavs, French, Czechs and a few
Chinese have been released from their barbed-wire
enclosures. They are met and promptly fed by the
8th Army personnel.
These are among

the first of hundreds

of thou-

Bots
Nanas
ohaee.
Photos by International

Camp.....

sands of Nazi prisoners that will be liberated and
fed by conquering Allied armies. With them and
over

100,000,000

more

under

Nazi

domination

its

“food first or feet first." The non-German peoples
of Europe must be kept alive or a German military
surrender can well prove to be a German victory.
The feeding job takes up where the shooting stops.

THe American food processing industry has a job
on its hands and a bigger one coming. Each Allied
victory means more European mouths to be fed
American food. Hordes of Europeans, in number
almost equal to the population of the United States
are under Nazi domination. As they are liberated

we shall have to help feed them until they can fend

of even

years

ago.

The

magazine

FOOD,

INDUSTRIES keeps pace with these developments.
It is the market-place for advertisers who want
food men in the 12,000 important plants to have
full information on new equipment to come or
their ability to supply some urgently needed
equipment or service, now.

for themselves.
The industry is large and it is capable. Even the
last census figures available (1939) showed Food
Processing to be first in number of establishments;
first in cost of materials and contract work; first
in value of products; first in expenditures for plant
and equipment; first in value added by manufacture; first in number of electric motors; first in
number of employees and second in wages and
salaries paid.
In the war years the industry has shown tremendous expansion. Now working for the most part
on three-shift, seven-day weeks, its equipment is
battered by war demands.

two

FOOD PLANT REQUIREMENTS
OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL*
Material Handling Equipment: Conveyors, trucks, hoists,
scales, pumps, valves.
Crushing, Grinding and Disintegrating: Pulverizers, mills,
homogenizers, slivers, and cutters.

Mixing, Blending and Separating: Mixers, screens and
sifters, agitators, colloid mills and homogenizers, filters,
centrifugals, dust collectors.
as
Heat Generation and Application: Boilers, kettles, ovens,
pasteurizers, evaporators, dehydrators and dryers, heat
exchangers.
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning: Compressors, unit
coolers, air conditioning systems, fans, insulation.

As war needs ease on

Instruments: For temperature, pressure, flow, humidity,
and liquid level. Laboratory instruments for analysis
and control.

critical materials, food processing plants offer a
vast market for new and improved equipment of
every kind. See if you can find a single food plant
that does not need equipment of some description,
now.
There is much that is new and improved in food
processes. War has taught efficiencies undreamed

Packaging: Filling, closing, labelling, sealing, wrapping
and stitching machines. Paper, tin, glass and special
materials, Closures for all types.

Cleaning and Fumigation: Cleaning compounds, vacuum
cleaners, brushes, cleaning and washing machines, fumigants and fumigating equipment.
Power Transmission and Electrical: Motors,
ducers, belting, chain switchboards.

speed

re-

*A skeleton list. Send for detailed information applying
to your product.
‘

These

Italian

youngsters

squat in the square of
Torre Annunziata and wolf
down food given them by
Allied Soldiers.

FOOD
A

McGRAW-HILL

INDUSTRIES

PUBLICATION

©
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G. F. Reale has become special sales
supervisor and William F. George has
become New York district supervisor of
Hooker Electrochemical Co., Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
Lewis H. Duncan, with The Silex Co.,
Ltd., St. Johns, Quebec, for a number

of years in sales capacity, has become
manager.

of Trade, and has acted as secretary of
Vancouver Motor Dealers’ Assn. and of
the advertising and sales bureau of the
board, has resigned to take charge of
new British Columbia hospital insurance
scheme being developed by Associated
Hospitals Service of British Columbia.
Vincent

E. Larkin,

formerly assistant

sales manager of Revere Sugar Co., Bos-

Walter G. Welsford, who for 23 years
has been with Vancouver,

B. C., Board

ton, has become sales manager, succeed-

ing J. Redmond Clarke, resigned.

William Stone Honneus, with Time,
Inc., New York, since 1935, has become

advertising manager of international
editions of Time.
Mr. Honneus was
formerly associated with N. W. Ayer &
Son.
Raymond Everett Nelson, for 19 years
in radio, television and theatrical fields,
has become director of radio for Charles
M. Storm Co., New York. Mr. Nelson,
formerly with WOR, was previously
with National Broadcasting Co.
Elliott V. Begert, formerly in mer.
chandising work for Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co., This Week magazine
and the San Francisco, Calif., Chronicle,

has joined Foote, Cone & Belding a
marketing and merchandising director
in the San Francisco office.
Thomas F. Scannell has become general sales manager of The Falk Corp,
Milwaukee. He was formerly sales manager of all Falk products except those
of the foundry division. John S. Wilkinson has become sales manager in
charge of foundry sales.
Charles Galbraith, manager for British Columbia branch of Massey-Harris
Co., Ltd., at Vancouver, B. C., for eight

years, has been promoted to assistant
manager for New Zealand for MasseyHarris at Christchurch.

CORPUS CHRISTI'S growth
isa “OWE WAY STORY)"
Since 1930, Corpus Christi’s population has zoomed at a surprising
rate...so much so that Philip M. Hauser, of the Census Bureau,
rates Corpus Christi as one of America’s six fastest-growing cities
with best prospects of retaining wartime growth. Each day sees
more people making the “one way” journey to this port city of
over 101,400 population. Your nearest Branham representative has

Hooper-authenticated facts to prove KRIS’s dominance over this
rich, ever-expanding market.

Kenneth A. Durham, vice-president
and sales manager of Davenport Hosiery
Mills, Chattanooga, has resigned as of
Jan. 1, to become president of Rollins
Hosiery Mills, Des Moines, Iowa, suc
ceeding the late Laurance Mayer.
James N. Johnston, formerly in pro
motion department of SKF Industries,
has joined John Falkner Arndt & Co,

Inc., Philadelphia, as copy writer in in-

dustrial advertising department.
Paul de Fur and Jay Hanna have
joined J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, as radio producers.
Warren F. Randolph, industrial copy
writer at Beaumont, Heller & Sperling,
Inc., Reading, Pa., has taken leave of
absence to join the Marine Corps.
Marion W. Nagle, formerly with Silver
Burdett Co., New York, has joined Beavmont, Heller & Sperling, Inc., Reading,
Pa.

George Larson, formerly assistant sec
retary of Wisconsin State Medical So
ciety, Madison,

has become

advertising

manager of Wisco Hardware Co., Madi
son, Wis., wholesalers and manufac
turers.
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circulation in Seattle than any other newspaper!
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ADVERTISIN G_ tne TIMES carries more retail adver-

tising than both other papers combined—leads the field in national, financial, automotive and classified by a substantial margin.
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INFLUEN CE_ the TIMES is Seattle’s “home town paper”

—80% home delivered! The TIMES is the preferred newspaper in 7 out of 10

Seattle homes!
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When PLOWS re-

1

place TANKS
all over

suonenunen TEE

Heads

ager

the WORLD
the RICHEST

SALES PRODUCING

charge of sales of
the Continental
Can
Co., New York. He

manager

H. Funder.

formerly in

charge of packers’
can sales.

in the Middle West
War's end will find our farm machinery and
other manufacturers aggressively producing for
world-wide markets. There will be jobs Gplénty
for our skilled workers —for over 90% of our
production facilities existed BEFORE the war
and are now getting set for post-war ACTION.
Foresight stamps Rock Island-Moline as a preferred market for TODAY'S
cultivation of
TOMORROW'S needed SALES.
One Space Order
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. 103,526*
POTENTIAL BUYERS LIVE IN THIS
HOME OF JOHN DEERE, INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER, MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE, J. I. CASE, etc.
(71940 U. S. CENSUS)

ROCK ISLAND
AN

James J. Colby has retired as editor
of The Milwaukee Sentinel to open his
own public relations office in Milwaukee, to promote Wisconsin industry and
business. He was with The Sentinel for
more than 25 years.
Bruce W. Bennett has been appointed
assistant general manager of sales of the
American Steel & Wire Co., in charge

of the New York office. He succeeds
Frederick Connell, retiring after 45
years with

the firm:

of

Publishit
Phillips,
tising aq
Shell ©

W.

You'll
Find

one of

area, has

Can Sales

Mr; Bennett has

been with American’ sitice 1909 and has
been general sales manager ‘in WilkesBarre since 1929.
i
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Coast.
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Food an
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Anfenge
George

Arthur J. Daly, has rejoined William
National

Representatives
— The ALLEN-KLAPP

CO.

H. Weintraub & Co. as Hollywood manager, after being with. the Coordinator
of Inter-American Affairs in Argentina
since last February.
Irene

ganized
at 501

Beasley,

radio

the Radio
Madison

singer,

has

or-

Profaction Service

Avenue,

New

York, to

represent her as a performer and make
program packages for advertising agencies.
Ray E. Coller, member of Buffalo,
N. Y., Evening News advertising staff
for 17 years, has become account executive for Bowman

& Block, Inc., Buffalo.

John F. Sloan has been appointed to
advertising staff of Ideal Women's
Group, New York. He was formerly
with Macfadden Publications and Von
Hoffman Corp., and was recently honorably discharged from Army signal corps
because of injury received in training.

50,000 Watt... Clear Channel
- - 1180 on Dial... Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting

Company

National Sales Representative:
GrorceE P. HoLtincBery Co.

and The Blue Net-

work, Inc.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

“The Stromberg-Cartion Station”

North A. Wright has been appointed
assistant to G. P. MaeNichol, Jr., vicepresident in charge of sales, LibbeyOwens-Ford

Glass

Co.,

Toledo.

He

joined L-O-F in 1933 as advertising
manager, later becoming sales promo
tional manager. Company's war activities have detailed him for much time
in Washington maintaining Government
agency contacts.
Leonard P. Canty, for eight years dis
trict manager of Electrical Merchandising and Electronics, in Ohio-Michigan
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district,

McGraw-Hill

Publishing Co., Cleveland.
James L.
Phillips, formerly associated with advertising and sales promotion
Shell

Oil

Co.,

New

department,

York,

replaces

Mr. Canty as district manager.
John Birge, previously advertising
manager, Warren Telechron Co., Ashland, Mass., has joined J. M. Mathes,
Inc., New York, as account executive.

Accounts
National Electric Coil Co., Columbus
and Bluefield, W. Va., to Kight Advertising Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Media,

business publications and direct mail.
Wilson

& Co., Chicago,

to Davis

&

Beaven Advertising Agency, for Pacific
Coast. Media, newspapers already running campaigns on Wilson’s Ideal Dog
Food and B-V “The Magic Flavor.”
Johansen Bros. Shoe Co., St. Louis, to

Anfenger Advertising Agency, that city.
George A. Volz is account executive
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Calvert Distillers, Canada,

herstburg,

Ontario,

and

Ltd., Am-

Montreal,

to

Spitzer & Mills, Ltd., Toronto, and Mon-

real. Daily
planned.

newspaper

campaign

is

the Swing

Recoton Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y., to Atlantic Advertising Co., New
York, for the Recoton phonograph
needles. Media: consumer publications,
theater programs, class and mass publications and newspapers, and business
publications.

Direct

mail

and

is to WHB
IT’S A MERRY CHRISTMAS indeed for those
foresighted advertisers who use WHB in Kansas
City! The tinkle of Christmas bells is accompanied
by the jingle of busy cash registers as WHB spon-

dealer

displays will also be used.
University Frocks, New York, to Norman D. Waters & Associates, that city.
Medium, fashion magazines. Charles H.
Whitebrook is account executive.
Following accounts to H. W. Fairfax
Advertising Agency, Inc., New York:
Cluff Fabric Products Corp., that city;
General Instrument Corp., electronic
equipment, Elizabeth, N. J.; Vassar
Shops, New York, and Hotel Surrey,
Miami Beach.
Par Mfg. Co., Chicago, work clothes
for women

war workers, to Kalom

that city.

Edward

Co.,

A. Grossfield is ac-

count executive.

Moffett Drug Co., New York, to Butler-Advertising, that city, for Vitamin
Juniors. Media, newspapers, magazines
and radio.
Owens-Illinois
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Glass

Co.,

Toledo,

sors set new sales records. And WHB itself has set
something of a record as it zooms to daytime leadership in this rich market. Available January 3,
1944: Fulton Lewis, Jr., three nights weekly. Ask
“Your Mutual Friend’\for details.
KEY STATION
Kansas City
Missouri

*

for the KANSAS
Wichita
Kansas

+

Salina
Kansas

+

STATE
Great Bend
Kansas

NETWORK
+

Emporia
Kansas

-FREE!-—————————-----DONALD’S

DANDY

We'll be happy
| pounder sets.

DESK-POUNDER

DEVICE

to send you one of these handy deskUsed by us to emphasize WHB’s swell

| sew Hooper rating, you'll find this outfit handyin
your own shop for man uses—including breaking ice
| for home-made Martinis. Just phone, wire or write
|
DON
DAVIS
KANSAS

CITY —

CITY—507

HArrison

Fifth Avenuve—VAnderbilt

1161

NEW

|

CHICAGO — 333 North Michigan Blvd.— CENtral 7980
HOLLYWOOD —5855 Hollywood Blvd.—HOllywood 6211

Aisi

YORK

Scarritt Building —

|

6-2550
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MAGAZINE can be exclusive in its appeal

circulation, CLICK is a “ground floor” adver-

tising buy that is the talk of the trade.

—or it can be inclusive.

CLICK chooses to include the interests of the
active reading members of the great American
family. So when a copy of CLICK arrives home
it’s a “family affair” in the fullest sense. Dad,
Mother, Sister and Brother actively share a
common interest in its contents because CLICK’s
17-point editorial formula is aimed at the very
heart of people’s problems today.
That’s why so many folks are saying so many
nice things about CLICK. It’s hitting home
regularly with more than a million families and
is attracting more new groups of readers with

—86% CLICK’s circulation is newsstand (voluntary preference)

—Nearly 70% of CLICK’s circulation goes
where incomes are over $2,000 per year*
—CLICK has 227* readers per 100 copies
—CLICK readers are spread evenly among
the active age groups from 18 to 45*
—CLICK’s black-and-white advertising rate is
the lowest per-thousand of any major magazine

Measure CLICK by any yardstick you choose.
More and more advertisers are discovering the
timely opportunity CLICK offers to help keep
their names in America’s mind today as well

CLICK ="
every issue. Today, with a bonus of over 200,000

as tomorrow.

*Daniel Starch Consumer Magazine Report

AMERICA’S

rT
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PICTURE
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J. Walter

i advertising can’t cover the industrial South and
Southwest adequately—unless SOUTHERN POWER and

try is where the motion picture indy.
try was 20 years ago when voice can,

A B C Packaging Machine Co.,
Quincy,
Ill, to Mace
Advertising
Agency, Peoria.

dustry in time must scrap its entire plan,

INDUSTRY is on your list. Three

Johnson Tool Co., East Providence,
R. I., to George T. Metcalf Co., Provi-

tablished and thousands of miles of new
telephone lines and coaxial cables cop.

Ohio,

times the Southern circulation
of any other paper in the
field.

entire

Thompson

s

account,

Co., New

to

York.

to the silent screen.

The

broadcast jy

and build a new one; hundreds of sta.

tions will be erected, new networks. ¢,

dence.

structed—all meaning a tremendous op!
portunity for employment.

Salem China Co., Salem, Ohio, dinnerware to H. M. Klingensmith Co.,
Canton, Ohio. Media, direct mail, busi-

industry had been built on the use of

ness publications and
zines.
,
American

Optical

national

maga-

Co., Southbridge,

Mass., to J. M. Mathes, Inc., New York,
for its Sunglass division;

Calobar,

Cool-

Ray and Polaroid glasses.

Asserting that the entire broadcasting
less than 100 roads
Trammell said that
able for future use
possibly
millions
through the ether

or wavelengths, Mr,
we now have ayail.
many thousands or
of new
roadways
and thus the art js

really in its infancy.
“We

may see the development,” con.

cluded Mr. Trammell, “of new stations
and networks for such characteristic ser.

Definitive Radio Law

Urged by Trammell

GRANT BLDG. - ATLANTA

POINTING OUT that under the recent decision of the Supreme Court the
Federal Communications
Commission
has been placed in virtual control of
radio programs, Niles Trammell, president of NBC, told a Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee last week that
there was an urgent necessity for Congress to write a law clearly inhibiting
the FCC from controlling program policies or business practices of broadcasting
stations.
Testifying at hearings being held by
the Committee on the White-Wheeler
radio bill, Mr. Trammell said that Congress must determine whether the “radio
industry is to flourish under our free
enterprise system or become a weak and
subservient

tool of government.”

The present FCC regulations, continued the NBC president, have already
imposed a straitjacket on the creation of television networks by prohibiting the ownership

New Free Booklet on the

POSTWAR RESIDENTIAL
ELECTRICAL MARKET
Here’s the best thinking of building experts,
government people, and Electrical Contract:
ing’s own staff on what’s ahead in the resi;
dential electrical market. New homes will mean
new stores, theatres, etc.—many industries will
be affected. Write Market Analyst.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
A McGraw-Hill Publication

330 W. 42nd St. - New York 18, N.Y.

of more

than

three

television stations by any one company.
Key stations will be needed to create
network program service, he added, as
well as to provide the economic basis
to meet the tremendous development
costs. It is clear that such an enterprise cannot be self-sustaining until millions of television receivers have been
sold.
Mr. Trammell envisioned marvelous
post-war opportunities that promise to
revolutionize broadcasting, all requiring
huge capital outlays. A technical revolution is imminent, awaiting only the
conclusion of the war, he intimated.
Television, of course, offers the greatest challenge to the industry’s ingenuity
and enterprise, he told the committee,
pointing out that today the radio indus-

vices as we now find in the many spe
cialized fields of printed publication,
such as religion, agriculture, education,
labor and industry.”

Chrysler Shifts Staff
SEVERAL changes in its field or.
ganization were announced last week by
Chrysler Corp. They included appointment of E. I. Hoffman to take charge
of the New York region, L. M. Tuttle
head of the Dallas region, Ray J. Nolan,
head of Minneapolis region.
Frank L. Henderson will head the
Syracuse region; W. T. Wright, head of
the San Francisco region; F. L. Dickerson, head of Washington, D. C. region;
B. M. Miller, head of Detroit region;
Frank E. Copeland, head of Houston
region; George Merrill, head of new
Denver region, and J. C. Clem, head
of the New Hampshire region.

Co-ops Increase in
Face of Shortages

Superd
Navy, °

RETAIL
CO-OPS have increased
greatly in spite of shortages of both manpower and supplies, with nearly 100 new
grocery co-ops opening since the beginning of the war, according to Cooperative
League of America. The largest single
increase was in the territory of the
Consumers Cooperative Assn. in North
Kansas City.
Increases in the number of operations

of mod

The pe

and hi
with in
tive

a

dreade

These ¢
tant po

were reported in all parts of the cour

makinc

try,
had
of
and

sible th
into go

including the east where two co-ops
been unable to, meet the problems
management, shortage of supplies
a changing membership.

Today

Womanpower has replaced much of Americ

the lost manpower and gasoline co-ops

have. moved to groceries, thus being able
REP}

to continue service.

&
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Battlewagons Have
What It Takes !

the backbone

of all news

disseminating agencies.

In San Francisco it’s The Call-Bulletin that brings
‘ the news, not tomorrow, but today—when news
happens and as news happens.

of the

San Franciscans prefer a news newspaper .The popularity and prestige they give The Call-Bulletin is
proof of this preference. Advertisers show a high

Navy, with due credit to all the new developments

regard for these same San Franciscans by the ad-

of modern warfare, and this is why!
The power of their big guns to hurl tons of steel

vertising responsibility they
Bulletin...and this is why!

and high explosives for miles at an enemy target

The Call-Bulletin through its vast news gathering

with incredible accuracy, plus their heavy protective armor, make them the most effective and
dreaded monsters on the seas.

facilities gets the news and delivers it in San Fran-

Superdreadnaughts

are

still the backbone

These gigantic Battlewagons are playing an important part in the invasion of Europe...and they are
making important war news. At Salerno it is possible that the big guns of the Navy turned bad news
into good news.

place

on

The

Call-

cisco, where the greatest Effective Buying Income
is concentrated. This is why its circulation is on the
increase, and why its advertisers get “sure hit’’ results.

San Francisco

CALL-BULLETIN

Today there is nothing more important to thinking
Americans than WAR NEWS and Newspapers are
REPRESENTED
December 17, 1943

NATIONALLY

BY

PAUL
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and
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{Jeace on earth, good will toward men

|

THE

TIME

WILL

HICAGO

COME

When CHRISTMAS will again spread a mantle of serenity and
repose over industry, commerce and the home. Right now the
Arvey plants are working night and day to step up their contribution to the war effort. Throbbing machines find the racing
hours too few and too short. But, in the midst of the titanic task
we are taking the time to extend the SEASON’S GREETINGS
to all our friends and fellow-workers, and to wish every one
of you the speedy fulfillment of the wish that’s uppermost in
every heart . . . a world again at peace.

WORLD’S

LARGEST

ARVEY
CARDBOARD
CHICAGO
e

MOUNTERS

FOR
and

AND

GIFTS
BONUSES

FINISHERS

OF

CORPORATION
ADVERTISING DISPLAYS SINCE 1905
DETROIT
e
JERSEY CITY

NEWS

FRONT

Advertising

To Use Ex-Soldiers’
New Job Talents

Promotion
Traffic World, Chicago, has issued the

George H. Scragg, director of advertising
i sales promotion of The White Motor
fo.,

Cleveland, has been made commander

the Civil Air Patrol, Cleveland district,
d promoted from lieutenant to captain.

eads Willys
WARD M. CANADAY, automobile
nd advertising executive closely associied with the development of the
Jeep.” has been elected president of
illys‘Overland Motors, having been
ociated with the company 27 years.
He pioneered in the first automobile
medit sales company with the late John
. Willys and was a major factor in
building the Willys dealer organizafon which was disrupted in World
ar I.
In 1932 he was one of the organizers
the United States Advertising Corp.
ind served as president from its incepon until 1940, when he became chairman of the board.

THE NEW TALENTS
that soldiers
have acquired (not including killing)
will be put to use by General Foods
Sales Co., Richard H. Moulton, sales personnel director, declared at a meeting
of the Sales Executives Club of New
York last week.
The company has instituted a program to assure ex-soldier employees that
industry does not intend to automatically
put them back into their old jobs, he
said, and as the first step has written
to 196 employees now serving in the
armed forces. When the men are mustered out they will each receive specialized interviewing to determine how
their new talents can be effectively put
to use.
The War Department has indicated
its approval of the project as a morale
builder and military records listing the
qualification and experiences of service
men are being made available to interested executives through the Adjutant
General’s Office in Washington.

Deaths
Mortimer Slater, a founder and former

president of Bond Clothing Co., Dec. 12,
New York.
Mrs. Belle Lee Ridenour,

Harold K. Ferguson, 60, president of
H.

Vould Cut Paper

25%

A RECOMMENDATION has been
made by the War Production Board to
¢ commercial printing and lithographng industry that the use of paper in
944 be limited to 75% of the amount
onsumed in 1941. This was done after
€ representatives of the industries
ere fully informed as to the serioushess of the present paper situation acording to Philip S. Schneider, assistant
irector of the WPB Printing and Pubishing Division.
Jersey Cereal Co., Chicago, with plants
t Irwin, Pa., and St. Joseph, Mo., has

been acquired by General Foods Corp.,
ew York. Cereal company’s plants and
fices will continue with their present
pperations.
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41, adver-

tising specialist in women’s press section
of Treasury Department’s War Finance
Division, Dec. 8, Washington.
K.

Ferguson

Co.,

Cleveland,

indus-

trial building, Dec. 9; that city.
David Cameron Evans, 38, production
manager, general advertising division,
Walker & Downing, in Swissvale, Pa.
He was employed for 13 years with
William

S. Walker

in the

advertising

business.
Leonidos

Beck,

66,

associated

with

J. L. N. Smythe Co., Philadelphia wholesale paper dealers, Dec. 4. He was a
lecturer for several years at the Wharton
School of Business of the University of
Pennsylvania.

first of a series of bulletins containing
information gathered by research work
ers during calls upon traffic, transpor
tation and shipping managers in industry. This information has to do with
transportation problems and _ carries
comments upon various phases of all
types of transportation as well as upon
shipping supplies and equipment.
An informative and attractive booklet
from P. H. Glatfelter Co., Spring Grove,

Pa., paper manufacturer, entitled “Forestry and Paper,” is. put out to help
educate owners and operators in the
need for sound forestry practices. Such
information, says the company, can also
be valuable to the public at large and
may be of assistance to public officials.
An eight-page pamphlet from WHO,
Des Moines radio station, tells about
and illustrates the trip of Herbert Plam-

beck to England, Scotland, Wales and
Ireland to observe the agricultural war
efforts and needs of the British people.
Mr. Plambeck is farm editor of WHO
and during his trip had an opportunity
to shortwave the entire Corn Belt Hour
of music and interviews from London.
Outdoor Life, 353 Fourth Avenue,
New York 10, has a booklet “On Having ~
a Life of One’s Own,” the primary purpose of which is to tell about the planning and use of specialized media for
post-war advertising. Incidentally, but
importantly, the story is told .in a highly
interesting manner with benefit of illustrations and fictionalized text.
The 1943 visualization map in colors
has been issued by Star-Telegram, Fort
Worth 1, Texas. Its purpose is to show
coverage of the papers in the Fort
Worth trading area. In addition to coverage figures there is information relative to the increased effective buying
income and retail sales in Fort Worth
and West Texas.
A new note in newspaper promotion
and the first of a series is a mailing
piece from the Dallas, Texas, Morning
News. The letter carried in the folder
comes

from a fictional character, a pri-

V. Chapin Daggett, 84, founder and
a director of Daggett & Ramsdell, cosmetics, Dec. 10, Kew Gardens, Long
Island.

vate in the army located in Dallas, to
his former boss in a New York advertising agency. A New York soldier boy
has his eyes opened by things he discovered in Texas.

Mrs. Robert J. Morris, formerly advertising manager for J. M. High Co.,
Dec. 3, Atlanta, Ga.

Radio Station WQXR, 730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, is sending out at
intervals file folders containing extracts
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Yachting

from the station’s marketing survey of
2,000 families.

Aviation Equipment, published by
Haire Publishing Company, 1170 Broad-

TRIMS FOR
ACTION

way, New York 1, has a statistical review

NEW PAGE, UNIT SIZES
EFFECTIVE WITH JANUARY
ANNUAL SURVEY NUMBER
The new dimensions:

Width

Depth

Full Page
7 x 10/4
Half "
7 x 5,
Half "
33% x 10!/,
Quarter
33%, x 5I/f,
Eighth "
33% x 2,
Overall Bleed
Plate Size
9, x 12'/%,
Trim Page
9
x I12
k* * *
Yachting covers a top priority
wartime market which has an
assured peacetime future.
-YACHTING

PUBLISHING

205 East 42nd Street

CORP.

New York

17, N. Y.

entitled, “It Gets Results,” based on an
independent C.P.A, audit. The audit
had to do chiefly with the inquiries received from readers concerning advertisements and news items the first six
months of the current year.
“Why Don’t You Speak for Yourself,
John?” is the title of a booklet from the
New

York

Times,

229

West

43rd

St.,

New York, concerning the growing use
of annual financial reports as an effective public relations instrument. The
booklet is illustrated with 50 advertisements showing how a prosaic statistical
report is giving place to bright, illustrated, editorial type of advertising.
In its latest semi-annual estimate, Mac-

fadden Publications, Inc., New
indicates that about a million
families have moved out from

York,
urban
under

the $2,000 income class into higher
brackets within the last year. There is
an

estimated

move

decline,

up, of 20%

as these

families

in the number

of

families with income of less than $1,000
a year.

The Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph has
brought together a very considerable
number of articles, cartoons and editorials reprinted from recent issues of
the paper, the purpose of which was to

arouse public interest in the sinister
aims of grade labeling and the threatening destruction of American free enterprise.

| \

mek

anol.

Back of the thinking of every school child
is the influence of the school teacher.
The growing child’s enlarged concept of
economics, business, personal relations,
hygiene, appearance and sportsmanship is
shaped in great measure by the hands of
teachers.
American teachers are intellectual, capable
and understanding, but they need more information on many subjects. For instance,
your story. Do teachers know it? You can
tell it to 700,000 subscribers of these authoritative teachers’ papers.

GEORGIA C. RAWSON, Manager

STATE TEACHERS MAGAZINES, Ine.
307 N. Michigan
An

82

association

of

Avenue,
42

state

Chicago
teachers

1, Ill.

magazines

An accordion folder from Business
Week, 330 West 42nd St., New York 18,
entitled, “When the Newspaper Editor
Wants to Make People Think,” is made
up almost entirely of scores of newspaper clippings from the editorial pages
in the body of which Business Week is
cited upon some subject or other.
Institutions Magazine, 1900 Prairie
Ave., Chicago, has just completed a postwar planning survey among more than
50,000 managements in the institutional
field. The survey reveals that over 92%,
of the institutions in this big-consumer
market are scheduling rehabilitation
work or new construction and that three
to five years will be required to complete the program.
“What's Cookin’ in the Canning Industry” is the title of a new booklet
issued by The Canner, 140 North Dearborn St., Chicago 2. It is an analysis of
the canning and food packing industry
with special emphasis given to the wide

scope of purchases required for the tp
mendous output during the war yj
a look ahead into the post-war peri
The position of The Canner in the fig
is then stated with facts on Circulatic

coverage, editorial scope, etc.
Motion Picture Advertising Seryi,
Co., Inc., New Orleans, is distributiy
“From

New

Orleans

to the World”,

advertisers, agencies and theater owy
ers. It is a 16-page biography of MP;
Distribution is also to be made in Sou;

and Central America. While 80%
the company’s production is in wa
effort films, “Screen Broadcasts” is ¢
pected to play a major part in reconvej
sion and the booklet mentioned abo
is but one of the methods that will }
employed to recapture the company
pre-war business.

Independents Must Plan
Now to Vie with Chain
F chain operators develop their stor
into large mass outlets, today’s sma
independent retailer will pass out 4
the picture and wholesaling’s functio
will become a small factor in the maja
appliance business, George H. Smith
sales manager, Edison General Electri
Appliance Co., Inc., Chicago, warns.
At Hotpoint sales meetings in Ne
York, Atlanta, Salt Lake City, Seattl
and San Francisco, Mr. Smith called fo
planning to meet this type of comp(
tition.
Following is the program he outlin
whereby Hotpoint proposes to stave 0
the possible post-war menace:
“We must become merchandisers in
new sense of the word” . . . selecting 1 Ameri
tailers carefully; training them as m
chandisers, if necessary; helping th coursé
with every function of their busines
seeing to it that they are experts 0 be no
their product lines, the best trained thi
no en
the company can make them.
“Our distributors must become sp
Pay
cialty major appliance distributors” . .
they can no longer operate an applian¢ ventic
business as an electrical supply hous
executives, sales managers and field sale of th
men cannot be order takers but must b
come trained merchandisers who can
fight
service dealers to compete successful
with chains; this training cannot w
for the buyers market as the promotio
and selling of a complete product li
must be ready as soon as products al
available.
Charles Low, merchandising autho
ity, has been appointed by Hotpoint 4
write a series of bulletins to be sent
dealers upon request as a step in th
company’s endeavor to improve the if
dependent retailer’s position.
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America’s most futuristic weapon was born, of

Hamilton Papers are, of course, at war. And

course—on paper! Without paper, there could

the Hamilton mill at Miquon, near Philadelphia,

be no Bazooka, no rocket projectile for it to fire,

is untiring in its efforts to supply enough for
war’s vital needs and for all essential uses here
at home.. . «Consult Hamilton merchants when
you need “good papers for good business.”

no enemy tank for that projectile to destroy.
Paper is war’s first weapon, essential to invention, production, and strategy. No branch

eld sale

of the armed

must b
0 can
cessful

fight without it.

forces could

move,

sail, fly, or

W. C. Hamilton & Sons, Miquon, Montgom-

ery County, Pennsylvania. . . . Offices in Chicago
and New York.
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Both had
the same g@
problem...

Car

Ri

.

There are 730,000 women

who do something about it, because they read a magazine

that dramatizes self-improvement for them. That magazine is SECRETS.

In its realistic

features and true-to-life stories it gives practical advice on child care while it entertains.
@ It puts its four-billion-dollar market of women
in a frame of mind to improve themselves, their

families and their homes. @ Alert advertisers seek-

ut I]

ing to reach more “do something” women have
an unusual opportunity to solve their problems in SECRETS—the

) Hit

ye eee

—

on

magazine with 85.84%

married buyers and an average of 2.4 children each! @ SECRETS regular advertisers
spent 76% more money this year than last. National publicity accounts alone spent 61.2%

more. These are the facts. See the figures below.
99.8% newsstand circulation . . . 700% growth in seven years . . . in the
top twelve on newsstand sales among all women’s magazines .. SECRETS newsstand buyers have an annual income of $1,806,082,040
... average of 4.18 readers per copy, representing $2,294,014,000 ad:
ditional buying power . . . totalling better than a four-billion -dollar
market . . . rates still based on 600,000

guarantee . . . current sales

running in excess of 730,000 . . . giving advertisers a circulation bonus
of well over 100,000 copies . . . circulation, of course, A. B. C.
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THE NATION'S'20BASIC INDUSTRIES
All Represented in Syracuse, N. Y
and the Syracuse Market

12. Leather and leather
products.
wabunaghen dengue
. Iron and steel products
copt machinery.
. Non-errous metals and

. Paper and allied products.
PM Printing, publishing and
eePr
PV

» Mivetion! macitecry.

. Product

ex-

products.

allied industries.

products.

. Machinery,

except

electrical

machinery.

;

trol

—
crait

consumer

production in Syra-

to sched

cuse, N. Y., because 98% of the
area's plants will be in full

one mor
as many

peace-time

in less

out in a

than six months. (According to
manufacturers answering the

production

In or
this tre

conyession question in the

take pla

Time - Life-Fortune
industrial
survey conducted by the Syra-

Food and kindred products
Tobacco.
Textiles.
. Apparel.
ee iad
: Deane.

. Chemical and allied

Of course there will be no
payroll lag between V-Day and

hiring a
the best
on the |
’
Let’s
for our

no conversion at all! And, on

“The

top of that, all these industries
7

will

actually

employ

pany.

13.5%

. Auto and auto equipment.

more workers than before Pearl

. Transportation
automobiles.

Harbor!

except

the airy
ie

cuse Post War Planning Council.) And .. more than 50% of
these plants will be in normal
>
este
production within three months.
Imagine it—some will require

|

”

World

tracts W
try bes

. Miscellaneous,

plane,

tated b’
pany §)

COMPLETE

COVERAGE

SYRACUSE

OF THIS RICH MARKET....AT

ONE LOW

COST

HERALD-JOURNAL

SYRACUSE

HERALD-AMERICAN

ee
’

|
a

thetica

National Representatives ... Paul Block & Associates

the use

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING TODAY SOLVES THE SELLING PROBLEMS OF TOMORROW
PRINTERS
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of facts, production schedules must

This is a portion of Mr, Ellington’s talk delivered before the
ivertising and Selling Course at the Advertising Club of New
ork on December 16—the day prior to the fortieth anniversary of
he first flight of a heavier-than-air craft. For twelve full seconds on
pecember 17, 1903, Orville Wright, lying flat on his stomach,
hugged through the air in a machine that seemingly defied all the
aws of nature and gravity.

be met—and what’s more, increased,

month after month after month.
But the cry is for more production. Engineers and tool designers,
riveters and welders, draftsmen and
foremen are needed to fill the gaps
caused by inductions, turnover and
a couple of hundred other reasons.
Ads in the papers, radio appeals,
out-of-town hiring, recruiting in the
schools, display windows in downtown stores, display booths with
continuous work demonstrations—
these and every other conceivable

‘Selling” Employees on
| reaking Production

means are used. In most cases, this is

done
United

Promotion and showmanship methods developed by
aircraft plants. They had to learn how—and

or

two,

Production

if air-

craft production rises according
o schedule, we will produce, within
one month, two and one-half times

the

Service,

If one were to ask, “how do you

fast!

Using Salesmanship

Council East Coast, Inc.

In the main plant of the “Hudson

Bay Aircraft Company,” 30,000 people are now at work. The town has
grown, with hundreds of emigrants

as many airplanes as were turned
out in an entire year. five years ago.
In order better to explain how
this tremendous expansion could
take place, I’m going to tell you how
the airplane companies go about
hiring a man, or a woman, and get
the best utilization of their abilities
on the assembly line.
Let’s create an aircraft company
lor our purposes and call it, say,
“The Hudson Bay Aircraft Company.” Came the beginning of
World War II, this company’s contracts were expanded and our country began ordering a newer type

descending upon it, to work in our

plane, based on

thetical case, dreamed up to enable

tasks originally thought to be “men’s
work.” They have hired school boys,
part time—and they religiously demand that these lads keep up their
studies if they want to keep building
airplanes.
They
employ
_handicapped workers and medically discharged veterans of this war. There
are transportation problems, hous-

the use of examples which have been
taken from the experience of companies throughout the industry.)

shopping and rationing problems.
Yet, despite that imposing series

improvements

dic-

tated by battle experience. The company grew and multiplied hundreds

of times. Instead of 800 or 900 workers, the payroll now lists, perhaps,

80,000 or 90,000, working in a score
or more plants spotted all over the
country. (Remember, this is a hypo-

INK BiDecember 17, 1943

with

hire aircraft workers?” a good answer would be “by every known
means except shanghai-ing.”

By KEN ELLINGTON
Secretary, Aircraft War

month

conjunction

States Employment

particularly in respect to hiring of
men. House-to-house canvassing for
workers has been practiced in several instances, with not too great
success, according to reports.

Bi ecords

+ another

in

airplane company and in the ten or
twenty other important war industries in the same area. The community could not, or did not, increase its own facilities in propor-

But in employment, the fine talents of salesmanship and showmanship have played a very large part.
The well-written advertisement, the

intelligently-voiced spot announcement on the radio, the alertly prepared display booth or window,
have brought better than average results. In one case,

a downtown

dis-

play house was used for one week,
with negligible results. During the
second week, spectacular signs were

did not have a single woman working in the shop, now has nearly 50%

posted around the display, a sound
truck was stationed at the curb next
to the display, and the week ended
with 600 new employees having been
signed up.
And that’s only the beginning of
the “sales” job. In the case of hiring
women, additional measures must
be taken. Despite the fact that

women,

enough women

tion. In fact, the situation became
critical some months ago and the

Government was forced to place restrictions on the methods of hiring,

in order to make the available supply of manpower go around.
The

plant, which

performing

ing problems,

two years ago

all

child care

kinds

of

problems,

are now working in

industry to spread the word around,
there still exists in the minds of
most
non-working
women
the
thought that a factory job—particularly in an aircraft plant—is necessarily dirty and unpleasant. That
just isn’t so, but it’s one of the hardest points in the world to get across.
There are literally hundreds of jobs
for women in the airplane business
where there is less danger of rough,
red hands,

broken

finger-nails and

87
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From ‘*‘Try Plugs fdr Big Trout,’’ Field & Stream

it right

He’s a sportsman—an active individual who goes

_ over 300,000 of them. That’s quite a package of firainee |

places and does things. In the course of a single

| buying power. Remember they are all active—

year he and others

like him, lay down a cool

billion dollars simply to hunt and fish!
:
buyers—because they are
They are amazing
doers. You can’t live an active life without con-

or they wouldn’t

‘

“

we wert
“know-l

Is it any wonder that Field & Stream gives was, an

done in
the wor

Cpa

costly ¢

faye
,

ie

the year, and has been since 1911. It establishes annual, world
records in 19 classes of fresh and salt water game fish.
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515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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PUBLISHING COMPANY

FIELD & STREAM

Among sportsmen’s magazines, Field & Stream has been
«

translat

advertisers action for their money?

the number one selection ofadvertisers for 33 years straight.
.

share t

is responsive.

:

The Fiel
& Stream
d Fishing Contest
istheangling classicof

ost .

a i|
Field & Stream audience. The entire circulation ["*

guns and fishing tackle.

You meet these people in Field & Stream—

When

this, magazine.

There just aren’t any “marginal” groups in the iyes a

suming things. That goes for homes and cars
and insurance and clothes as well as it does for
.

be reading

or her r

PRINTERS
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irt-smudged faces than there is in
eir own kitchen.
But they are being sold by
how’-manship. In ads, display
indows—where actual operations
depicted—they are gradually being convinced

that their job is on

he assembly line, fighting their
hare of the war where they may do
lhe most good.

Skilled Interviewing
The

skilled

interviewer

plays a

Barge part in hiring all employees. It
im; the task of the interviewer to de-

MMermine, through mechanical aptiMude and mental tests, where the poMential employee can do the best job.
Induction classes show the employee
ow his or her job is important to
he over-all picture, how the proper
performance of the assignment is so
ecessary to the task of building an
Ewirplane which must be better than
Any comparable plane being built
or use by the enemy.
There follows a period of training
or the new employee. And a good instructor is always, almost first of all,
h good salesman.

There are various practices employed in training new workers.
Even in one plant, you will find that,

for certain operations, outside vocational schools will be used while, for
other types of work, the training
will be done in the plant—a part of
it right on the machine where the
trainee will, eventually, perform his

r her regular duties.
When,

in the early days of the

war, the aircraft industry began to
share the manufacture of its plane
1 the types and equipment types with
zine.

ition

other
auto

industries,
industry,

particularly
it

was

said

the
that

One of the chief problems that beset the plane manufacturers in the
big expansion period was the fact
that management and the supervisory staffs were being spread pretty
thin. New foremen and supervisors
who had to be up-graded rapidly, in
order to take care of the great rush
of new employees, knew the machines that were assigned to them,
but they frequently lacked the ability to deal with the people under

the full responsibility for himself.
Training Foremen
|
Not all training is confined to new
,. employees, There are foreman and
| Qupervisor classes. There are refresher courses
for experienced
workers on some particular jobs.
Even executives go to school sometimes in order to learn how to perform their jobs more efficiently.
December 17, 1943

/

them. Today, these foremen and su-

pervisors go to special classes held
for them, at which they learn that it
is wrong, for example, to act like
“bosses” and right to act like human
beings.
Many familiar devices are used in
the training schools and classes in
the industry. Pamphlets on the
proper use of tools, chalk-talks, mo-

0

tion pictures, these are only a few

of the methods in regular use. As to
whether they are doing a good job,
well, I refer you to’ Justice Byrnes’
announcement that we have built
150,000 warplanes in less than three
and a half years.
Employee Services
The term “Employee Services” is
one you will hear frequently in our
industry. Here are a few of the employee services that are now standard
with most companies. Group Insurance,

Child

Care,

Transportation,

Rationing, Housing, Cafeterias, Service Stores. Perhaps you believe these
do not have much to do with selling
the employees on breaking production records. They are vastly important in most cases.
Naturally, it’s not all as perfect as
it sounds here. Companies are faced
with multitudinous problems in
their attempts to assist their workers
along these lines. But each company
does assign special personnel to deal
with these specific situations. The
net result of this work can be tabulated in greater utilization of avail-

we were transferring some of our
“know-how.” But equally important
ives was, and is, the “show-how” which
Ppoibie experience and makes it
possible for others to assimilate it.
‘y
‘And the better the sales job that is
done in showing the right way to do “able
the work, the less chance there is for
costly errors when the trainee gets

YEARS OF

and

manpower,
turnover

less
and,

more manhours
production.

absenteeism
consequently,

devoted to getting

In at least one aircraft plant, an

employees’ personal service department has been installed. It is
manned by trained social workers
who visit homes, hospitals and other
institutions, arrange hospitalization,
contact creditors, public and private
agencies, help prepare budgets, and
generally put themselves at the service of employees

for personal,

333 COUNTIES
JOHN J. GILLIN. JR., PRES.
JOHN BLAIR &CO., REPRESENTATIVE

do-

89

mestic, financial and health problems. They also loan small amounts

publicity are used extensively
keep employees safety-conscious.

of money on a short-term emergency
basis, according to need. Several

Worker's

companies have counselor programs

to

Importance

The problem of selling the worker
the importance of his job was

before h
of information

that can be releag

from his

about the performance of airplane
equipment and parts. New mode
of planes receive no publicity, eye
to those who build them, until jt ;

Flying F
known
after a V

whereby counselors are assigned to

on

designated departments on all shifts

mentioned briefly. Here is where the
full talents of salesmanship
and
showmanship are called upon to per-

addition, many people building air Fle

form. This is more difficult than it
appears, consequently it receives the

product in actua] flight, due to the ee in

and listen to problems of employees,
helping to solve these problems by
giving advice and assistance.
Promotion methods are used in
conducting safety programs. Safety
posters, booklets, slogans and other

greater amount of effort. Military security frequently

limits the amount

Agencies! Advertisers!

believed that such publicity will no
reveal information to the enemy, }y
planes have never seen the finished
fact

that

parts

and

sub-assembly

lines are often far removed

ilabl
ang ~

from an ng ad

airport where the planes are likely
to be. It thus becorfes the task of
the alert company to exert special
effort toward exhibiting to the map
or woman working one one small
part of the plane the importance of
his or her job in the whole scheme
of things.

Be Specific

= ts

First, let us consider some of the

Release
Jan., Feb., March
schedules NOW!
Thanks,

a bz
ypa of
a we
tion filr
the mer
about t
* regu
to sho

worker:

better known methods of salesman. at lunc
ship in this regard. Posters, on the other 1

whole, must specify a particular air-§ the rul
plane in a particular assignment to

be really effective. A simple picture

Captu

of just any plane, with a high
An
minded entreaty to “get on the job"§| enemy
may be meaningless. The Industrialf)
Services Division of the Bureau of
Public Relations in the War Depart-§

ment

has

recently

brought

and p
plants.
hibits’

forth®

for pa

some excellent posters for the air-§
craft manufacturers. These posters,§
specially prepared for each company.
show that company’s airplane in bat-§
tle action. The reading matter con-§
tains a statement from the Army Air§
Forces, praising the airplane.

ones t
aircraf
lights
fact th
terest
ynifor
the ex
of the

Brass Hat Visitors vs. The Gob 9 proug
For

HELP NEWSPAPERS
HELP YOU!

the

same

reason,

telegrams

$10,0¢

from the Army or Navy or other
Government representatives are wel:
comed when they point to the com
pany’s product and its performance§
in a particular action. Usually, they
are highly effective.
£....
Right here, we run into what is,§
seemingly, a paradox. The personalf|
appearance at a plant of a high rank-§

Mu
in sot
for m
tinuo
lunch
cause
musi

ing General or Admiral is not nearly§

plant

as effective as the same sort of ang 2 les
appearance by a gob, a private or af tions,

THE BRANHAM COMPANY

non-com who has just come back
from Guadalcanal or Naples. To the

cessft
inter

average worker, even the bemedalled three-star General who can tell
them of his visit to the war zones is
a “brass-hat.” They like the “little§

Pl;
have

guy” who had never been heard offf the |
PRINTERS’
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‘cleaseff

before he knocked down two Zeros
from his position as tail gunner of a

‘plane

Flying Fortress, Production has been

mode

known

to nearly double

the day

Y> €venl after a visit of this type.
til it j¢

vill no
— In

Ng air
ished
to th
sembly

Sound Films

'@
Special
€ Man
Small
nce olff

35 millimeter size, have been made
vailable recently and these are
proving extremely valuable in bringing the war to the homefront workshots of the planes made by our airaft workers. Others are indoctrination films, made originally to inform
the men in the Army what they were
about to face. These films are played

schemell + regularly scheduled performances

to shopworkers, supervisory staffs
and administrative departments and
the response is uniformly good. The
of thei workers attend on a voluntary basis,
esman-@ at lunch periods, shift-changes and
on thei other times and full attendance is
ar air-§ the rule.
ent to
ricture Captured Equipment for Display

high# An increasing use of captured
€ job" enemy equipment, planes, engines
ustrialf and parts is being made in the

cau off
epart-f
forth
1€ all-§

plants, There is great interest in exhibits of this kind and workers look
for parts which correspond to the
ones they are making for American

osters,§

aircraft. One of the interesting side-

npany.§
in bat-f
T con®
ny Air

lights to a recent exhibit was the
fact that the greatest amount of interest was shown in some German
uniforms which were displayed in
the exhibit and the auction of one
of these in a war bond campaign
Gob F brought about the purchase of

-orams

other
oak

$10,000 in war bonds.

mes Is

.

Employee Magazines
Plant newspapers

in 10 years

Dayton earners are Dayton spenders. They're buying War Bonds,
and homes, and spending in the stores. Dayton’s importance today
.- and in the future ... is Three-Fold... Agricultural, industrial,
and Military.

ABC
CITY ZONE

POPULATION
FAMILIES
EMPLOYMENT
PAYROLLS*
RETAIL SALES

1943

LAST 3
YEARS
GROWTH

(EST.)

$288,119
$90,059
69,000
$216,000,000
$234,000,000

LAST 10
YEARS
GROWTH

19%
19%
42%
114%
99%

28%
28%
124%,
244%,
200%

"Industrial only (total county payrolls $400,000,000)

+ War Ration Book No. 2 Registrations

THE

DAYTON

(OHIO)

JOURNAL-HERALD
Morning ¢ Evening ¢ Sunday — Dayton's Largest Daily Circulation
Nationally Represented by The Geo. A. McDevitt Co.

Nothing Succeeds Like Success
Outstanding national advertisers attest the effectiveness
of novelties and premiums designed and manufactured
to their order by The ADVERTISERS’ SERVICE DIVISION,
INCORPORATED.
Consult us on your next problem— perhaps a stock number

will do the trick. Perhaps we can design for you another

Music is being played to workers
in some of our plants. It is difficult
for most aircraft plants to play continuous music programs, except at
hat is,f lunch periods or shift changes, bersonal§ cause of the noise that cuts out the
jrank-§ music. In parts and equipment
nearly™ plants where noise is reduced due to
of ang a lesser amount of machine operae or ag tions, it has been found to be a sucback§ cessful method of keeping workers
To the’ interested in their jobs.
med:

200%

trend-setting...

Music

> com-§
mance
j, they

in tell

99 %o in 3 years

A series of sound films, in 16 or

- ani ors, Some of these films contain aclikely tual battle scenes, with frequent
task of

DAYTON
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and magazines
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have a made-to-order circulation and
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the better ones perform a real ser-
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vice in their field. In addition

keeping

employees

informed

to

on

plant activities, much in the manner

of a small town weekly newspaper,
the plant newspapers, or house organs, can contribute much to improving relations between labor and

Morale, simply speaking, is pride
~—nothing more, nothing less. It is
pride in what you’re doing, in the
people you’re doing -it with, in the
reasons for your doing it, in the net
result.

To

an

aircraftsman,

Allied with this phase, is the action taken by some companies in
distributing questionnaires to their
employees, asking for frank answers

morale is high. If he doesn’t have it,

derstood if friction is to be avoided.

on what they think is wrong with
management, how they would cure
the trouble and any other suggestions they may have that might alleviate problems affecting the plant.
Where this system has been tried
out, it has resulted in amazingly
few gripes, real or fancied, and some
concrete improvements have resulted,

In this connection, labor-management

committees,

when

they have

been well chosen and given concrete
problems to solve, have been of de-

cided benefit to improving understanding of mutual problems. It is
possible that in some cases, the
labor-management committee idea
was torpedoed without a full and
just trial, because

of a fear

that

labor was

seeking to increase

gains.

the

On

other

hand,

its

it is

equally possible that attempts were
made to give these committees assignments that were the prerogative
of management alone and the opportunities

for honest

understand-

ing and the desire to get the job
done were lost.
Nevertheless,

there

are

he'll do a mediocre

job, or—

look out—he doesn’t belong where
he is. Perhaps that’s stating it a bit
strongly. But, in either one of the
latter two cases, the chances are ten

to one that you haven’t performed a
good selling job on him. So—get to
work. Sell, sell, sell, with all the ingenuity you have at your command.
It’s not a spectacular, bally-hoo job.
It’s a down-to-earth, solid thinking
and acting job.
The arts of advertising and selling
can be applied in getting production. A good salesman or a good advertising man has the. best chance in
the world to succeed in this human
relations function — because he
knows people, what they want, what
they'll do to get it. He has no illu-

THE TRI-CITIES . . . AMERICA’S 40TH
MARKET . . consists of a family of 11
cities . . . total population of *211,000.
They’re as close together as the boroughs
of New York City. Rock Island—Moline
—Davenport are all in this family. In
your sales planning, you can’t include
one without including the others! And the
only single voice that covers the whole
family is radio . . . and that means... .
*@ensus Bur. Est. 1942.

S000 WATTS
BASIC MUTUAL
Affiliate:

people. And, despite all the fancy
welding torches and massive drophammers
and _ indirectly lighted

This Thing "Morale"
A word about this thing called
“morale.”
Ask a workman whether his mor-

drawing boards, airplanes are built

ale is high, or low, and he'll tell you

you’re crazy. Ask him whether he
likes what he’s doing and he’ll answer your question, yes or no, probably with appropriate reasons for
his thinking.

IN THE
WASTE

ARGUS

To Radio Engineers
this means the
practical evolution of Radio En\ gineering.
These
ss
¢
Radio
Engineers
must and do lead .in the transition from scientific theory to
practical utility.

by people. And they always will be.

YOUR SHARE

Island

NEW TOWERS
IN THE SKY!

sions, is not susceptible to theory.
He knows, because he understands

DO

Rock

1270 KC

NETWORK

Howard H. Wilson Ce., Nat. Representatives

sufficient

examples on record, to prove that
when both sides sat down at the
table, honestly and sincerely, with
the type men who were eager to use
this as another tool to obtain better
understanding and increased production, the effort usually proved
successful.
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he is either a man you are neglecting
and

. 11in the Family

it “is

pride in the fact that he is playing
his part in creating something that
will end the war sooner. Pride in the
performance of this airplane he has
helped to build. Pride in the fact
that what he is doing really means
something.
Fhat is, if he has pride—if his

management by taking the workers
into management’s confidence on
problems that must be mutually un-

Not One... Not Two

Today, there are more than
10,000 Radio Engineers! The
Proceedings of the I.R.E. is their
daily desk reference . . . because it is the publication FOR,
BY and OF . . . Radio Engineers
. ..
That is why ‘‘To Sell The Radio Industry ...
Tell Your Story to the Radio Engineers”
..« first, and effectively through their own
publication.

PAPER

DRIVE

$343
@
NET PAIO

=THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
330 W. 42nd Street,
New York 18, N. Y.
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A More
|

proach

Modern

Ap-

advertiser

agency

or

to Circulation

(Continued from page 25)

to arrive at the whole. And, also
that it is more important to the advertiser to know

how many

listen to his program
ments

of advertising

are

acceptance.

That small cross-sections can be used

as neces-

advertisement

than

people

or read his

to know

how

sary, if not more so, than the quantitative.
Second, that the quantitative, or
tonnage type of measuring an advertising audience as represented by the

many people actually listen to a
given radio station or buy a given
magazine or newspaper. This last
statement is heartening to a publication man from an ethical stand-

ABC

is no

point because it indicates an increas-

longer necessary or needed for the

ing belief in the innate honesty of

and

its accountants,

ADVERTISING SALESMEN

all

reliable

Business paper publisher seeks two men,

tion of American opinion, when that
cross-section has been so accurately
selected as to representatives of in.
come groups, political parties, occu.
pations, sectional residence and s
on, has proved so accurate that few
wish to argue the point. Of course,
there may be minor errors but the
errors are just that—minor and, more
often than not, inconsequential,
Gallup naturally has his successful
imitators, who add further evidence

to support both the first and second
conclusions.
On the Neilsen surveys of the
of merchandise,

leading

Lever Brothers, have spent millions

with

Industrial publication experience

desirable. Excellent present position with good

of dollars for both the service and
its findings and for putting these
conclusions into successful practice.
This, too, would seem to prove that
the “qualitative” cross-section is accurate—both to its conclusions drawn
from the sample and in the extension of these conclusions mathematically to the whole. Neilsen also has
his successful imitators whose con-

post-war opportunities. < reply, give complete
details of education, sales or publishing experience, draft status, and any other pertinent facts
to determine advisability of personal interview.
Address "R" Box 226, Printers’ Ink,

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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Sample Tells All
Gallup, Neilsen, CAB

@

statiyy

corporations like General Foods and

demonstrated earning ability of $7,000 to $10,000, or more.

or

vertising
Let’s take both conclusions and of Adve
review their supporting evidence, Newspaf
There are two basic things here on hese ar
which dollars and cents are invested intent, b
that have come into being and of eithe
widely used acceptance since the in. magazin
ception of the ABC—the Gallup Poll total nev
and the Neilsen method of merchan- Audience
dise inventory. Taking a cross-sec. kection”

movement

WANTED

publishers

owners.

and others

all use a cross-section of a few thousands (5,000 or less), of individuals
or places of business, or radio listeners, successfully to measure the
opinions, sales to, or listening habits
of 130,000,000 Americans. The most
recent surveys made by the Psychological Corporation for the Association of National Advertisers have
consisted of only 1,000 interviewsusing a claimed error or 3%.
Again going back to the contributions of George Gallup, which have,
to our notion, never been fully
acclaimed, we have the “readership”
studies which have been made first
for individual newspapers, then on
Sunday newspapers for the Kimberly:
Clark Company, then on magazines
by various
organizations,
then
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through the joint effort of the Adertising Foundation and the Bureau
of Advertising of the American
ewspaper Publishers Association.

It's COVERAGE that COUNTS!
And ONE

hese are again “qualitative” in their
intent, based on a small cross-section
of either the total circulation of a

@
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yudience. Again, these small “crosssection” conclusions are successfully
sed by agency and advertiser alike
to indicate the “impact” of a given
advertisement or a given series of
advertisements on the whole news-

paper or magazine reading audience.
Interestingly

enough,

the coinci-

dence of a very close percentage of
reader interest on given types of copy
from one city to another, and from

DUAL

MARKET

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
McLean County is FIRST in corn production in the entire United States. SECOND in all
cereal crops. Annual value of farm products, including livestock and dairying $32,000,000
MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS
Bloomington’s industries annually
ucts

valued

at more

than

'/
manufacture

prod-

$40,000,000

A RICH RESPONSIVE MARKET

ginning of this discussion: “Is the
idea back of the founding of the

Audit Bureau of Circulations and
is present organization and func-

Bloomington, Illinois
Established 1846

GILMAN,
NEW YORK

*

NICOLL & RUTHMAN,

BOSTON

a

National Advertising Representatives

PHILADELPHIA

*

CHICAGO

*

SAN FRANCISCO

tioning outmoded?”
The Real Question
And, let us add again that this

question is asked in no spirit of personal bickering with the ABC,

but

in full recognition of the fact that
for what it is set up to do, it does
a magnificent job. The question
merely asks whether or not the
parade has passed up another street.
it

would seem logical to say that, at

thouduals
> list> the
1abits
“most

least, there is the necessity of adver-

have

A

are 20,998 families.
Zone, there are 32,547 families.
McLean County is 84°,!
the Primary Trading Zone is 71%,!

strength to a conclusion that such
a well-selected cross-section is indicative of the nation, by and large,
by sections, by cities, and by families.
In the light of all of this, let’s repeat the question asked at the be-

On the basis of the evidence,

socia-

In McLean County there
Ini the Primary Trading
Pantagraph coverage of
Pantagraph coverage of

one publication to another, gives real

»thers

sycho-

PAPER DOES the JOB in
Pantagraph LAND!

tier, agency and publisher getting
together in a searching analysis for
the answer to the question.
It seems possible—if not probable
-with the “cross-section” rather than
the straight accounting or addingmachine methods now employed by
publications,

that

some

reconcilia-

eateld fate MmKolt|am Mo) o)
Where

BEING

It Is

READ

a

The Continuing Study Survey No. 55
Shows Readership of National Advertising in the Johnstown Tribune of

MEN 77%

WOMEN 81%

tion by mathematical extension may
be worked out that will provide a
tribu- comparative answer as to how many

iews—

have,

persons read the advertiser’s adver-

fully tisement, with those who listened to
ship” his commercial, based on the same
> first copy idea or subject. It may be posnn on

THE

TRIBUNE and DEMOCRAT

sible to combine the ABC, the CAB

berly- and the traffic flow studies of outazines
then

door, on some kind of a comparable

NK
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Johnstown,
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basis so that advertiser and agency
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THE COORDINATION OF 5 FACTORIES
Effective now, aimed at post-war needs, five envelope factories—
New York, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Des Moines and Kansas City—

at
ee

offer national service to envelope buyers everywhere.
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the insignia of the United States
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War Bonds .. . protecting small parts, tools and instruction sheets

Mj

for tanks, planes and guns. They carry millions of letters to the

large

boys over there, building morale on the fighting front and
the home

Cli
ket fi
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ucts.

Government. They are carrying military orders, collecting taxes, selling
:
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We are proud to have the plant capacity to fulfill
government orders and also serve our civilian customers.

Ar
the <
Regie

Canal 6-1670

.

Central 2525

Main 0547

6

Des Moines 14, lowa*
1912 Grand Ave.
Phone 4-4126

the f
nigh
than
more

Kansas City 8, Mo.*

19th & Campbell Sts.
Harrison 0092

*Originally Berkowitz Envelope Co.
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alike will have a more intelligent
answer to the expenditure of his adyertising dollars.
It may well be that such a single

organization will conduct not only

continuous surveys of reading and
listening habits, but evolve methods

whereby the effect of all advertising
on the movement of merchandise
may be reasonably measured.
It

would seem on the face of it that
mere numbers and honesty of circulation purpose are questionable and,
perhaps, unnecessary as a guide to
the selection of media and its effective use.
The trend of thinking and acceptance among agencies and advertisers
is such that the study here suggested
might be one of the post-war planning projects of the advertising profession or industry.

Radio’s All-

Night Market

not often spent on pleasure, It is, low their workers to smoke on the
therefore, available to advertisers job. These workers who, in general,
sleep less and are more continuously
who go after it,
The night shift worker’s nerves keyed up, tend to smoke more. So, a
and digestive system are out of gear. cigarette advertiser might well benConsequently, his meal problem is efit.
increased. Wives of war workers are
Without going into the subject
grateful for any suggestions that help thoroughly, an advertiser would tend
to ease that problem. Most plants to feel that the all-night market does
have refreshment machines and it is not present him with a profitable
conceivable that late advertising will medium. To illustrate the limitless
help the sales of products available possibilities of this market, let’s go
in these machines. Many plants al- back a few years to the time when

WHISKEY
EXECUTIVE
Wauted {

(Continued from page 40)

listens to the serious music featured
by WABC,
Rs!
Clients who use the all-night market find themselves rendering an important service to the war effort, as
well as promoting their own prodey
gates
ucts. A food company, for example,
can suggest balanced lunches for war
workers, diets to make the workers
more effective in their jobs and contribute ideas to make the housewives lunch box problem easier to
solve.
Many all-night listeners listen in
large groups. The radios in war plant
restrooms, in newspaper offices, in
Army barracks, usually service from
10 to 100 listeners. Many of the letters received in WJZ’s survey tell of
listening with a large number of
other people. So the survey, if anything, underestimates its audience.
Some war plants amplify broadcasts
for the benefit of employees while at
their work. Loudspeakers in restau5
=
ae

‘S* ING

rants, bars, and hotel lobbies cover

an inestimable number of listeners.
An important factor in appraising
the all-night market revolves around
the fact that workers assigned to the
night shift earn at least 10% more
than daytime employees. This means
more buying power. And, since sleeping and eating take up most of the
off hours, the extra money earned is
December 17, 1943

A Salesmanager who not only knows the
merchandising and promotion of bottled
goods, but a man with enough vision, and
faith in consumer demand, to help develop
several fine brands for one of America’s,
most important independent distillers.
We are not looking either for a big name or a
man whose reputation has been made by his firm.
Rather we are looking for a younger man who
has had the vision, ability and aggressiveness to
do the things that have made the titular heads
of his company look smart.
Here is a well-managed, great Independent,
without a penny of bonded indebtedness, possessing fine whiskies, both bourbons and ryes!

We now enjoy established sectional demand
and are looking at the national picture with confidence!
Our products are well advertised and leaders
in many of their territories. We are now. ready
for a man to help us get well-set for the post-war
expansion.
Please give complete but brief details in your
first letter. Address: Distiller, Box Number 225
Printers Ink, 205 E. 42nd St., New York-17, N.Y.

commercial programs before nine in
the morning were unheard of. Until
presented with strong evidence to
the contrary,

clients

felt that

the

early morning audience was too small
to warrant any sizeable expenditures
of money.

As well as an argument...
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
Florida is ONE
BIG MARKET.
Tampa is one big wholesale center.
Tampa has two big newspapers.
BUT—Neither

the

wholesalers,

the newspapers can
Mrs. St. Petersburg.

nor

sell Mr. and

DRUG SALES for Tampa-St. Petersburg—$8,030,000—St.
Pete alone
buys $4,709,000 of this total or 58%
—St.

Pete

people

buy

less

than

400 copies of Tampa daily newspapers—they buy 38,000 copies of
St. Petersburg's newspapers—that's
why advertisers must

WORK BOTH SIDES OF THE STREET (BAY)
IN TAMPA - ST. PETE.

THEIS & SIMPSON COMPANY, INC
otm™

WANTED
...-A Million Dollar
Advertising Manager
One of America’s well known companies, located in a large North Central city, wants a mature advertising
sparkplug to head its merchandising
and advertising division and administer a comprehensive advertising program in the million dollar bracket.
He should be a keen advertising man
with a knowledge of wholesale selling, an understanding of retailing
and the ability to integrate national
and local advertising into effective
merchandising tools.
He should havea knowledge of media,
production, agency relations and advertising departmental administration. He
must be able to express himself convincingly both on paper and on his feet.
A knowledge of household product
or food merchandising desirable but
not essential.
Above all he must have the ability to get
along with
ple, from top executives
to the lowliest salesman, and possess
a personality that engenders respect.
The salary is commensurate with the
job and the future unlimited for a
man who is willing to work.
In writing submit resume of education, experience, salary, family, draft
status and’ references. Photo desirable. All communications
will be
kept in strict confidence.

“P”—Box 224, Printers’ Ink, 205 E.
42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Now, however, since the

hours from 6 to 9 a.M. have been exploited to their fullest, advertisers
are convinced that a very important
buying group is reached effectively
at that time of day.
In New

York, some

of the most

successful programs, from the sales
point of view, are those to be heard

during these hours, and station time
is practically sold out. A similar tendency is traceable in late evening
programs. There was a time when
10 p.M. was considered the deadline
for commercial audiences. Now,
some of the top audience pullers are
scheduled after 10, including Bob
Hope and Red Skelton, whose aggregate audiences rate them among
the top ten programs on the air.
All four of the all-night stations
in New York have included a guest
policy at one time or another. Stan
Shaw on WNEW has interviewed

WORD
of the Week
SANTA CLAUSING. A handy, ex.
pressive term for the process of buy.
ing and giving Christmas presents
has been evolved by the Superba
Cravat people through the device of
turning the name of the Yuletide
saint into a verb. Employed as follows: “Simplify your Santa Clausing
with Sugar and Spice (meckties).”
Presumably the verb might be equally
adaptable to use in the transitive
form. As: “Why not Santa Claus

your uncle with a necktie?”

Conversion of proper names into
verbs is a perfectly respectable meth.
od of word evolution. Witness pas.
teurize, bowdlerize, gerrymander,
mesmerize. Possibly “to Valentine”
will be the next logical verb develop.

ment.
:
Speaking
of Mr. Claus,
it seems appropriate to notice that the old gentleman bears a special aura of United

Nations patriotism which has been
so far overlooked. His name is a corruption of Saint Nicholas (or Nickolaus), who is none other than the
patron saint of Russia. Further exploration turns up the intriguing
point that “Nicholas” comes from
two Greek words — nike, meaning |
“victory” and laos, “army.”

prize fighters, band leaders and other

interesting personalities.
One morning, Jerry Lawrence of
WOR had a phone call from a
woman in New Jersey, saying she
had missed the Navy Day address the
preceding evening and asked what
time Jerry would play it on a re
cording. Jerry answered that it was
scheduled for 4:05 a.m. “I'll be asleep
then,” said the lady, “would you
mind giving me a call just before it
goes on?” Jerry did and the lady
heard her program.

grams
originate. Detectives are
posted in appropriate places and no
unidentified person can get near the
microphones.
An important psychological aspect
of the all-night market for a prospective advertiser to consider is explained in the following paragraph
from WJZ’s promotion piece:
“American life under the spur of
wartime can and has adjusted its objective life to this night-day pattern.
It has not altered, and probably canAbout 5:15 one morning, the announcer on WABC’s all-night show, not alter the subjective beings of
wondering whether anybody was ac- the people. Nighttime is still a time
tually up and tuned in, said: “Are for loneliness and introspéction. It is
you listening? Call us up.” Much to the time when people are_indithe surprise of the studio staff, and viduals, when their wants and needs
to the annoyance of the telephone loom largest.”
To translate this into more prac
operators,
the switchboard
was
jammed with calls. People wanted it tical terms, during ‘the’ all-night
known that they were up and around hours listeners are more receptive to
for many reasons and were enjoying an advertiser’s message. As America’s
war effort moves into high gear, as
the progrant.
War regulations have curbed the more and more men and women g0
playing of requests. Listeners’ letters into the armed forces and into war
cannot be read on the air until two plants, the all-night audience conweeks*after receipt, and musical re- tinues to increase. And as the allquests are never played at the time night audience increases, the allspecifically asked for. The all-night night market grows steadily more
stations are guarded more carefully valuabe to the advertiser. Its poten
than those from which daytime pro- tialities seem to be limitless.
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YOUR NO. ] POSTWAR CUSTOMER...

BEFORE THE WAR
DURING

THE WAR

ind no

AFTER THE WAR

ar the

1“is proexaspect

The same man. .. doing the same job

graph

pur of
its obvane
ngs of
a time

That situation . . . repeated hundreds of thousands of times over . . . means stability:
the same man .. . doing che same job . . . in peace and in war.
It meant no great wrench to change Pittsburgh to vast wartime production. It
will mean no wrench to change back.
FESS
Ss,
You don’t have to re-convert metal plants and fuel producers and glass works and
all the rest of that great solid foundation of basic industries that make Pittsburgh

—

such a rich market.

°

‘

.

,

.

one

neshs

You don’t have re-conversion shut-downs; you don’t have re-tooling lay-offs.
That is why Pittsburgh may prove America’s No. 1 postwar market. The Pittsburgh

dines

Press has already abundantly proved that it is the No. 1 paper in this No. 1 market.

|-night
tive to
erica’s

:

}

a

~

The Pittsburgh Press
;

l

.

0 war

pot

Represented by the National Advertising Department, Scripps-Howard Newspapers, 230 Park
Avenue, New York City. Offices in Chicago, Detroit, Memphis, Philadelphia and San Francisco.

P con-

1¢ all-

e all: | No. lin Pittsburgh + No.1 in Daily Circulation - No. 1 in Classified Advertising - No. 1 in Retail
_

Advertising « No. 1 in General Advertising - No. 1 in Total Advertising

poten-
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FREEDOM
LISTEN ...

TO
This

on coated stock that is, in itself, a op,

example of the papermaker’s art. Trag
the development of paper from its ;
vention in China through the cha
istic differences in other Oriental coy
tries, into Euripe. The quest for
fibers and the invention of papermakin

Books in Brief

Christmas -- and Always
N countries occupied by the Nazis,
the turn of a radio dial can mean
imprisonment or death.
Here in America a push button brings
you the news of the world; great music
without reference to the composer's race
or religious beliefs. You may listen to
church services of every denomination,
hear symphonies or boogie-woogie, agree
or disagree with a commentator who
takes issue with a government official.
You may not agree with speakers you
hear; the government may not either, but
you and your government will defend to
the last their right to say it, and your
right to hear it said.
Freedom
of Speech, Freedom of Assembly, Freedom
of Worship and Freedom
to Listen . . . these are the
things for which we are
fighting.

ANNUAL

OF ADVERTISING

(Published by Watson-Guptill
tions, Inc., New

York, $6.)

ART.

machinery are covered as well ag jq

Publica-

numerable aspects of fabrication such q
watermarking, counterfeiting, and dif
ferences in types of paper. Comple
even to a chronology of paper and allie;
subjects from 2700 B.C. to the presen
a bibliography of one hundred and fif
works on the subject, an index of tem
used, and copious notes,

This is the

22nd Annual of Advertising Art, featuring reproductions from the Exhibition of the Art Directors Club of New
York as shown at the New York Public
Library, spring 1943. It is devoted to
wartime advertising with escapist art
noticeably absent. The foreword sounds
the note of the book explaining that
the Art Directors are proud of their part
in changing advertising from individual
selling to healthful and necessary propaganda.
The book is divided into sections—the
first in full color being especially impressive, containing a running commentary of the war’s events. The second
section reproduces all the award winners at the exhibition and beyond that
eleven sections are devoted to specific
fields or purposes, from automobiles to
toiletries, aviation to utilities.
The last three sections are given over
to posters, propaganda and booklets respectively making it a complete record
of what advertising had accomplished
during a particularly difficult period.
Any agency or advertiser can find many
valuable ideas within its covers.

WW
CAREERS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS

> Burton Browne
a compet.

, ~.pROGRE $$
gee

averace

48
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VM BSD istenersuip

OCT. 1938 thru OCT. 12th
MARCH 1939
§=OCT. 18,1941

NOV.
6thru
NOV.
14, 1942

Listenership growth of WMBD
dommating Peoriarea proven b

—THE NEW PROFESSION. By Averell
Broughton,
(E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., $2.) A study of public relations which makes understandable its
tremendous growth in the last few years.
The book takes into consideration all
phases of the work as well as the special
qualifications required by those who
plan to do it. After discussing the why
and how of public relations and the
fitness of the individual to do the job,
a large portion of the book is devoted
to interviews with public relations people
in large industrial and other organizations who have been successful in building good-will on the part of the public.
Specific examples of work add to the
readability and give point to many of
the suggestions made. A bibliography
and index complete the book.

ay
LETTERS AND LETTERING. 3
Paul Carlyle and Guy Oring. Text }
Herbert S. Richland. (McGraw-Hill Boo
Company, $4.) All types of lettering
are shown—from modern and old fash
ioned, through exotic, expressive and
special treatments. The text explain
how to fit the lettering to the subject
and how and where each kind is bes
used. The book is so bound thati
opens flat at whatever page is wanted
while the lettering is studied or copied
Script styles are also given in variou
types of lettering.

wW
THE TECHNIQUE OF HANDLING
PEOPLE.
By Donald A. Laird and
Eleanor C. Laird. (Whittlesey House
$1.75.)

The book gives eleven method

for handling people, summed up in
brief sentence serving as the head and
tagline of each chapter. Interesting in
cidents show. the practical applicatio
of the advice given. Photographs and
short biographies of successful men sup;
plement the information in the text.

a
ABBREVS.—A dictionary of abbrevia
tions.
Compiled by Herbert J
Stephenson. (The Macmillan an
$1.75.) A compilation of the many a
breviations used in business, by writers

scholars and laymen. Arranged alpha;
betically they cover many fields includ
ing legal, medical, theatrical, mathe
matical, religious, weights and measures
military and naval and aeronautical

ff
at
fF
ws
=

scientific, official, political, social, tech
nical and others.
Also included ar

names and terms appearing in the Bibl

Wy

and in Shakespeare as well as geographi
cal abbrevations, foreign monetary units

PAPERMAKING.
By Dard Hunter.
(Alfred A. Knopf, $4.50.) A comprehensive history of paper making, printed

symbols for chemical elements, Federa
agencies, etc. A reference book for gen
eral use.
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Hooper (1939) Chappelle (1941
Conlon (1942) surveys.
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LIGHTS

* Even now, long neglected lighting
equipment is being repaired in London.
* Here in America we, too, look forward
to the signal: “LIGHTS uP!” When it
comes, Broadway will again set the pace
...amore dazzling Great White Way.
* Breath-taking new effects of light and

animation await the postwar audience.
Electronics, of course—sparks, flame, liq-

UP!

uids and other unique devices born of
wartime experience will make their bows,
not only to Broadway but to major metropolitan cities of the World.

* It isn't too early to be thinking “spectacularly” of your product even now.
We're planning great things, and will be
ready to sit down with you when the
order goes out for..."LIGHTS UP!”

DOUGLAS LEIGH INC. os0 irra AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y.
CREATORS
December 17, 1943
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Editor’s |

OR MORE FOR ADVERTISING?

Where to Get “Jobs and Profits”

YOU can get greater results

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION

at no extra cost by having an
advertising

agency

give

Neenah,

you

The

service and advice.

November

Wis.

12 issue of PRINTERS’

WE CAN help you do a real

Ink mentions the new post-war planning

advertising jobin Newspapers,

book entitled, “Jobs and Profits” as sold

Magazines

by the Public Printer.
We would appreciate

and Radio...

C es LON

1A L

Advertising Agency
28 WEST 44th ST., NEW YORK 18, N.Y.
a

te

YOUR-/etter or a call (BRyant 9-4750}

will bring an advertising consultant.

your advising

the name and address of the source
be contacted to secure this book.

to

W. M. WRicHT.
General Purchasing Agent,
Editor’s Note: Order “Jobs and Profits”
from United States Government Printing
Office, Washington. Twenty cents per copy;
$15 per hundred copies.
It’s Not

a Precedent,

Though
Erie, Pa.

Whenever I get in a snarl I have begun to believe there is one sure source
I can appeal to that will get me out of

Welatel ate,
Barges mam
*.

are only one of

it, and always with a smile.

many war con-

years I have been buying my Christmas
cards from a Boston firm and they have
been nice.
Last year they put out a box of 12
artistic etchings in full color of famous
cathedrals and descriptions of each and
a modest Christmas greeting. This year
their principal offering is a great come

tributions Buffalo is making. In
fact, it's because Buffalo's industries make so many different
things that smart advertisers
are cultivating this market for
the present and the future!

For some

down.

Now New York generally has everything and PRINTERS’ INK apparently
knows everything about everything and
what I would like to have you do for
me is to order a box of say a dozen

Buffalo

COURIER
EXPRESS

oe

Only Morning
and Sunday

Postcards
No erder too small
or large
30x40
blowups,
$3.85 ea.
SPECIAL:
product
= 100 8 x 10 genuine pieoaeebe, 4
yore
—
free samples, price 7 P. Mail rere.

Newspaper
in Buffalo

MOSS

PHOTO

for

SERV

155 W. 46th St., New York City . oe

nist 9-8482

RICHMOND,
ORLD'S

EMORABLE

ATTLE

ROUNDS

IDER

ARKETS

ETTER

UARANTEE

NBC 000 WATTS Nec

greetings that I would be proud to send
to my friends.
As it is getting rather late, please put
on your thinking cap and get a few
greetings that you feel will please me.
EARLE W. Gray.
Editor’s Note:

P. I.’s concept of Reader,’

Service hereby undergoes a drastic change,
Who could refuse a request couched in such
flattering terms? Not us! Hope you like
the cards, Mr. Gray.

Magic Sales Formula

Man Who
pow come
lished 21 y

tisement ix

York

adve

Holden. Fe
continually
is the text,

“Big Be
“Tossin
did not r
Simmons.
“Five m
set and C

and Pro

YOUNGSTOWN PRESSED STEEL Div.
MULLINS MANUFACTURING Corp.
Warren, Ohio

Somewhere around 1928 there ap.
peared in Printers’ INK an article entitled, “The Magic Formula for Sales
Success.” For many years -in traveling
around the country, holding sales meetings, I have based an address on the
subject matter of this article. However,
a number of years have intervened and
I am anxious to review the matter in
my mind and also pass the information
on to some others. If you can identify
the article and send me a clipping, |
will greatly appreciate it. I shall be
glad to pay for a photostat if you do
not have extra clippings in your files.
MARSHALL ADAMS,
Advertising and Sales
‘Promotion Manager.
Editor’s Note: “The Magic Formula of
Sales Success,” by the late W. L. Barnhart,
appeared in PRINTERS’ INK of April 12,
1928. One of the most popular articles on
selling ever to appear in our columns, it is
still doing service, will do more, we predict,
when business again concerns itself with
such an abecedarian matter as salesmanship.

In Which We Quote Old Ad
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“He di
terwoven,
a Keiser-]
his Mank
Van Heu
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tham fo
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and he
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“At e
at the |
listened
and the;
“T.
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advertis
newspay
not affe

NoORRIS-PATTERSON, Lp.

d

Winnipeg, Canada
Margaret Brown of Marketing suggested that you might be the most likely
to supply us with a copy of that wellknown story of the man who was awakened each morning by the nationally
advertised alarm clock after having spent
a reposeful night on a nationally advertised mattress, shaved himself with
a nationally advertised razor, sat himself
down to a breakfast of nationally advertised breakfast food, and hied himself off to the office in a nationally
advertised automobile and so on all
through the day, and yet he didn’t bePRINTERS’

INK

Hari

Pleas
lished 2

ing the
to do v
and an

lieve in advertising. Do you recall this
article and if so would you kindly send
me a Copy?

E. P. THoMson.
Manitoba Branch, Manager,
Editor’s Note: The famous story of “The

continually quoting and
mi
is the text, from our June 15, 1922 issue:

four points
lo Reada

Interest

“Big Ben aroused the household.
“Tossing off the Nashua, the man who
did not read advertising slid out of the
Simmons.
“Five minutes with Williams, Rubber-

st and Gillette, two more with Pebeco
and Prophylactic, and shedding his

Faultless, he was ready“for a shower.

“He dressed carefully,- B.V.D.’s, Interwoven, Bostons and Hanan’s, selected
a Keiser-Barathea that harmonized with
his Manhattan, knotted this in a new
Van Heusen, and put on his Schanz.
“A glass of Sunkist juice stood at his
plate, at breakfast, Yuban steamed in
the Manning-Bowman, and Beech-Nut
sent up its appetizing odor.
“Breakfast finished, he picked up his
Stetson and Fownes and stepped into the
waiting Franklin.
“At his office the mail lay on his
Macey. He dictated a few replies to
his secretary, to be transcribed on Crane’s
on her Noiseless, and signed with his
Waterman.
“Occasionally he glanced at his Waltham for there was a board meeting
which he did not want to miss. The
subject to be discussed was advertising,
and he had something to say on that
subject.
“At eleven o'clock he took his place
at the big table, lit a Robert Burns,
listened to what the others had to say,
and then delivered this honest opinion:
“I do not believe people read advertiements. I don’t. I always skip the
advertisements in the magazines and
newspapers I see, and advertising does
not affect my purchases at all.’”

Annual Reports Again
Harry B. GREEN & Company, INc.

Intense readership must be cultivated. This means the continuous
replanting of editorial ideas together with the development of an
elastic breeding program for new and useful material.
Printers’ Ink edits an idea through four phases of acceptance
on the part of its readers to do just that. By following this
four phase program, no facet of an idea remains unexplored,
no opportunity to develop reader interest is lost.

FORECAST is first. Here an idea is acknowledged either as a
possibility or as definitely on the way.

News, the second phase, brings the idea into being and
> delivers the perspective or background against which the idea

can be intelligently studied. ©
ANALYsis follows in rapid succession. The idea is dissected and
examined to make it crystal clear.
Case HisToRIES develop the idea, displaying its use and success
or application in many different industries.
These four editorial phases—forecast, news, analysis and

case history—direct the editorial content of Printers’ Ink .
toward use rather than casual reading. They provide by example
with dimension, the additional experience for which
Printers’ Ink is read. They developed the reader influence
that makes Printers’ Ink the logical, profitable place
to deliver your message.

Baltimore
Please let us know if you have published any articles in PRINTERS’ INK during the last three or four years, having
to do with dressing up financial reports
and annual stockholders’ statements.
Georce H. WRIGHT.
Editor’s Note: A bibliography on improv-

ing annual reports, extending back even
more than the three or four years specified

by Reader Wright, will be sent to anyone
who has access to back number files.

December 17, 1943
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“The
Progressive
Farmer
as progressive
ideas!”

MONTE

Country

Successful
farm Jo
Wife ....
Capper's
Progressiv
Ga.-Ala
Carolin:
Kentuck
Miss.-Le
Texas

f

All Editi
Poultry Tr
Eastern
Central
Pacific

...says JESSE STUART

Westert

All Edit
American
Eastern

Author of “TAPS FOR PRIVATE TUSSIE”
December Book-of-the-Month Club Selection

Central
Western

All Edit
Farmer St
Farm & R

Southern
Southern
California
Breeder's

Arkansas |
Wyoming

{Now.)
Amer. Fru
National |

SEMI-M

“THE PROGRESSIVE FARMER is the first
and only farm magazine to use my stories,”
says

JESSE

STUART,

Riverton, Kentucky,

author of Taps for Private Tussie. “Your editor,
associate editors and staff members are in my
estimation a fine group of people to send mate-

stories by Mr. Stuart: Saturday Holiday,
March, 1941; Varied Fruit, January, 1942; Lady,
December, 1943. Progressive is the middle name
of The Progressive Farmer.

Local Z

Averag
The Farme
Wisconsin
Farmer

Western

|

Ohio Farr
Montana

Dakota Fa
Kansas F
Breeze
Michigan
Missouri |
Washingt
Local Z
Idaho Far
Oregon F

magazine indicates, progressive ideas not only
in farming but in fiction, that is, you do not

104

Homest

Nebraska

Pennsylvar
Hoard's CD

rial, fine to work with... and this is my honest
experience. You have, as the name of your

expect an author to write a story to a narrow
formula and that is a healthy sign...”
In keeping with its editorial policy of featuring fiction by nationally-known authors, The
Progressive Farmer has carried the following

Wallaces'

Local Z

Advertising Offices:
MEMPHIS,
Pacific Coast

DALLAS,
Representotive:

sinMINGHAM,
NEW
Edward

YORK,

S. Townsend

RALEIGH
CHICAGO )

Indiana Fe
Utah Farm

MissouriF

Co., San Francisco

PRINTERS
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FARM PUBLICATIONS
(House and Miscellaneous Classified Linage Omitted)

ADVERTISING LINAGE FOR DECEMBER

am

Display

Display
Advertising
Incl. Poultry &
Livestock

‘e-

stock)

Country Gentleman

Successful Farming
&

54

Progressive Farmer
Ga.-Ala.-Fla. Edition
Carolinas-Va. Edition
Kentucky-Tenn. Edition
Miss.-La.-Ark. Edition
Edition

1942
Lines

32,847
24,004

28,700
20,617

1,859

1,105
527

23,169

19,497
15,522

969
594

21,524
21,313
21,265
19,404

19,860
20,088
18,962
18,207
18,382
16,283

444
413
411
393
724
327

17,196
12,167
9,988
9,426
8,271

9,218
5,710
3,936
3,374
2,233

Dairymen's League News

15,923
11,293
8,729
7,244
12,676
11,470
12,736
12,560
8,987
5,509
6,079

8,948
5,745
3,511
2,370
72\
2,198
384
259

WEEKLIES (4 November Issues)

1,116

CANADIAN MONTHLIES (November Issues)

23,021

19,894

Edition

16,031

13,925

Edition

OW CRI

1943
Lines

17,562

Pacific Edition
Western

1942
Lines

19,056

All Editions
Poultry Tribune
Eastern Edition
Central

1943
Lines
Farmer's

Capper's Farmer.

Texas

Display
Advertising
(Poultry & Live-

stock)

BI-WEEKLIES (2 November Issues)

MONTHLIES

farm Journal
Wife

Display
Advertising
Incl. Poultry &
Livestock

12,855

earteasckcisecéorsinrsie

10,255

American Poultry Journal
Eastern Edition
Central Edition

18,797
14,839

Western Edition

10,810

All Editions

0

8,422

Farmer Stockman (Nov.)...... 23

17,403

Farm & Ranch
Southern Planter
Southern Agriculturist
California Citrograph
Breeder's Gazette

~=—«16,967
15,899
14,545

22

9,578

Arkansas Farmer (Nov.)......
Wyoming Stockman
INov.

9

7,425
6,706

5

5,966
2,470

Farmer

Amer. Fruit Grower (Nov.)..
National Livestock Producer

1943
Pages

1943
Lines
27,708

1942
Lines
15,718

1943
Lines
620

1942
Lines
30

Rural New Yorker.
New England Homestead... 26
American Agriculturist
Local Zone Adv...
|

24,497
23,567
22,142
20,624
18,223
16,991
875

889
889
672
2,763
2,580
1,790

835
1,003
779
2,003
1,550
1,074

Arizona

16,427

17,444
16,584
14,951
11,582
12,078
14,699
1,474
15,889
2,205

Prairie Farmer
Pacific Rural Press
Northern Edition
Southern Edition

Farmer.

Kansas City Weekly Star
Missouri

Edition................

The Farmer's Magazine
‘Country Guide
_ Farm & Ranch Review

7,211
2,062
3,398

387
373

8

19,858

28 = «19,651
18,221
20
14,526

18,964
15,262
10,159

1,414
42

1,160
84

SEMI-MONTHLIES (November Issues)
Wallaces' Farmer & lowa
Homestead
Nebraska Farmer.
Local Zone Adv
Average 4 Editions
The Farmer
Wisconsin
Agriculturist &
Pennsylvania Farmer
Hoard's Dairyman
Western Farm Life
DWN FUMIE
ssccdtesstarscotssiseces
Montana Farmer.
Dakota Farmer.
Kansas Farmer,
Mail
Breeze
Michigan Farmer
Missouri Ruralist
Washington Farmer..
Local Zone Adv
Idaho Farmer
Oregon Farmer
Local Zone Adv
Indiana Farmer's Guide
Utah Farmer........c.csssssssseseeese
Missouri Farmer

33,885
3,559

9

30,699

32

25,469
24,783
24,703
23,585

23,114
21,788
21,619
21,404
20,764
20,028
19,930
1,412
19,847

(Figures compiled

December 17, 1943

21,594
19,771
9,464
22,137
19,276

304

15,389
15,735
16,546
20,445
16,819
16,664
15,899

28
1,061
1,889
8,882
942
2,366
30

15,087
15,726
10,869
13,128
1,160
14,695
12,106
1,029
10,864
10,714
5,866

3,239
2,013
895
86

by Publishers’

CANADIAN SEMI-MONTHLIES (November Issues)

1,598
86
614
343
84
Information

Bureau's

Farmer's Advocate & Home
Magazine

CANADIAN

24

16,588

18,790

2,584

3,395

BI-WEEKLIES (2 November Issues)
-

Canadian Countryman

12,224

15,919

1,931

2,433

CANADIAN WEEKLIES (4 November Issues)
Free Press Prairie Farmer
38
Family Herald & Weekly Star
Eastern Edition
38
Western Edition
36
National

Advertising

Records)

41,459

38,771

70

202

37,975
36,276

33,318
29,755

440

444
63

American Guts

With the Army in Italy. “Itis a question of clearing y

almost every square yard under conditions of inteng
fatigue. Anyone who is wounded stays where he fal
until dark. To get the wounded man down six men arg

Editorial

needed

Wilson Gets Tough
“I know of no other period in American history, except
perhaps the Civil War, when there has been so much
need for unity in our country, and so few signs of it, as
at the present time. From where I sit in Washington it
is an appalling thing to see the separate groups and
cliques and special interests separating out of the main
body of the American war effort in order to work for
their own special purposes and private ambitions.”
A starry-eyed theorist speaking?
“Too many people are trying to position themselves
for the post-war period long before the country is out
of danger and long before our fighting men have any
chance to position themselves.”
A bureaucrat speaking?
“Sometimes these groups can be made to see reason
—sometimes they can be browbeaten into cooperation—
but by and large they represent a serious menace to the
unity of the nation, to the war effort and to the lives

and futures of American fighting men.”
A professor speaking?
“There are too many men who are ready to spread
the poisons of falsehood and hate at every turn. You
and I and all of us who are sincerely devoted to the
American ideal and the democratic principle have an
obligation to speak out boldly and to prevent these socalled Americans from plunging us into disastrous internal strife. If on the one hand we live up to our war
production responsibilities—and I know we will—while
on the other hand we live up to our responsibilities as
leaders of American morale—then the free enterprise
system of American industry will indeed have shown
its ability to serve the nation and the entire world, not

only in war time but in the enduring peace to come.”
A traitor to his class speaking?
Hardly. This was Charles E. Wilson, formerly of
Gencral Electric, a business man who went to Washington to become executive vice-chairman of the War
Production Board. In laying it on the line in his talk
last week before the National Association of Manufacturers, he probably wished

he didn’t have

to get as

tough as he did.
But he did get tough. And Printers’ Ink for one is
glad that he did. We hope what he said sinks in—in the
right places.
106

to carry a litter, with four others helping. |

takes hours up and back from the ration dump, an(
every soldier who goes up carries a box of ratio
which weighs forty-eight pounds; a five-gallon can ,
water, weighing forty-three pounds, or about fif
pounds of ammunition. Horses and mules can do little
Sometimes guy ropes are needed to scramble up the
ee
“Water freezes every night on those heights. You ge
covered with mud, and water is so precious that it j

drunk and never used for washing. Rations are low an(
rarely can be heated.”—New York Times, December 10
1943.
.

Washington, D. C.—“The Senate Finance Committe
cut still more today from the House tax bill by striking
out the proposed 5% levy on pari-mutuel wagers, esti
mated to yield $27,500,000 annually.”—New Yor
Times, December

10, 1943.

Bankhead Bill Quashed. Good!
The Bankhead-Cannon bills appropriating money fo
War Bond advertising as a means of helping out smal
newspapers were unexpectedly killed last week by th
House Ways and Means Committee and the whole ide
of government-paid advertising is probably.quashed fo
this session.
How this welcome action of the committee wa
brought about is a mystery. Certain it is that the Con
gressmen who were eager to divide 15 or 25 millio
dollars among newspapers that were not getting wha
they considered a proper share of the War Bond adver
tising now paid for by industry and commerce did no
change their ideas overnight.
Whatever the cause may have been, however, thé
result is encouraging—for the moment.
A similar bill is likely to be introduced next session
All of those who believe that they may have had somé
smal] part in the education of Congressmen upon thé
functions of advertising would do well to assume 7
humble attitude and remember that the battle may not
yet be won.

It was brought out in the discussion of the Bankhea¢
bill on the floor of Congress that the Treasury now has
ample power to buy advertising space in any amount
If the time comes when it seems wise for the govern
ment to exercise this power, let it be done in a business
like manner, with media selected as they are when a
advertising agency is delegated to help in the sale ot
a commercial product.
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|0NE does it—in Philadelphia
One newspaper goes home in Philadelphia, the city of homes
... is read daily by 4 out of 5 families. One newspaper
is read
by Philadelphians, according to surveys, an average of 53 minutes
daily, 43% longer than any other Philadelphia newspaper. One
newspaper is consistently the leading advertising medium in
Philadelphia. One newspaper — and that newspaper is The
Evening Bulletin.
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In Philadelphia— nearly everybody reads The Bulletin
17, 1943
December
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‘The Schoolmaster’s Classroom

|
Trade-Mark: a Symbol of
Promises Men Live By
The famous G-E monogram gets top
billing as an anti-swastika symbol and as
“One of the Promises Men Live By” in a
recent newspaper advertisement of the
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Copy presents the G-E monogram superimposed over a drawing of representatives of the armed forces and the vast
army of war workers backing them up at
home.
What really catches attention,
‘however, is the background of correspondence from servicemen—all former
G-E workers—and the eight extracts
therefrom in which they tell how they
feel about General Electric’s trade-mark
when they encounter it on their equipment. The letters come from such faraway places as the South Pacific and
North Africa and were contributed by
men in an armored division, in an aircraft gun turret, in the signal corps and
in the air.

Its monogram is but one of today's
anti-swastika symbols, the G-E copy
points out. “There are thousands of
others. Each trade-mark of an American
company producing for war is such a
symbol . .. the Monogram we send along
on every piece of equipment is something more.
It is a message, and a
promise, from us to the boy who is going
to use that piece of equipment. We are
glad that he understands this message.
It is, God willing, a promise that he can
live by.”
Sign

in a New

York

store

window:

“Boy Wanted—Our Horse Died.”

Two Ads, Few Pages

Apart, Go Lunar
An interesting coincidence indicating
that perhaps copy writers’ minds do run
in the same thought channels is provided
by the December issue of Fortune.
The coincidence is found in two page

ads—one on page 70, by Western 8;
Mills, and the other on page 75, by Sh¢
Oil—both of which have a “To 4
Moon” theme.
Western’s copy shows twin lines ¢
cartridges converging moonwards fro
the firm’s production centers, East Al
Ill., and New Haven, Conn., designate
as red spots on old Mother Earth. }
neath this terrestial scene is the hea
“From Our Mills to the. Moon,” and th
message: “Placed end to end, the ¢
tridges made for this war from brass pry
duced by our mills would reach clear

the moon and more than halfway bad
to the earth—a total of 374,885 mile
Shell Oil’s copy shows the West Vi
ginia Pulp and Paper Co.'s Charlestoy
S. C., mill producing a skyway of papq
that goes clear to the moon. It’s h
“To the Moon without an Oil Change
and the explanatory text tell how
single giant machine of the paper con
pany has, with the help of a Shell indu
trial lubricant, achieved a two-years’ nog

stop production peak equivalent to
kraft paper highway to the moon.
Sandwiched between these adspage 73—is a Bell Telephone Syste
page with a “Rainbow in the Sky”
vertising motif.
Far be it from th
Schoolmaster to explain this matter ¢
coincidence. All he can say is that th
terrestial-interplanetary theme certain
received a big play in the space of a f
pages of one publication.
The shortage of alarm clocks has led
to a new kind of service
as noted in
classified ads along this line in Atlanta

newspapers: “Do You Oversleep?
me wake you for $1.50
Durden. At. 3157.”

Plant Has
Welcome"

One ofthe Promises

Men Live By
T THE TOP of the page is one oftoday’s exti-Swisika symbols. There
are thousands of others. Each trade-mark of an American company
producing
for war issuch «symbol.
‘What makes theie symbols important iswhat bas been ppt into them by the

mea and women producing thiswar equipment, andtheway thisequipment

will beused—by American boys agaiast the Axis. But the way the men ia the
‘armed services feel about these symbols is important too.
‘The lemers quoted inpart atthelefttell how some ofthese men—General
Electric men now inthe Army, the Navy, the Marine Corps — fee! about one of
these symbols, the G-E Monogram, the trade-mark of General Electric.
Some wrieechatthesight oftheMonogram ontheir equipment makes

them “fee! safe,”gives them

ina

moment ofdanger spellthemargin ofsafety.IftheMonogram candothis,

then what three generations ofG-E men and women have put into the Mono-

gram
inte.1 ofthemselves, andia terms ofresearch andengineering and
workmanship—has been more than worthwhile.

Let

a mo.

Mn.

‘You're
Folder

In a recent Classroom session, th
Schoolmaster discussed the practice
the Snap-On Tools Corporation (Nov.
issue, p. 108) of giving visitors a ves
pocket sized railroad time schedule {4
their convenience.
Classmember William S, Simpson, d
rector of personnel, the Raybestos Di
sion of Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc, i
forms the Schoolmaster that his fi
‘likewise

makes

a

presentation

to 3

guests and callers at its main office
Bridgeport, Conn. The presentation
this case is an informative four-pag

‘We, 192,000 G-E men and women, working through holidays asd vacaSee
ates aectanecaeineieanamne

folder bearing the friendly title, “Hell

capacity,yw denhighen of cuequulley candants, ostongootb esoded by
‘American boysanywhere oneagth. Thisis 0 more than simple duty. Butthe

Mr. ——

Monogram we send along onevery piece of equipment issomething more.
Ics a message, and a promise, from us tothe boy who u going 0 use that piece
ofequipment, We are glad chat heunderstands this message. Itis,God willing,

‘apromise that hecan liveby.

Schenectady, N.Y.

rods andbayingover2 miliondllarsofWorBondseverywoth0basinvictory.

GENERAL
@ ELECTRIC
wear = Lr ELECTRIC RADIO PROGRAMS. ya G-B ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA™
M.EWT, NBC-"THE WORLD TODAY” NEWS, EV! 1YWEEKDAY643 Pe ET, CBS

You're

Welcome.”

The rece

tionist fills in the visitor’s name befo
handing it out.
Folder

data

include

office

hours

the firm, parking facilities, names @

titles of office-plant key men. “First
all,”

it tells the

newcomer

bestos, “our information

to R

desk opera

as a service to you, not as a barrierf
PRINTERS’

IN

The

lule {4
son, d
os Di
inc., i
ris fi
to 3
office
ation
yur-pag
“Hell
e rece
> befo

ener’
. - » UNHAMPERED BY MASS
SMALL-TOWN CIRCULATION
(Pigs

en

ee

The Magazine of Ideas
for Practical Farmers
—featuring informative articles which
answer questions like the following:
What 7 changes are likely to be seen in
future farm buildings?

a
There are certain advantages to a cylindrically shaped
they?

bale of hay—what
e

are

Why is it now better to sell hogs when they
reach 200-230 pounds?

*
Some farmers prefer another farm-grown

waste to straw for bedding down animals.

What is it?

“

How can you tell when lightbread dough
has risen enough—but not too much?
ler
Say Sy

» to « farmer who “did e

FARM-TESTED Editorial Matter
Seldom comes in “over the transom’’
The agriculturist admits we exist.
The gentleman farmer endures us.

legs and the aura of the feedlot on their
shoes. For Capper’s Farmer specialPP
P
izes

But 1,240,000 dirt farmers located in

mid-America

know

us—prefer

us—

on

farm-tested

ideas—the

kind

that rarely come in over the transom.

read every issue carefully. Because
within its covers, Capper’s Farmer tells
the practical farmer the things he wants
most to know.

to the pages that carry advertising!

As our editors can testify, this is quite
a job. It puts cockleburs on their pants

reader-confidence that makes
advertising better still!

CAPPER’S

FARMER

Ours
nes ai
‘First
to R

¥

It’s this kind of editing that gives traffic

It’s this kind of editing that gives the
good

The ONE National Farm Magazine that Speaks the Farmers’ Language

operat
rier f
December 17, 1943
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COMPLETE STUDY
OF RADIO MAIL
NOW AVAILABLE
The most extensive study of radio
mail ever made is now available to
the entire industry, Earl May, KMA
president, has announced.

us. Sure we're busy. But we figure you
are, too. You'll not be kept waiting, if
we can help it. If you don’t ‘get your
man’ quickly, be sure to ask how soon

he'll be free.”

The back cover carries a pictorial description of products the firm is producing for the fighting front.
Early direct mail: It was not until
about the time of Paul Revere that

letters were enclosed in envelopes—an
idea imported from China.

AT

LASTS

Keeps in Touch—Even
from Hospital Bed
One unfailing way of winning friends
and influencing people is through the
ability to laugh at one’s own misfortunes.

Original plans were to limit distribution to agency men and company
advertising managers. But so many
requests have been coming from radio
station men that all who want a copy
may now have one, Mr. May sai
This study is based on the 493,479
pieces of commercial mail received “|
the station from April, 1942, throug
March, 1943. Dozens of such important questions as the following are

answered:
e “How large a mail sample does it
take to
age?”

determine

station

“Who writes to radio
men or women?”

cover-

stations —

“What kinds of offers are most
successful — contests, premiums,
free samples, etc.?
Because of current paper restrictions, copies of the prin
study will

be mailed only on request. “So, if any-

body wants one,” said Mr. May, “he’d
better write, right now—to the KMA
Mail Director. If requests don’t beat
our order to the printer, they will be
too late!”

KMA
Blue Network

The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market

152 COUNTIES
AROUND SHENANDOAH, IA.

| Fa Prs

In between sips of sassarres tee and rose-petal water, it suédenly occurres to me thet some of my friends might be wondering where I an.
Sell, frankly,

I came is bere to heve «© baby.

But they ended

require points. My surse says if they stuck
© nozzle between
my toes I'é pase for an ack-ack.

+ there's one consolation.

When they let pe out of this

Sian Gok UeGaie ho bee Seater can anyagate Teper tae.
ané that oughtte belp plesty.
anyeey, I feel greet.
and I can talk just es loud and fest as
ever.
Furthermore, I keep my order book wuéer my pillor.
So I
Urge you to teke edvantage of this wonderful opportunity to buy
pace in YOUNC AMERICA
without heaving to look at me across rou;

+ Tats offer expires Jenmry

P.S.

Yep...

Diue booties:

1, 1%

Got

Tllipose Ce id spite.
Telephone MIDway 9290

Case of the Friendly
Catbird
The Schoolmaster thinks it might be
called “the case of the friendly catbird.”
When word first got about that the bird
had broken one of the roof windows of

the sky greenhouse

New York department store, through
which he flew in daily and stayed most
of the daylight hours, delegations of
school children, bird fanciers and the

merely curious went to look him over.
As the bird continued to visit each
day and interest mounted, the store ran
a full page newspaper advertisement to
ask for advice. Apparently, copy ex
plained, the bird thought New York was
a better winter resort than the south to
which his fellow birds were going—es
pecially since he had found heat, food,
sympathetic humans and growing plants.
But the store asked what to feed himhow to care for him—and what to do
about the window since it could not be
left open all winter, and it didn’t want
him breaking it over again each day,
The newspapers picked up the story.
Mail flooding into the store even includ.
ing one lengthy poem dedicated to the
bird. It was amazing how many people
were interested in the fate of one little
catbird. Every conceivable kind of diet
was suggested. Some business executives
either gave advice or asked why the ad
had been run, since it was expensive and
sold nothing.
Bloomingdale says the
answer to that one is the amount of interest it attracted which induced so
many people to write friendly lettersproof that it was a successful advertisement for a neighborhood store.
Callers on
KGO,

George Clifford, western manager of
Young America, demonstrates how it can
be done by the announcement he sent to
space buying and other advertising
friends to let them know that he was in
the hospital having a repair job done
on his leg.
The cartoon illustration shows him
resting cosily in bed, leaning on one
elbow with a side glance at his leg, suspended in a cast from the ceiling, with a
pretty nurse in the background. Copy
says, “Frankly, I came in here to have a
baby but they ended up by grinding my
valves and stringing me to the ceiling.
Im the only cured carcass in Chicago
that doesn’t require points.”
Telephone calls and visitors came in
droves in spite of the threat in the notice
that he can “talk just as loud and fast
as ever,” and keeps his order book under the pillow.
“Send for this booklet,” said a radio
announcer to the husbands in his audience. “Your wife will love it and you
can use it to swat flies.”

at Bloomingdale's,

Don

Searle, manager of

San Francisco, of the Blue Net-

work, now are offered Life Savers instead of cigarettes from the box on his
desk. Change was made when the FCC
approved sale of the network to Edward J. Noble, chairman of the board

of Life Savers Corporation.
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Advertises Unusual
Sizes in Men's Wear Items

Radio Stati
Radio Stati

Radio Stati

Rather a neat idea in advertising
Christmas gifts, used in newspaper ads
and mail promotions by the Adler Shops
for Men, New York, is to stress unusual

sizes available in men’s items.
The Schoolmaster is aware that the
big man likes to be fitted as well as the
average size and the gift giver is not
always sure where he can get things wide
or long enough. Adler reassures the
shopper in advance that he will be able
to find the extra length sleeves—jumbo
width house slippers—neckties longer
than average—and all the other extrasized gifts that please the unusually tall
or broad man, or the one larger than
normal in one or several-places.
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Business Opportunities
TRADE PAPER REPRESENTATION
desired
by NEW YORK Advertising Service Firm having years of experience selling Trade Paper
Advertising. Box 469

Advertisements

oak Advertising Agency Le
2d Ae
onsolidated Water Power & Paper Co.
Third Cover

Dayton Journal-Herald
Beclt NOWParsyccneseteese ccccceseseveses
Flectrical Contracting.
Electrical

PRINTING PRODUCTION DETAIL MAN OR
WOMAN W.
ity with growing
national industrial advertiser
for man or woman
experienced all phases production detail with
printers, engravers, lithographers, etc. Must be
thoroughly familiar with all sources of supply.

205 E. 42nd St., New York-17, N. Y.

Durstine « Osborn, ‘Inc. scaiin

Bioomington Pantagraph........ dec édacdee cece . a
Branham CURII s 05.000 seecusecconses
rowne Advertising, Burton..........+ssseeees 100
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Chicago

Help Wanted

Box number of the ad.
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yer& Son, Inc., N. W........se-se0e
Ratten,

Advertisements

‘WHEN ANSWERING ADS
Make sure your reply is delivered
quickl wa correctly. Address it
as follows:

jvertisers’ Service Division, Inc. ......
dvertising Checking Bureau............

Do

you

their

have

Relations

clients
with

who
Top

wish

to

improve

Management?

Our

Newsletter will be read by all officials in every
size business receiving it. Proven acceptance.
Open

Manufacturing..

for

sponsorship

on

national

or

regional

basis. Box 467.
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Send

samples

Outline

Good

your

experience

starting

salary.

in

Ad-

—

Are You This Copywriter?
A splendid opportunity for a man primarily interested in editing house organs and writing
publicity. Midwest Agency. National accounts.
Send outline of experience, draft status, salary
expected in first letter. Your correspondence
will be kept confidential. Address Box 476.

the

armed

forces.

good

pay

with

a

in this

successful,

financially

sound,

x 479,

ARTIST—VISUALIZER
x
|
Man or woman... not
rily a
advertising layout artist . .. who is a “PENCILTHINKER”. . . that is ‘to say, he or she can
draw quickly and easily freehand (not copying)
and has a natural sense of design and color. The
person

we

have in mind

anything
. ».

can sit down

and sketch

. . . a dog, a horse, figures, a plane

and come

up with

something

that has char-

acter and snap. We will teach you the advertising and sales angle, lettering, visual technique,
etc. We'll pay you according to your ability to
start and we’ll give you a swell chance to grow.
We're

New

a

successful,

England’s

established

nicest

city.

small

Give

agency

full

in

details,

salary expected, etc., in your first letter. Box 478.

Positions Wanted
FIRST

RATE

COPYWRITER

wants

first rate

job with first rate store or agency. No tyro—
6 years of fashion, home furnishings, general

experience.

No

hag

either.

Box

470.

SALES TRAINING EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
—Fifteen years’ diversified experience working
with every medium of sales
national sales organizations.

training for largest
Now with Govern-

ment but will be released soon. Draft exempt.
Exceptional background and. abilities. Box 471.

sales promotion.

Box

probably

small agency, which has an inspiring list of naa
accounts. Give full details in letter. Write

tions experience.

Ability to write well. Good busi-

Somewhere,

territory, there is the man we are looking for—
one who would like a first class writing job at

Advertising

ness judgment and pleasing personality is important. Salary commensurate. Write full details
as to experience, age and salary requirements.

Box 473.

COPY MAN WANTED
By Agency in Chicago Area—The man we want
likes to write copy—he writes good copy. He may
now be with an agency, he may be an advertising manager with a manufacturer or he may
have just received an honorable discharge from

PUBLIC RELATIONS EXECUTIVE
Nationally known manufacturing sales corporation interested in a man with broad public rela-

Executive,

20 years of diversified

ad-

vertising experience. Planning, visualizing and
directing industrial and consumer advertising and
Would

prefer position as Adver-

tising Manager or Research Manager on Future
Planning Committee. Age 42. Available January
1st. Box 466.

472.

AGENCY
creative

Radio Station WRNL
Peewee ee eee ee neeeeeeeee
Radio Station WSYR
Radio Station WTAG
.
Rockford Star-Register-Republic ...
Rock Island Argus-Moline Dispatch..........
St. Petersburg Newsnapers Service...........
Balt Lake Tribune-Telegram................006
ban Francisco Call-Bulletin..............ssse06
Mittlc THRs cishacdvavaescctvststegevessccwses

travel.

summary;

Box 468.

the right man.

ADVERTISING

Radio Station WMBG
Radio Station WOW

no

produce
related

Experienced in trade advertisements, direct mail,
house organs. Agency experience desirable. Outline experience, give draft status, send references,
photo and a few representative samples. Small midwest agency. Replies confidential. Write Box 475.

Femmes etn er eases eeeeeeeeeee
POR
e etree eee eter eeerenere

Broadcasting

location,

business

salary.

to write,
manuals,

COPYWRITER

Inc............-.++++

Memphis Commercial Appeal..............0++05
MIONONERM “CINE ‘wits 6 tsnd00dsopacvee Sicecavse
MM Suppliscesececsasacxcsbecstaticsdea
eee eTeR EET eee Creer rrregy
ilwaukee Journal
National

York

detail in confidence.
dress Box 477.

Tribune-Democrat................-.

Ritth, Tne.

wanted
company

Can You Write Industrial Copy?
If so, you'll be interested in this opening in a
Midwest Agency where an excellent opportunity

ag a Radio Paeeysg Behe owe
ohnstown

New

personal,

yet. State

-Magazine

National Provisioner
Newark Evening NewS.......scsccccsessccevces

r of
Net3 in» his
FCC
Edoard

or WOMAN
publications,

Se

ARTIST.

Established,

advertising-printing

plant

growing,

wants

artist

for permanent job with advancement opportunities (not temporary draftee replacement). Man
should be draft-exempt; able to do lettering and
finished art for reproduction. Creative layout and
design ability also an advantage.
Congenial
working conditions. Send samples and state
salary required. STEWART-SIMMONS
COMPANY, Waterloo, Iowa.
PARTS

CATALOG

MAN

Large,
nationally-known
Detroit
wants experienced man to handle

manufacturer
parts catalog

and repair parts lists. This man must be able to
prepare his own copy and have a practical, working knowledge of layout and printing, with an
exacting eye for details. Experience in parts or
service with farm machinery or automobiles preferred. For the right man, this opening presents
an unusual opportunity for personal advancement
and security. In your reply, state age, draft
—
previous experience and salary desired.
Box 474.

wants

EXECUTIVE—Young,

wider

scope

for ability

vigorous,
that

has

4F—

already

taken him far. Offers-a unique combination of
creative, contacting and planning talents; seeks
worthwhile job in a well-rated agency wherein
the

same

time,

$45,000 account
Box 480.

he

can,

at

with

great

continue

to serve

post-war

a

potential.

ACCOUNT SERVICE EXECUTFIVE OR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
MARKETING: 8 yrs. industrial marketing exp.
with

leading

industrial

market

research,

PLANS:

8 yrs.

agency;

large

charge

4A

2 yrs.

director

general

agency.

of strategy

for 20 indus-

trial advertisers; 2 yrs. on plans board large
4A. ADMINISTRATION: 2 yrs. asst. to pres.
small 4A agency; total 12 yrs. chief executive
various

agency

departments.

COPY:

8

-yrs.

supervision and writing, —
2 yrs. general agency. LAYOUT: 8 yrs. exp.; award winners.

ART:

6 yrs.

buying;

art

directors’

shows

selections. MEDIA: 2 yrs. media director 4A
general agency; 8 yrs. space buying, industrial
accounts, Personable; 31; married; 4F. Box 481.
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UP POPS
THE BLUEBERRY PIE

the thought away. But never mind my thoughts—we
talking about the G. I. and his war aims. I have plent
of opportunities to talk to these birds and I've read
lot of their letters home under censorship regulation
I can say to you with assurance that they are high
conscious of the desirability of keeping the bombe
away from their homes; they've seen the results an
smelled the buried bodies and even helped to dig th
crushed and stinking forms out of the ruins of othe
homes. But they would not write about those thing
to help win a contest. You see, they are the same peop
who went into newspaper and radio contests by th
million just a few years ago. They know the corny st

By Advertising Man,*
Spending Winter in Southern Europe

66

HAT are we fighting for?” “The aroma of
Mom’s cooking—the sandlot baseball and
football games—the playful tugging of your dog—the
beers you had with the boys—that’s what we're fighting

for, Mates.”
That

prize-winning

contribution

from

a Marines

contest draws -the raspberry from J. L. Stanley in Au-

that is usually picked to win so, if they try for a pri
they try to write what they think will win.
Do you think the American G. I. is dumb? Yo
should see him perusing the home-town paper or th
news-digest magazine when he can get one. You sho
hear his comments on radio broadcasts when he c
get to hear one. Particularly you should listen to h
evaluation of the advertising that super-glorifies som
profitable war contract with the slogan, “How Schi
enfelder’s Punch Presses are Winning the War” and

would do your heart good to listen to a bull sessio
only they don’t call it that now—on the subject

gust 20 PrinTERs’ INK and elicits the comment: “Surely,
the concept of blueberry pie does not elevate the stature
of our fighting men as thinkers; to the contrary it only

John L, Lewis and his particular brand of patriotisy

serves to bear out the oft-repeated contention that, as

war aim, except to say that it is to win the war and w

compared with his English or Russian comrade-in-arms,
the American doughboy has only a meager conception
of what this war is all about.”

it as quickly as possible. He’s concentrating on
just now and perhaps he hasn’t had all the inform
tion he needs to formulate his peace aim—which
really what that contest meant to define. He wants
get back home and he wants to think he’ll be able

Hell's bells, J. L., don’t jump to such a conclusion on

such meager evidence. How do you know what other
aims were stated by contestants? Perhaps the winner
and the contest judge were the only blueberry pie
addicts in the Marine Corps. By the way, J. L., Marines
are known as leathernecks and doughboy is an outmoded term today; dogface is preferred and if you
wish to be up-to-the-minute in your copy, refer to
the soldier as a G. I.
Life in the army tends to make us a bit nostalgic,
especially life overseas. I haven’t got a dog whose tug
I miss but I do occasionally think wishfully of an easy
chair and fireplace and a tinkling tall glass and soft
lights and such creature comforts—and hastily thrust
* Awarded Legion of Merit by Second Army Corps for staff work, 1942-3,
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I'm not going to try to state the American soldie

get his job back. What he'll do with his pay and b
life after that is a matter for the individual.
Meantime he is doing an intelligent and courageo'
job in action and now knows there is no opponent th
can stand up to him in battle when he decides to §
some place. .He is accepting hardship, cold, fatig

and danger with stoicism. His everyday conversati¢
leaves something to be desired, still he has two adjé
tives where Kipling’s Tommy had only one, “
ancient humor saves him whole” and his spirit and da
have amazed Fritz and Tony.
Don’t organize another bureau to teach the Ame
can G. I, his war aims. Let him fight.
PRINTERS’

|

TTERING ALL TRADITIONS

|

America’s armed forces were desperately in
landing fields for our war planes in out-ofy places Industry met the challenge by devising
etal door mats. Built in sections, these readynways can be conveniently transported and
d almost over-night ... providing adequate
and take-off facilities for our biggest bombers.
ngenuity responsible for doing such war jobs
and faster has kept American Industry in the
many years ...atypical example being a
me development which reduced the cost of
printing paper to a new low level.

|
BP

)NSOLIDATED

PAPERS
AT UNCOATED PAPER PRICES

One might not think of paper as being particu-

our men continually. Thus enthusiasm is stimu-

mendously so.
Much has been said about the need for paper
to wrap the supplies flowing to troops everywhere
and of the tremendous tonnage of paper needed
by all the services for writing necessary orders
and keeping vital records. Wood pulp, the basis

lated and our war effort given incalculable impetus,
Consolidated Water Power and Paper Company

is proud of the fact that it provides the paper used
in many of America’s most important magazines

and publications. Consolidated is equally proud
that its tradition-shattering

development of 1935... which

of most paper, is also an ingredient of powder
and many surgical supplies.

brought the price ofcoated paper

But paper has another function of vital importance to our war effort. In magazines, photographs

helped make possible better

from our many fronts can be reproduced so realisti-

co

cally on coated paper that, in effect, we can be with

larly necessary to the war effort .. . yet it is tre-

out of the luxury class... has
printing through a wider use
of enamel coated paper,

Gavee+ DailyGed
= =) -

FEEL SALUCkA3 !
a
When war steps up the importance of women to advertisers it

steps up the importance of the newspaper.
When Chicago women in the first World War shook off tradition to take on strange jobs behind desks cnd machines,
they discovered the Tribune—which at the same time was discovering

women’s

new

needs

and

reshaping

its product to

fulfill them.
Department stores noted the shift to the Tribune and fcllowed it. Today they place in the Tribune more of their advertising budgets than in all other Chicago newspapers combined.
Another war is stepping up women’s importance to business
—and the importance of the Tribune to women. As a result cf
producing a newspaper of interest to women in all walks cf
life, the Tribune, every day of the week—Sunday, Monday
and all-days—gets the attention of Chicago's largest constant audience of women.
To make the most of your promotion funds today in the
Chicago market—cnd to build solidly for the future—build
your program around the Tribune.

Tribune

ge bicago Cribune
ie

THE

WORLD’S

SERVING
OCTOBER
DAILY,

AVERAGE
OVER

NET

930,000;

GREATEST

CHICAGO
PAID

Paper A
$881,165

Paper B

$704,441

PaperC

peper

$474, 762

$365, 5

FOR 96 YEARS

TOTAL

SUNDAY,

NEWSPAPER

$2,631,419

:
‘
¢3

CIRCULATION:

OVER

1,250,000

Charted above are the expenditures placed by
department stores for advertising in each Chicago
newspaper during the first 10 months of 1943.
-

